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“Thinking further” is the motto of our latest 
Group annual report , in which we present  
eight children born in 2010 to Munich Re 
employees – in Germany, India, Senegal, 
Poland, the USA and China. 

Read about what their lives may be like in the 
near and distant future and what this has to do 
with our business of evaluating and insuring 
risks. The report also contains all the important 
data and facts on the past financial year and 
our shares.

More at  
www.munichre.com/annualreport2010

Key figures
Munich Reinsurance Company  

€m 2010 2009 2008
Gross premiums written 20,410 18,322 16,495
Investments 72,661 70,204 70,763
Net technical provisions 53,395 51,791 53,252
Shareholders’ equity 10,265 10,760 9,782
Profit/loss for the year 1,360 2,458 2,987
Dividend 1,118 1,088 1,073
Dividend per share in € 6.25 5.75 5.50
Share price at 31 December in €1 113.45 108.67 111.00
Market capitalisation at 31 December  21,382 21,452 22,910

1 Source: Datastream
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Ladies and Gentlemen,

In the 2010 financial year, the supervisory Board fulfilled all the tasks and duties 
incumbent upon it under the law, the Articles of Association and its rules of procedure. 
We regularly advised the Board of Management in its running of the Company and 
supervised its activities. Inspection measures in accordance with section 111 para. 2 
sentence 1 of the German stock Companies Act were at no time required.

the Board of Management satisfied its reporting obligations towards the supervisory 
Board in all respects. It consulted us in good time on all decisions of fundamental 
 significance and regularly briefed us both verbally and in writing about all important 
business transactions. At the scheduled meetings, the Board of Management kept the 
supervisory Board up to date on the competitive position, strategic development, 
 corporate planning, and the current situation in the Group. the supervisory Board 
requested detailed explanations for any deviations in business performance from the 
planning. We always had sufficient opportunity to critically review the reports of the 
Board of Management and submit suggestions and proposals for improvement. the 
collaboration between the supervisory Board and the Board of Management was con-
structive and characterised by a spirit of mutual trust. the shareholder representatives 
and employee representatives had the chance prior to the supervisory Board meetings 
to discuss important topics separately with the Chairman of the Board of Management.

the Chairman of the supervisory Board and the Chairman of the Board of Manage-
ment maintained an ongoing dialogue, particularly in connection with key issues of 
strategy, corporate risk management and current business performance. Where neces-
sary, the Chairman of the Board of Management informed me promptly of significant 
events and developments in the Group. Prof. Dr. Henning Kagermann, Chairman of the 
Audit Committee, also remained in close contact with Dr. Jörg schneider, member of 
the Board of Management responsible for Group reporting. 

to better fulfil its supervisory and consulting activities, the supervisory Board had 
agreed to hold two additional regular meetings from 2010 onwards. 2010 was therefore 
the first year in which six ordinary meetings of the full supervisory Board took place.  
A representative of the German Federal Financial supervisory Authority (BaFin) took 
part as a guest in the July meeting. 

Focal points of the meetings of the full Supervisory Board
the performance of Munich Re featured on the agenda of every meeting but one. In this 
context, we regularly engaged in in-depth discussions with the Board of Management 
about business opportunities and risks, including the situation of life insurance in Ger-
many. the Board of Management briefed us in each quarter on the performance of 
investments. At every meeting, we discussed in detail with the Board of Management 
its reports to us on topics of current interest, including the introduction of the new 
eRGO brand, the progress on solvency II and its implications for business, the excep-
tional Deepwater Horizon oil rig loss and the liability coverage concept developed by 
Munich Re in its aftermath for individual offshore oil drilling operations.

At our first meeting in 2010, we concerned ourselves with the Company and Group 
financial statements for the financial year 2009 and prepared the motions for resolution 
by the 2010 Annual General Meeting. We took the decision to extend the appointment 
of a Board of Management member and established for the first time in full session  
the individual objectives for the Board members’ variable remuneration components  
for 2010. We also concerned ourselves with BaFin’s requirements regarding remuner-
ation systems in the insurance industry and with the establishment of a Group-wide 
remuner ation committee. We obtained reports on important developments at eRGO, in 

Dr. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler
Chairman of the 
supervisory Board
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particular the realignment of its brand and new set-up of the life segment, and on 
issues of compliance and anti-fraud management. And finally, we appointed the exter-
nal auditors for the 2010 financial year.

In April, we decided for the first time in full session on the extent to which the Board of 
Management had achieved its objectives and on the amount of bonus payments for the 
members of the Board of Management from the 2009 annual bonus. At another meeting 
immediately prior to the Annual General Meeting, the Board of Management gave us 
an account of business performance thus far in the year under review.

At our July meeting, besides covering the topics routinely included on the agenda, we 
looked into the strategy for expanding agricultural covers in the reinsurance segment 
and addressed focal points of the Group’s human resources work. 

In October, we mainly discussed issues of corporate governance. In response to the 
new recommendations of the German Corporate Governance Code, we probed the 
subject of diversity, in particular the promotion of equal opportunities in the Group.  
We decided on amendments to the Board members’ contracts, necessitated by the 
 German Pension Rights Adjustment Act and the new regulation on remuneration 
schemes in the insurance sector. Moreover, we obtained detailed reports on the per-
formance of Munich Health and on earnings and growth in eRGO’s commercial and 
industrial insurance. 

At its last meeting in December, the supervisory Board dealt with the Board of Man-
agement’s remuneration from 2011 onwards and decided on the weightings of the indi-
vidual target categories and measurement bases for the financial objectives in connec-
tion with the variable remuneration for 2011. We adjusted the plan conditions of all 
ongoing long-term incentive plans (LIPs) of the Board of Management in order to treat 
retiring Board members and heirs equitably with regard to LIPs and the variable remu-
neration component restructured in 2010. And we concerned ourselves with the Group 
planning for 2011 and 2012 presented by the Board of Management. We debated the 
Group’s risk strategy with the Chief Risk Officer and thoroughly analysed the Group’s 
risk situation and profitability in the currently still difficult capital market environment. 
We satisfied ourselves that risk management is well organised and practised, i.e. that it 
is effective in all parts of the Group. 

Between the meetings, the Board of Management reported to us on an ad-hoc basis 
concerning important matters in the Group – for example, the claims burden from 
 Winter storm Xynthia and the earthquake in Chile, the share buy-back programme and 
a court ruling on a substantial us asbestos-related claim.

Work of the committees
the supervisory Board has a total of five committees in place that enable us to perform 
our tasks efficiently. the committees’ main tasks include preparing resolutions to be 
taken by the full supervisory Board and handling the topics assigned to them. Details 
regarding the responsibilities of the respective committees are available in the corpor-
ate governance report on page 48. the membership of the supervisory Board commit-
tees is shown in the overview on page 117. the chairmen of the committees provided 
detailed reports on their work at all meetings of the full supervisory Board.

the Personnel Committee held six meetings in 2010. It prepared the proposals to be 
submitted to the full supervisory Board regarding the individual variable remuneration 
targets for the members of the Board of Management in the year under review. Moreover, 
it submitted proposals to the supervisory Board regarding the extension of a Board 
member’s contract and the assessment of objectives and amount of bonus payments 
for the members of the Board of Management from the 2009 annual bonus. the  
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committee obtained comprehensive reports on the 2009 fringe benefits and remuner-
ation in kind for the Board of Management and made adjustments to the guidelines for 
gifts and for company cars. It prepared a proposal for a resolution by the full supervi-
sory Board on the adjustment of the Board members’ contracts, which had been neces-
sitated by the German Pension Rights Adjustment Act and the new regulation on 
remuneration schemes. At the last meeting of the year, the Personnel Committee pre-
pared proposals to be submitted to the full supervisory Board regarding the Board of 
Management’s remuneration from 2011 onwards and the weightings of the individual 
target categories and financial objectives for the Board of Management’s variable 
remuneration for 2011. Moreover, it suggested to the full supervisory Board that the 
conditions of all current long-term incentive plans (LIPs) for the Board of Management 
be adjusted in order to ensure that retiring Board members and heirs receive largely the 
same treatment with regard to LIPs and the variable remuneration component restruc-
tured in 2010. In individual meetings, the Personnel Committee also approved the 
acceptance of seats on supervisory, advisory and similar boards by members of the 
Board of Management. Before being submitted to the full supervisory Board, the topics 
of the BaFin circular on the requirements for remuneration schemes in the insurance 
industry, the establishment of a remuneration committee and the amendments to  
the German  Corporate Governance Code were studied thoroughly by the Personnel 
Committee.

the standing Committee met four times in the year under review. Its essential tasks 
comprised preparing the meetings of the supervisory Board and attending to corporate 
governance issues. It also received regular reports on developments in the shareholders’ 
register.

the Audit Committee held five meetings in 2010. At two meetings, it discussed in 
detail the Company and Group financial statements, the Company and Group manage-
ment report, the auditor’s report and the Board of Management’s proposal for the 
appropriation of the net retained profits for the financial year 2009. At one of the two 
meetings, the annual financial statements were discussed in the presence of the exter-
nal auditor. the Chief Risk Officer closely discussed with the Audit Committee the 
main components of the risk capital model, and reported on the Group’s risk situation. 
the Head of Internal Audit provided information on the result of the 2009 audits and 
the audit planning for 2010. topics of compliance were dealt with by the Audit Com-
mittee at every meeting. Additionally, the committee had the Compliance Officer report 
personally on focal points of his work and on the compliance organisation. the develop-
ment of the embedded values in life reinsurance business and in life and health primary 
insurance business was also an item of discussion.

the committee reviewed and monitored the auditor’s independence. In this context, the 
Audit Committee took delivery of reports from the auditor on its auditing and non-
audit-related services. Likewise, the Audit Committee prepared for the full supervisory 
Board the appointment of the external auditor for the financial year 2010, determined 
the main points of the audits and set the auditor’s fees. Following a resolution by the 
full supervisory Board, the Chairman of the Audit Committee commissioned the audit 
for the financial year 2010. Furthermore, it commissioned the external auditor with a 
review of the half-year financial report 2010. In addition, the Audit Committee con-
sidered the 2010 quarterly reports and the 2010 half-year financial report, which it  
discussed in the presence of the auditor. Besides this, it assured itself of the compre-
hensiveness of Munich Re’s internal control system on the basis of a presentation by 
the external auditor.

the Audit Committee looked into the impact of the financial crisis on Munich Re again 
in the financial year ended. A recurrent item of discussion was asset management.  
the Group’s risk situation was debated and monitored regularly. Finally, the Audit  
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Committee discussed risk management and risk strategy developments with the Chief 
Risk Officer. In accordance with the agreed guidelines, the Chief Risk Officer also 
informed the Audit Committee directly of individual risk-relevant decisions, and the 
Board of Management promptly informed the committee whenever limits were 
exceeded.

In three meetings in 2010, the Nomination Committee conferred about a successor to 
Dr. thomas Wellauer, who left the supervisory Board as at 30 september 2010. At the 
same time, it adjusted the set of criteria for selecting suitable supervisory Board mem-
bers to incorporate the new recommendations by the German Corporate Governance 
Code and the objectives decided on by the full supervisory Board regarding future 
appointments to the supervisory Board. this set of criteria served as a basis for select-
ing suitable candidates. At the committee’s suggestion and with the consent of the 
shareholder representatives, the supervisory Board proposes that Annika Falkengren, 
President and CeO of skandinaviska enskilda Banken (seB) be elected by the 2011 
Annual General Meeting for the supervisory Board’s remaining term of office.

the Conference Committee as per item 7.5 of the rules of procedure for the super-
visory Board did not need to be convened in the financial year ended.

Corporate governance and declaration of conformity
the supervisory Board concerned itself intensively with the amendments to the Ger-
man Corporate Governance Code, in particular the subject of diversity. It formulated 
objectives for the future composition of the supervisory Board, further details of which 
are available in the corporate governance report on page 48. Furthermore, it agreed 
that all supervisory Board members would be offered annual internal briefing sessions 
similar to those conducted for new supervisory Board members in 2009. 

the standing Committee analysed the efficiency of the supervisory Board’s work in 
the year under review using an extensive questionnaire. the outcome of the survey and 
proposals for implementing improvements were presented to the full supervisory 
Board. 

In November 2010, the Board of Management and supervisory Board submitted their 
annual declaration of conformity with all the recommendations of the German Corpor-
ate Governance Code as per section 161 of the German stock Companies Act and their 
intention to continue complying with it in future. Further information on corporate gov-
ernance in general is available in the joint report of the Board of Management and 
supervisory Board on page 44.

Changes on the Supervisory Board
As at 12 February 2010, Dr. Benita Ferrero-Waldner was appointed by the Registration 
Court to the supervisory Board to replace the late Prof. Karel van Miert, who died on 
23 June 2009. the Annual General Meeting on 28 April 2010 elected her for the super-
visory Board’s remaining term of office. 

Dr. thomas Wellauer, who had been a member of Munich Re’s supervisory Board since 
22 April 2009, resigned from office for professional reasons as at 30 september 2010. 
We thank him for his valuable – unfortunately only brief – contribution to the work of 
the supervisory Board. 

Company and Group financial statements
KPMG Bayerische treuhandgesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft Wirtschaftsprüfungs-
gesellschaft steuerberatungsgesellschaft duly audited the following documents and 
gave them an unqualified auditor’s opinion: the Company and Group management 
reports and financial statements as at 31 December 2010. the respective reports  
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and the Board of Management’s proposal for appropriation of the net retained profi ts 
were  submitted directly to the members of the supervisory Board. At its meeting on 
2 February 2011, the Audit Committee had the opportunity to confer in detail about the 
preliminary year-end fi gures as at 31 December 2010. On 8 March 2011, they prepared 
the super visory Board’s resolution on the adoption of the Company fi nancial state-
ments and the approval of the Group fi nancial statements. to this end, the Audit Com-
mittee examined the Company and Group fi nancial statements, the management 
reports and the Board of Management’s proposal for appropriation of the net retained 
profi ts. It discussed these at length with the auditor present at the meeting and also 
gave detailed consideration to the auditor’s reports. the Chairman of the Audit Com-
mittee briefed the full supervisory Board about the outcome of its consultations at the 
balance sheet meeting on 9 March 2011.

the supervisory Board also checked the Company and Group fi nancial statements and 
management reports and the proposal of the Board of Management for appropriation 
of the net retained profi ts. After conducting its own concluding examination and hav-
ing heard the auditor’s report, the supervisory Board had no objections and agreed to 
the outcome of the external audit. It approved the Company and Group fi nancial state-
ments on 9 March 2011. the fi nancial statements were thus adopted. Having carefully 
weighed all the relevant aspects, the supervisory Board also agreed with the Board of 
Management’s proposal for appropriation of the net retained profi ts. 

Words of thanks to the Board of Management and employees
the supervisory Board wishes to thank all the members of the Board of Management 
and staff  for their personal commitment and excellent work, which is refl ected in a 
gratifying business result for Munich Re.

Munich, 9 March 2011

For the supervisory Board

Dr. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler
Chairman
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In order to make the global spectrum of their business model clearer, all our reinsur-
ance units throughout the world generally appear under the uniform brand of Munich 
Re. We use the brand for the Group as well, and thus refer to the Munich Re Group  
as Munich Re. When we report on Münchener Rückversicherungs-Gesellschaft 
Aktiengesellschaft in München, we refer to Munich Reinsurance Company. Our pri-
mary insurance activities are combined in eRGO Insurance Group (eRGO). Our inter-
national health reinsurance business and health primary insurance outside Germany 
are organised separately under the Munich Health brand.

Structure 

Munich Re is one of the world’s leading risk carriers. With its integrated business model 
consisting of insurance and reinsurance, Munich Re can cover large sections of the 
value chain in the risk market. the Group strives to leverage synergies in revenue and 
costs, whilst reducing the risk-based capital required through better diversification. 
Munich Re is also active in the field of asset management. Munich Reinsurance Com-
pany is Munich Re’s parent company.

We conduct our business directly from our headquarters and also via a large number of 
branches. since 2005, Munich Reinsurance Company and eRGO versicherungs-
gruppe AG have been under unified control within the meaning of the German stock 
Companies Act. the relevant statutory regulations and a Group directive govern the 
distribution of responsibilities and competences for key decisions between Group 
management and eRGO. the Board of Management of Munich Reinsurance Company, 
which for legal purposes continues to represent the Company externally, has divided its 
responsibilities between the Group Committee, the Reinsurance Committee, and the 
Munich Health Board. this structure is geared to maintaining clearly defined strategic 
management of the equal-ranking business segments and provides for clear assign-
ment of responsibility.

this management report summarises the business operations of Munich Reinsurance 
Company.

Reinsurance is organised in six divisions and the Munich Health field of business. 

Our international life and health reinsurance business is written in the Life Division and 
in Munich Health respectively. their organisational structure reflects that of many of 
our clients, which conduct these two classes of business separately from property- 
casualty insurance, often through independent companies.

Reinsurance business is handled 
by six divisions

Munich Reinsurance Company
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Our europe and Latin America Division is responsible for the property-casualty busi-
ness of our clients from europe (except Germany), Latin America and the Caribbean. 

the Germany, Asia Pacific and Africa Division conducts property-casualty business 
with our clients in Germany, Africa, Asia, Australia and the Pacific Islands. 

special and Financial Risks (sFR) is in charge of the classes of credit, aviation and 
space, agriculture, enterprise and contingency risks, and of alternative markets busi-
ness. Insurance risk securitisation and risk transfer to the capital markets are handled 
by our Risk trading unit. In addition, the division attends to our own reinsurance 
 requirements (retrocession). 

Global Clients and North America handles our accounts with major international insur-
ance groups (hence “Global Clients”) and globally operating Lloyd‘s syndicates as well 
as Bermuda companies. It also pools our know-how in the North American market. It is 
responsible for our subsidiaries there, including Munich Reinsurance America, Munich 
Reinsurance Company of Canada, American Modern Insurance Group (AMIG) and the 
Hartford steam Boiler Group (HsB Group) and for international special lines business 
such as workers’ compensation and marine. the division additionally oversees the Wat-
kins syndicate. 

the Corporate underwriting Division performs an important function for our property-
casualty reinsurance, without direct responsibility for operative business: its staff clar-
ify fundamental issues of underwriting policy, oversee quality assurance, and integrate 
mathematical methods into our business processes. On the claims side, a similar func-
tion is performed by Corporate Claims.

The reinsurance units at a glance1

Division  selected subsidiaries and branch offices outside Germany2

Life  American Modern Life Insurance Company, Amelia, Ohio
  Munich American Reassurance Company, Atlanta, Georgia
  Munich Re Japan services K.K., tokyo
 Munich Reinsurance Company Canadian Life Branch, toronto
  Munich Reinsurance Company Life Reinsurance eastern 
  europe/Central Asia, Moscow
 Munich Reinsurance Company of Australasia Limited –
  New Zealand Branch, Auckland
 Munich Reinsurance Company of Australasia Ltd., sydney
 Munich Reinsurance Company uK Life Branch, London
 southern Pioneer Life Insurance Company, Jonesboro, Arkansas
  
Europe and Latin America Bell & Clements (London) Ltd., London
 Münchener Rück do Brasil Resseguradora s.A., são Paulo3

 Münchener Rückversicherungs-Gesellschaft A.G. sucursal
   españa y Portugal, Madrid3

 Münchener Rückversicherungs-Gesellschaft AG in München 
  Rappresentanza Generale per l’Italia, Milan3

 Munich Re France Branch, Paris
 Munich Reinsurance Company uK General Branch, London 
  
Germany, Asia Pacific and Africa Great Lakes Australia Branch, sydney
 Great Lakes Reinsurance (uK) PLC New Zealand Branch, Auckland
 Münchener Rückversicherungs-Gesellschaft Australian Branch, sydney 
 Munich Holdings of Australasia Pty. Ltd., sydney 
 Munich Mauritius Reinsurance Co. Ltd., Port Louis
 Munich Re Retakaful Malaysia Branch, Kuala Lumpur
 Munich Reinsurance Company Beijing Branch, Beijing3

 Munich Reinsurance Company Hong Kong Branch, Hong Kong3

 Munich Reinsurance Company Korea Branch, seoul3
 Munich Reinsurance Company Malaysia Branch, Kuala Lumpur
 Munich Reinsurance Company New Zealand Branch, Auckland
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 Munich Reinsurance Company of Africa Ltd., Johannesburg
 Munich Reinsurance Company singapore Branch, singapore3

  
Special and Financial Risks  Great Lakes Reinsurance (uK) Plc., London3

 Great Lakes switzerland Branch, Zurich
 Munich Re of Malta p.l.c., Floriana3

 New Reinsurance Company Ltd., Zurich3

Global Clients and  American Alternative Insurance Corporation, Wilmington, Delaware3

North America American Family Home Insurance Company, Jacksonville, Florida
 American Modern Home Insurance Company, Amelia, Ohio
 American Modern Insurance Company of Florida, Inc., Jacksonville, Florida
 American Modern Insurance Group, Inc., Amelia, Ohio 
 American Modern select Insurance Company, Amelia, Ohio
 American Modern surplus Lines Insurance Company, Amelia, Ohio
 American southern Home Insurance Company, Jacksonville, Florida
 American Western Home Insurance Company, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
 Beaufort underwriting Agency Ltd., London
 First Marine Insurance Company, Amelia, Ohio
 Global standards, LLC, Wilmington, Delaware
 Groves, John & Westrup Limited, London 
 HsB engineering Insurance Limited, London
 HsB Group, Inc, Hartford, Connecticut
 HsB solomon Associates LLC, Wilmington, Delaware
 HsB Professional Loss Control, Inc., tennessee
 MsP underwriting Ltd., London 
 Munich Re Capital Limited, London
 Munich Re Holding Company (uK) Ltd., London 
 Munich Reinsurance America, Inc., Wilmington, Delaware3

 Munich Reinsurance Company of Canada, toronto
 N.M.u. Group Limited, London
 Roanoke Companies Inc., schaumburg, Illinois
 temple Insurance Company, toronto
 the Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company of Canada, toronto 
 the Hartford steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company of Connecticut, 
  Hartford, Connecticut
 the Hartford steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company, 
  Hartford, Connecticut
 the Princeton excess and surplus Lines Insurance Company, Wilmington, Delaware
 the Midland Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
 Watkins syndicate Hong Kong Limited, Hong Kong
 Watkins syndicate Middle east Limited, Dubai
 Watkins syndicate singapore Pte. Limited, singapore

1 A complete list of shareholdings can be found on page 122 ff. in the notes to the financial statements.
2 Only subsidiaries outside Germany with equity capital generally exceeding €5m are listed by name.
3 units that also transact business in Munich Health and are therefore allocated proportionately to reinsurance.

the global health market is one of the fastest-growing sectors of the economy. this 
applies to healthcare and insurance alike. In order to maximise the opportunities 
involved, Munich Re in 2008 combined its health reinsurance worldwide and health 
primary insurance outside Germany, pooling it under the brand of Munich Health in 
2009. Munich Health covers large stretches of the healthcare-sector value chain. 

MeAG combines the investment activities of Munich Re. It also offers its comprehen-
sive know-how to external institutional investors and private clients.

Munich Health in charge of inter-
national healthcare business
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Important tools of corporate management

Our corporate management is based mainly on a Group perspective, in which Munich 
Reinsurance Company is a significant component. since our fields of business are 
managed on a Group-wide basis, it is difficult to “extract” the Company from this over-
all concept. A description of the Group’s and reinsurance group’s management system 
is provided throughout the following. If Munich Reinsurance Company is not men-
tioned specifically, the Group or reinsurance group as such is meant. the implications 
of the Group’s targets for the Company’s key performance indicators are considered in 
the last paragraph.

value-based management – Munich Re’s management philosophy  

Munich Re’s objective is to analyse risks from every conceivable angle and to assess 
and diversify them, thereby creating lasting value for shareholders, clients, and staff. A 
guiding principle of our entrepreneurial thinking and activity is to increase Munich Re’s 
share price on a sustained basis. this is also the aim of our active capital management, 
on which we report on page 35 f. the main features of our shareholder value approach 
in practice are the consistent application within the Group of value-based management 
systems, which we constantly refine. 

the framework for any business activity is our risk strategy (see page 68 f.), from which 
we derive a detailed network of limitations. Besides value-based parameters, we 
observe a range of important additional conditions in managing our business. these 
conditions may be reflected in supplementary targets or may even determine a unit’s 
short-term orientation in a particular situation. they include rules of local accounting 
systems, tax aspects, liquidity requirements, supervisory parameters, and rating 
agency requirements. 

Our value-based management is characterised by the following aspects: 
//  We assess business activities not only according to their earnings potential but also 

relative to the extent of the risks assumed, which is material in measuring added 
value as well. that is why we have implemented high quality standards for under-
writing, pricing, accumulation control and claims management. Only the risk-return 
relationship reveals how beneficial an activity is from the shareholder point of view.

//  With value-based performance indicators we ensure the economic view and the  
necessary comparability of alternative initiatives and prioritise these.

//  We clearly assign responsibilities and make the levers for adding value transparent 
for both management and staff. 

//  We closely link strategic and operative planning.

All initiatives are ultimately geared to the overriding financial objective of enhancing 
our corporate value. 

Our value-based management system takes into account the 
 individual characteristics of the business segments 

Property-casualty insurance and reinsurance, and health reinsurance, are lines of busi-
ness that are mainly of a short-term nature. For these, we employ the following simple 
formula for measuring the value added annually by our insurance business and for 
managing and monitoring our business activities:  

Determining value added

MANAGeMeNt RePORt 11
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=–Adjusted result Cost of equity value added

 

the adjusted result consists of the technical result (derived from the income state-
ment), the investment result, and the remaining non-technical result. In each case, 
value-based adjustments are made, including the smoothing of expenditure for major 
losses, the normalisation of investment income, and the recognition of future claims 
expenses at present value. 

We compare the result adjusted in this way with the requisite cost of equity. A signifi-
cant factor in calculating the cost of equity is the risk-based capital, which we deter-
mine using our internal model. For property-casualty business and health reinsurance, 
value is added to the extent that, measured on the basis of one calendar year, the 
adjusted result exceeds the cost of equity.  

the products of life primary insurance and the bulk of our health primary insurance 
business are characterised by their long-term nature and the distribution of results over 
the duration of the policies. For valuing such long-term portfolios, whose performance 
cannot be reasonably measured on the basis of a single year, we follow the Principles of 
Market Consistent embedded value (MCev)©1, the current version of which was pub-
lished by the european Insurance CFO Forum in October 2009. 

MCev comprises a company’s equity and the value of in-force covered business. the 
latter is the present value of future profits (where profits are post-taxation shareholder 
cash flows from the in-force covered business and the assets backing the associated 
liabilities) calculated using financial and actuarial methods, taking into consideration 
the time value of the financial options and guarantees and the explicitly determined 
costs of capital. 

MCev relates to the portfolio existing at the valuation date. It encompasses 100% of 
our life reinsurance business and more than 94% of our life primary insurance and 
long-term health primary insurance business. By contrast, MCev does not include the 
value of future new business. However, the valuation is made under the assumption of 
continued operations, i.e. taking into account the related costs in particular. Options 
and guarantees – especially for the policyholders – are explicitly valued using stochas-
tic simulations. MCev reflects the present value of all cash flows for all important  
currency regions on the basis of the “swap rates” and the implicit volatilities at the  
valuation date of 31 December 2010. Assets that are traded on the capital markets are 
valued on the basis of the market values observed at the valuation date.

the development of the insurance portfolio is modelled by applying the current expect-
ations for biometrics, lapses and costs. In primary insurance, the participation of policy-
holders in surplus is modelled according to the current planning and in line with the 
statutory regulations, and thus taken into account in the valuation. For the individual 
companies, the tax rates and calculations used are based on national regulations; in 
addition, tax loss carry-forwards are included in the calculation. Withholding taxes on 

embedded value as a  
performance indicator

1  ©stichting CFO Forum Foundation 2008.
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dividends paid by Group companies are disregarded. the cost of capital includes not 
only the taxes and costs of investment management but also the not explicitly mod-
elled risks of the business and, for health primary insurance, the participation of policy-
holders in surplus.

the change in MCev within one year, adjusted for effects of exchange rate fluctu-
ations, acquisition or sale of companies, dividends and capital injections, is shown by 
us as the total embedded value earnings. Additional adjustments to eliminate the  
influences of changes in fiscal and capital-market parameters result in the operating 
embedded value earnings, which are a measure of the operative business performance 
for one year.  

Our steering of Munich Re’s investments is strongly geared to the structure of the liabil-
ities on our balance sheet. As part of our asset-liability management, we determine the 
economic neutral position. this synthetic investment portfolio best reflects the charac-
teristics of our liabilities towards clients, taking into consideration significant add-
itional parameters in the investment of capital. 

In an optimisation process, a benchmark portfolio is developed that reflects our own 
risk-bearing capacity and other investor preferences on the basis of long-term expect-
ations of capital market yields. Our asset manager MeAG is responsible for imple-
menting this strategic benchmark portfolio into concrete investments, from which it 
deviates only within a carefully defined framework and taking into account its own 
market view for the respective financial year. the target return, i.e. the expected income 
from the benchmark portfolio, is compared with the return from the actual portfolio. 
MeAG’s performance is measured in terms of the excess return it achieves, taking into 
consideration the risks incurred. 

In addition to these purely financial performance factors, non-financial performance 
measures like innovation, speed of processes, staff-training level and client satisfaction 
play a part. In the long term, a firm can only be successful if it operates sustainably and 
takes account of such future-oriented qualitative factors as well. 

We closely link strategy and operative planning by defining our strategies in structured 
overviews or “scorecards”, from which we derive initiatives, performance measures and 
responsibilities. the scorecards have four perspectives: “financial”, “market and client”, 
“process” and “employee”. We promote an entrepreneurial culture among our staff 
through the clear allocation of responsibility and accountability, recognising how much 
the individual, unit or field of business contributes to increasing value. Our incentive 
systems for staff, executives and Board support the clear orientation towards value  
creation. the higher a staff member or executive is positioned in the management hier-
archy, the more strongly their remuneration is based on performance. 

In order to also give more emphasis in external communication to Munich Re’s value 
orientation – as implemented through our internal management tools – we have geared 
our Group return target to risk-adjusted performance indicators, which are explained in 
more detail below. 
 

Assets reflect liabilities
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What we aim to achieve – situation in 2010

Despite substantial major losses, Munich Re again posted a satisfying consolidated 
result of €2.4bn (2.6bn) in 2010. this profit is equivalent to a return on equity or Roe of 
10.4% (11.8%) in terms of the average value of IFRs equity at the year-end and quarterly 
reporting dates. Moreover, we achieved a slight improvement to 4.5% (4.3%) in the 
return on investment, notwithstanding the low interest-rate environment. the return on 
investment is the ratio of the investment result of €8.6bn (7.9bn) to the average market 
value of the investment portfolio at the year-end and quarterly reporting dates, totalling 
€194bn (181bn). Despite reaching our result target of over €2bn for 2010, we fell short 
of our long-term return target of a 15% return on risk-adjusted capital after tax 
(RORAC) over the full cycle. With a RORAC of 13.5% (15.1%), we achieved a respectable 
result, given the major-loss events and low level of interest rates.

the combined ratio, which is calculated as the percentage ratio of the sum of net 
expenses for claims and benefits plus net operating expenses to net earned premiums, 
corresponds to the sum of the loss ratio and the expense ratio. Put simply, a combined 
ratio of 100% means that premium income was exactly sufficient to cover claims and 
costs. Net expenses for claims and benefits mainly include paid claims, the change in 
claims provisions, and the bulk of other underwriting expenses. Not included in the 
expenses are insignificant portions of other underwriting expenses such as German fire 
brigade tax. Net operating expenses chiefly comprise the costs arising in the acquisi-
tion of new business (e.g. commission) and for the ongoing administration of insurance 
contracts. 

In the property-casualty reinsurance segment, there were net expenses for claims and 
benefits of €9,904m (9,243m) and net operating expenses of €4,437m (4,125m) in 
2010, compared with net earned premiums of €14,193m (13,968m). the combined ratio 
thus amounts to 100.5% (95.3%) – a satisfactory figure considering that the impact of 
major losses from natural catastrophes in 2010 (€1,564m, or 11.0% of net earned pre-
miums) was greater than in the previous year.

In 2010, paid claims and the change in claims provisions in the property-casualty  
primary insurance segment totalled €3,130m (2,856m) and net operating expenses 
€1,621m (1,502m), compared with net earned premiums of €4,813m (4,568m). At 
96.8%, the combined ratio in primary insurance was higher than for 2009 (93.2%), but 
was still good. 

When it comes to interpreting the combined ratio, the particular circumstances of the 
class of business in question have to be taken into account. the composition of the 
portfolio, for example, is of great significance. the following factors (among others) are 
important: 
//  the more the claims burden fluctuates over time, the greater the risk is and so the 

premiums needed to cover the risk must be higher. this means that the loss ratios in 
good years are low, as are the average loss ratios that provide the reinsurer with an 
adequate return for assuming the risk. this is particularly true in the case of natural 
catastrophes, which may occur rarely, but are often very severe when they do. 
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//  Another important distinguishing feature relates to the time-lag between premiums 
being received and claims being paid. the longer these periods are, the longer the 
premiums received can be invested in the capital markets. High combined ratios in 
classes of business in which claims settlement takes a long time (e.g. casualty) 
therefore generally entail higher returns from investments with which the loss 
reserves are covered. these returns are not reflected in the combined ratio. 

therefore, while we aim to keep our combined ratio as low as possible, it is not our  
only target.

the key factor we consider is economic value added, which cannot be properly 
reflected by the combined ratio. We pursue this target internally through the perform-
ance indicator of value added, which measures value creation not only on the basis of 
current and forecast profits but also taking into account the size of the risks assumed. 
thus, when considering Group performance, we gear targets (by way of a common, 
linking element) to a risk-adjusted return. Although this is not a direct performance 
measure, it is a strong indication of Munich Re’s value creation. 

Risk-based Group return target for the financial year 2011

Given the continued uncertainties involved in estimating possible implications of the 
financial and economic crisis, it remains difficult to define guidelines for our future 
entrepreneurial success. Against this background of continuing uncertainties, the tar-
gets we have set ourselves for 2011 must be regarded as ambitious. For this purpose, 
we are again employing a risk-based performance measure which we have used for 
external communication since 2006: RORAC. We derive this target by placing the 
profit achieved or aimed at, expressed in euros, in relation to the necessary risk capital, 
the amount of which we determine using our internal risk model and publish once a 
year. Information on the internal risk model is provided on page 79. We thus take into 
account the economic standards currently underlying (at least to some extent) the 
requirements of supervisory authorities and rating agencies – standards that are set to 
play a decisive role in future. 

RORAC is defined as follows:  

the numerator in the formula comprises the published IFRs net income adjusted for 
post-tax income (interest rate x [1 – tax rate]) generated on capital not subject to risk 
within the given risk tolerance. the basis for the adjustment is the capital exceeding 
the necessary risk-based capital, which is referred to as additional available economic 
equity. It is also necessary for rating and solvency purposes, as well as for profitable 
growth, but we strive to keep it lean through our active capital management, because 
the additional available economic equity in the system presented here only earns a 
 risk-free interest rate. this is due to the fact that all the risk components of the invest-
ment and underwriting are covered with risk-based capital by the internal risk model, 
and thus assigned return requirements. even though we take a risk-adjusted return as 
our target, we aspire to meet the high, but fair, expectations of our investors with regard 
to the return on total capital placed at our disposal.  

RORAC       =
Net income – Interest rate x (1 – tax rate) x Additional available economic equity

Risk-based capital
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At what level should the RORAC target be set? 

We are adhering to our long-term objective of 15% RORAC after tax across the cycle  
of insurance and interest-rate markets, although it will be difficult to achieve with the 
 currently low interest rates.  As soon as the requirements of solvency II and the new 
IFRss for insurance contracts and financial instruments have been finalised, we will 
gear our target performance measures to the key indicators from this new framework 
with its strong economic focus. We are aiming for a consolidated result of around €2.4bn 
for 2011. Considering the major-loss burden in the first two months of the year, however, 
this target can only be achieved if random major losses remain below expectations in 
the further course of the year.

What assumptions is this target based on? 

In both primary insurance and reinsurance, we are proceeding on the basis of statis-
tically expectable claims experience. Provided there are no significant shifts in the com-
position of our business portfolio, we reckon with a combined ratio in property-casualty 
reinsurance of around 97% of our net earned premiums over the market cycle as a 
whole, based on an expected average major-loss burden from natural catastrophes of 
6.5%. since we were affected by major losses at the end of February 2011, i.e. the floods 
in Brisbane and Cyclone yasi (also in Australia) and the earthquake in New Zealand, we 
will only be able to achieve our target if random major losses remain below expect ations 
in the further course of the year. In property-casualty primary insurance, we expect the 
combined ratio to be at a good level of under 95%. 

embedded value as an additional performance indicator 

In life primary insurance and in German health primary insurance, MCev is one of the 
foundations of our value-based management.

Our targets – Ambitious but attainable 

In selecting suitable targets, contrasting aspects have to be considered and weighed. 
On the one hand, undue complexity should be avoided in order to ensure transparency 
for investors, staff, and the public. On the other hand, the challenge lies in reflecting 
economic realities as closely as possible, avoiding oversimplification, and enshrining 
added value as the Group’s overriding guiding principle. As the above description 
shows, the background is multifaceted, especially as the parallel use of different per-
formance indicators is unavoidable. 
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What do these Group targets mean for Munich Reinsurance 
Company’s individual financial statements? 

Munich Reinsurance Company is managed as part of the Group rather than as a separ-
ate entity. However, parallel to Group-related business management, individual finan-
cial statement specifics, such as the calculation of the claims equalisation provision or 
the application of the strict lower-of-cost-or-market principle to investments, and their 
impact on the German Commercial Code result, are regularly reviewed, and measures 
taken where needed in order to manage results. Nevertheless, indicators for the Com-
pany result are derived from the Group targets.

In underwriting, we are proceeding on the assumption that with the solid quality of our 
business and in line with our Group objectives, we can achieve a combined ratio of 98% 
on the basis of a major-loss burden from natural catastrophes of 6.5% of our net pre-
miums earned. this would be likely to result in an allocation in 2011 to our claims 
equalisation provision, following the withdrawal made for 2010. Given the current cap-
ital market situation, our return on investment based on market values is unlikely to 
reach our previous target of 4%. All in all, as things stand at present, we therefore 
expect to achieve a similar German Commercial Code result to that for 2010. 
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General parameters

Our business environment is one of increasing complexity, with an upward trend in 
major insurance-relevant events. We are seeing a disproportionate rise in insured 
losses in relation to economic activity, for which we believe climate change is partly 
responsible, in addition to an increase in values in exposed regions. As a result, new 
risk potentials and accumulation hazards are emerging. Demographic shifts are also 
leading to fundamental changes in many parts of the world, confronting social security 
systems with enormous challenges. It is therefore imperative to carry on refining risk 
models and to translate new findings into actuarial practice. Munich Reinsurance 
 Company, among the leaders in integrated risk management, can take long-term 
advantage of the resulting opportunities in reinsurance. Conversely, our prospects for 
generating short-term profits during booms are restricted by our fundamentally con-
servative business policy in certain areas, governed by our pronounced risk awareness.

Economic parameters

the year 2010 was marked by a global economic recovery. Nevertheless, great uncer-
tainty persisted on the capital markets: fear of defaults on government bonds issued by 
countries on the periphery of the eurozone produced huge fluctuations in the euro 
exchange rate and a flight to the perceived safe havens of German and us government 
bonds. Interest rates remained low. 

the recovery of the global economy, which had begun in mid-2009, continued in 2010 
as expected, with momentum exceeding expectations in some industrialised countries. 
However, there were still major differences across the world. While growth in the econ-
omies of some industrial nations was weak, most emerging and developing countries 
showed high growth rates. Among the emerging countries, China recorded particularly 
strong economic expansion.

More complex environment 
poses challenge to underwriting

// Global economic recovery continues 
// Market conditions for insurance and reinsurance remain challenging
//  New solvency II insurance regulations about to enter crucial implementation phase

Business environment
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there were regional differences within the eurozone as well. Whereas spain, Greece 
and Ireland remained in recession and the economies of France and Italy grew only 
slowly, Germany benefited from the upswing in the world economy. the annual average 
unemployment rate in Germany fell to 7.7%, with the number of jobless (3.2 million) at 
its lowest level since 1992.

the economic upswing in the USA lost momentum in the course of the year. Although 
the unemployment rate declined in comparison with year-end 2009, it was still high in 
the fourth quarter at a seasonally adjusted 9.6% . 

With global demand recovering, inflationary pressure increased as expected, but in 
industrialised countries it remained slight, owing to low capacity utilisation and high 
unemployment. Despite a strong recovery driven by exports, Japan experienced a fur-
ther year of deflation. 

Capital markets

In the “Prospects” section of our 2009 management report, we mentioned the negative 
medium- to long-term effects of rising public debt on economic development. the 
heightened sensitivity of investors to default risks of government bonds was clearly evi-
dent in 2010, leading to volatility on the capital markets. After the beginning of the year, 
when Greece in particular grappled with the problem of rising risk premiums and had 
to seek financial support from the eu partner countries and the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF), capital market players’ distrust spread to other countries on the eurozone’s 
periphery. this initially caused the euro to fall substantially in value, not only against 
the us dollar but also against other leading currencies. to calm the capital markets and 
secure the stability of the single currency, the member countries of the eurozone, the 
european Commission and the IMF set up a “rescue umbrella“ of loans and guarantees 
with a total volume of €750bn. Ireland then availed itself of this support with an 
amount of €85bn in November. In the second half of the year, muted growth prospects 
for the us economy triggered a fall in the dollar against the euro and the yen. specula-
tions about an imminent “devaluation race“ between the currencies led to high volatility 
in exchange rates. 

the combination of great uncertainty on the financial markets, low inflationary pres-
sure and high unemployment in many industrialised countries caused the major central 
banks to adhere to their low-interest-rate policies. Key interest rates of the eCB and the 
Bank of england remained at 1% and 0.5% respectively, while the Japanese central 
bank lowered its rate from 0.1% to 0-0.1%. the us Federal Reserve left its key interest 
rate unchanged at 0-0.25% and, in autumn 2010, also decided on a further round of 
unconventional monetary policy measures to keep long-term interest rates low. As a 
result, our expectation of a moderate rise in the yields of long-term government bonds 
was not fulfilled. yields at year-end were just below their start-of the-year level, 
although a distinct increase was evident in the last quarter.

Price volatility on the stock markets remained within reasonable bounds in 2010 com-
pared with the two previous years, but at times reflected the remaining uncertainty 
about economic development and the stability of the financial system. Over the year as 
a whole, the markets moved differently, with the DAX in particular outperforming 
important comparative indices. the oil price at the end of December was 10% higher 
than at the beginning of the year.

varying developments  
in the eurozone

Rescue umbrella of  
€750bn set up
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Insurance industry

While vibrant economic development in many countries had a positive effect on the 
demand for insurance, price stagnation curbed premium growth in many segments of 
property-casualty insurance. Business in life and health insurance, on the other hand, 
increasingly recovered. Altogether, therefore, global premium volume grew moderately 
in the year under review, with demand for insurance cover in many emerging countries 
again rising very dynamically.

the capital base of reinsurers, which had already recovered from the consequences of 
the international financial crisis in the course of 2009, continued to strengthen and 
even surpassed its pre-crisis level in 2010. 

In the first half of the year, high investment profits recorded by reinsurers contrasted 
with heavy losses from natural catastrophes. the market conditions for reinsurers did 
not improve. Prices moved sideways with a slight downward trend in the renewals at 
the turn of the year and at 1 April and 1 July. In the renewals at 1 January 2011, they 
showed a further fall on average.

According to preliminary estimates, the primary insurance industry in Germany 
increased its premium income by 4.7% in 2010, compared with growth of 4.2% in the 
previous year. Life insurance benefited considerably from single-premium business 
and posted a significant improvement of 6.8% in premium volume. Property-casualty 
business saw only marginal growth, with premium increasing by 0.7%. Premium 
income in private health insurance rose by 6.0%.

Regulatory changes 

With a view to avoiding a new financial crisis, further changes were made to regulatory 
requirements for financial markets and institutions.

At european level, a system of authorities for financial market supervision (european 
system of Financial supervision, esFs) has been created. A new body is the European 
System Risk Board (esRB), whose purpose is to identify macrorisks, serve as an early-
warning system for the financial markets, warn of systemic risks within the eu finan-
cial market, and make suitable recommendations. As part of the esFs, moreover, a 
strong european financial supervisory authority for insurance and occupational pen-
sions has been created, which started work at the beginning of 2011. to this end, the 
existing european committee (CeIOPs) has been transformed into an authority 
(eIOPA) with certain rights of intervention vis-à-vis markets, insurance institutions and 
national supervisors. Parallel to this, the eu committees for the supervision of banking 
and securities trading are being converted into authorities. National supervisors will 
essentially retain their existing powers.

In the usA, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act has 
strengthened regulation of the whole financial sector. Besides operating as the us 
 central bank, the Federal Reserve may in future supervise insurers as well. In addition, 
there will be a Federal Insurance Office, which is to represent the usA internationally 
and be responsible for treaties with other states regarding the supervision of insurance 
 companies.

As far as the new european insurance supervisory regime Solvency II is concerned, 
work in 2010 concentrated on the implementing measures to be issued, which will reg-
ulate numerous important details. Adoption of these measures is not expected before 
summer 2011.
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In Germany, following the lead of international agreements, a law on the supervisory 
requirements for remuneration systems of financial institutions and insurance com-
panies was passed. this regulation specifies that remuneration must always be appro-
priate, transparent and geared to a company’s sustainable development. In addition, 
the German Federal Financial supervisory Authority, BaFin, may prohibit or restrict the 
payment of variable remuneration components if the company in question does not 
 fulfil minimum capitalisation requirements.
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Overall, in the year under review, Munich Reinsurance Company’s business performed 
satisfactorily. It was, however, affected by high claims costs from major losses, leading 
to a reduction in the underwriting result.

the Company wrote gross premiums totalling €20.4bn (18.3bn) in 2010, a year-on-year 
increase of 11.4% (11.1%). Premium income grew above all due to currency translation 
effects. If exchange rates had remained the same, gross premium would have risen by 
3.9%. Approximately €15.6bn (13.0bn) or 77% (71.0%) of premium was written in for-
eign currency, of which 20% (23%) was in us dollars, 21% (16%) in Canadian dollars, 
and 11% (11%) in pounds sterling. 23% (29%) of our premium volume was transacted in 
euros, with some 91% (88%) coming from business with non-German clients. We 
adhered strictly to our underwriting policy of risk-based prices, terms and conditions. 
the ample market capacity, which for economic reasons was not matched by a cor-
responding increase in demand, caused prices on reinsurance markets unaffected by 
claims burdens to generally come under moderate pressure. thanks to our active cycle 
management, however, the prices in our portfolios were maintained at a stable level in 
2010.

In addition, we posted marked rises in premium income from large-volume trans-
actions in life and health reinsurance. For the coming years, we see growth potential 
resulting from the introduction of solvency II, particularly in europe but also in some 
Asian markets. As solvency requirements increase, so should the demand for reinsur-
ance solutions.

Our underwriting result before claims equalisation provisions amounted to –€9m in 
2010, compared with a profit of €505m in the previous year. this deterioration is attrib-
utable to a rise of around €1.1bn in claims costs compared with the previous year. At 
€2.1bn (1.0bn), the total burden from major losses was far higher than the projected 
amount and the multi-year average, with €1.5bn (0.2bn) attributable to natural catas-
trophes. the average annual loss ratio from natural catastrophes (6.5%) was thus 
 significantly exceeded, with a figure of 11.6% of net earned premiums for 2010. the 
earthquake in Chile was the largest single overall loss of 2010, costing us around 
€735m. Besides this, we were affected by other major natural catastrophes in the year 
under review, the most notable being the earthquake in New Zealand in september 
(€337m), the floods in Australia in December (€256m), two hailstorms in Australia in 
March (€171m), Winter storm Xynthia in europe at the end of February (€37m), and the 

Overview and key figures
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damage from heavy snowfalls on the us east Coast in February (€29m). By contrast, 
the hurricane season in the North Atlantic was relatively benign in that the major tropi-
cal cyclones which formed seldom made landfall in densely populated coastal regions. 

At €0.6bn (0.9bn), man-made major losses were lower than in the previous year, which 
had been burdened by default losses in credit and surety insurance due to the financial 
crisis. the loss that stood out in 2010 was the explosion of the oil rig Deepwater Hori-
zon in April, for which Munich Reinsurance Company incurred a low three-digit million 
euro amount. A number of pharmaceutical liability cases impacted us with approxi-
mately €106m in the year under review. Other sizeable losses involved leaking tubes 
following refurbishment at a nuclear reactor (€51m), the solidifying of aluminium in the 
potlines of a plant in Qatar (€47m), a satellite failure (roughly €46m), and an explosion 
at a us power plant (around €44m).

the combined ratio, which reflects the relation of claims and costs to net earned pre-
miums, came to 101.4% (98.2%). excluding claims burdens from natural catastrophes, 
it amounted to 89.8% (96.8%).

the following table shows our expenditure for major losses in the past five years (with 
the percentage for natural catastrophe losses):

After withdrawing €720m from the claims equalisation provisions owing to negative 
claims experience in the previous year, we additionally withdrew €114m in the year 
under review. the reduction in provisions in the year under review was necessitated by 
the negative result and adjustment of the claims equalisation provision to the max-
imum amounts permissible. After the changes in claims equalisation provisions, our 
underwriting result showed a profit of €104m (1,225m).

Despite pronounced volatility on the capital markets, we achieved a very good invest-
ment result of €3,067m (3,104m). In accordance with German commercial law, some 
€528m (653m) of the investment result is incorporated in the technical result as inter-
est on technical provisions. We report on our investment performance on page 29 ff.

the Company’s return on investment (including deposits retained on assumed reinsur-
ance) totalled 4.2% (4.4%) on the basis of carrying amounts. Based on market values, 
the return was 3.8% (4.0%).

Major losses over €10m (net)1

€m 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006
Major losses total 2,097 1,037 1,286 1,006 605
thereof natural catastrophes 1,510 171 622 537 158

1 2007 and prior years adjusted owing to an increase in the threshold for major losses.
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In the fi nancial year 2010, we posted a profi t for the year of €1,360m. After the transfer 
of €245m to our revenue reserves and consideration of the profi t of €63m carried for-
ward, net retained profi ts totalled €1,178m. subject to the approval of the Annual Gen-
eral Meeting, we intend to pay our shareholders a dividend of €6.25 per share from the 
net retained earnings for the fi nancial year 2010.

Events after the balance sheet date

the fl oods triggered by heavy rains in Australia continued into the new year. On top of 
this, in February 2011, Australia was hit by Cyclone yasi. For 2011, we currently expect a 
claims burden for the Company in the low to mid three-digit million euro range after 
retrocession for these events. In addition, a severe earthquake of magnitude 6.3 
occurred on 22 February 2011 near the city of Christchurch in New Zealand, with result-
ing exposure for Munich Re.

under the share buy-back programme decided on by Munich Reinsurance Company’s 
Board of Management on 7 May 2010, we repurchased a further 1.7 million Munich Re 
shares with a volume of €195m after the balance sheet date up to 25 February 2011.

Classes of business

In life reinsurance we posted a gratifying increase in gross premium volume, which 
additionally benefi ted from the development of exchange rates in the year under 
review. the rise was mainly due to a number of large-volume reinsurance treaties 
where life reinsurance primarily serves as a capital substitute. these treaties, most of 
which were concluded in 2009 with clients in North America, Asia and continental 
europe, gave rise to further premium growth in 2010. On the other hand, growth was 
curbed by the consequences of the global recession, which had a partial impact on our 
clients’ business development and thus also reduced the volume of business available 
in reinsurance.

An important part of our life reinsurance business in Germany is occupational disabil-
ity risk coverage. Our market and product expertise enables us to support our clients, 
particularly in developing future-oriented product concepts. It is in this segment that 
the eff ects of the fi nancial crisis had to be given special consideration. Claims experi-
ence was not subject to any exceptional burdens, thanks to the consultancy we 
 provided to our clients in the area of claims management and the now noticeable eco-
nomic recovery. Moreover, the Asian life insurance markets became one of the main 
premium and result drivers in life reinsurance business in 2010. We introduced various 

Munich Reinsurance Company’s results

€m 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006
technical result 104 1,225 520 –337 –122
Investment result without interest on technical provisions 2,539 2,450 3,566 2,894 2,339
Other result –451 –297 –439 –465 –301
taxes –832 –920 –660 –649 –221
Profi t/loss for the year 1,360 2,458 2,987 1,443 1,695
Net retained profi ts 1,178 1,291 1,567 1,198 1,033 
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forward-looking products in the area of living benefits, along with other consulting 
services geared to client requirements, enabling us to significantly advance our clients’ 
business development and participate in this via reinsurance. In addition, we have had 
success with transactions aimed primarily at strengthening client solvency, particularly 
in Asia. Our global transfer of know-how allows us to consolidate our competitive 
advantage in the developing markets. In 2010, we continued to expand our involvement 
in the region. 

Although we posted a satisfactory result in life reinsurance in the year under review, it 
did not reach last year’s level. the generally good development in life reinsurance was 
partially reversed by reserve strengthening in us long term care business. We expect 
fundamental growth impulses for our future new business to come from such develop-
ments as the continuing privatisation trends in provision for old age, long term care and 
disability, and the dynamic expansion of the insurance markets in Asia. We see increas-
ing demand in the management of investment risks in life insurance products,

In health reinsurance, premium volume showed a strong increase in the year under 
review, mainly due to new, large-volume treaties providing capital relief to our clients in 
North America and Asia. the development of the euro amplified this growth even fur-
ther in 2010. Given that some treaties commenced during 2009, only a portion of the 
premium was accounted for as earned in that year, a fact that had a clearly positive 
effect on premium growth in 2010.

In recent years, the global health market has become one of the fastest-growing sectors 
of the economy in terms of both insurance and care provision. this trend will become 
even more pronounced in future due to advances in medicine, improved life expectancy 
and the development of healthcare markets in emerging countries. statutory and pri-
vate health insurance are expected to show a greater need for reinsurance protection 
as new advances are made in medicine.
 
However, despite high claims expenditure for individual reinsurance accounts in Asia, 
the Middle east and Italy, the result for 2010 was only slightly down on the previous 
year, just slipping into the red.

In accident reinsurance, we recorded a decrease in premium volume in the year under 
review, primarily owing to the restructuring of an intra-Group retrocession.

Our result before claims equalisation provisions showed a strong improvement com-
pared with the previous year: following the negative figure for 2009, we recorded a sig-
nificant profit for the financial year. the main reason for the high loss in the previous 
year had been the need to further strengthen the reserves in the loss portfolio taken 
over in 2005 from our us subsidiary Munich Re Amerca. 

Our premium income in liability reinsurance showed a modest decrease in the year 
under review. We consistently adhered to our profit-oriented pricing and underwriting 
discipline and withdrew from unprofitable business.

As in the previous year, our underwriting result was negative but nevertheless showed 
a major improvement on the previous year, essentially owing to the absence of prior-
year effects, e.g. reserve strengthening for claims expenditure in the area of medical 
malpractice.
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In motor reinsurance, we posted a clear rise in premium in the year under review, 
mainly because of the business expansion we generated in the Asian market. Moreover, 
we increased the number of policies covered and obtained better prices in europe. the 
favourable development of exchange rates bolstered these positive effects even further. 

the result improved somewhat and, as in the previous year, was positive. As in 2009, 
there was no need to strengthen reserves for motor liability claims due to unexpectedly 
high losses reported. In addition, we withdrew from business that did not meet our 
profitability requirements.

Premium income in marine reinsurance declined moderately compared with the pre-
vious year, mainly because this class of business was hit by recession-related declines 
in prices and volume and we did not renew unprofitable business.

the result was marginally up on 2009. Major-loss expenditure was higher, particularly 
because of the Deepwater Horizon loss, but the basic loss burden decreased.

In aviation reinsurance, premium income showed a modest rise in the two volatile 
classes, aviation and space. In space business, our position as market leader and the 
conclusion of long-term treaties enabled us to largely avoid the consequences of the 
pressure on rates. the rate increase in aviation business that started to emerge in the 
previous year did not continue in 2010.

the result in aviation reinsurance improved marginally compared with the previous 
year. the market for aviation and space risks was again impacted by major losses in the 
year under review, although the increase was small compared with the previous finan-
cial year.

In fire reinsurance, we were able to roughly maintain last year’s high premium level, 
mainly owing to better rates for natural catastrophe treaties (especially with us hurri-
cane exposure), and favourable exchange rate effects. As in the past, we systematically 
refrained from writing business that did not meet our requirements for risk-based 
prices, terms and conditions.

since major-loss expenditure in the period under review was higher than expected 
owing to losses from natural catastrophes, we were not able to repeat the high profit 
achieved in the previous year and only posted a just about positive result.

We recorded a decline in premium volume in engineering reinsurance (machinery, 
eAR, CAR, eeI, etc.), mainly due to a recession-related decline in premium income miti-
gated by positive currency translation effects.

the result was down on the previous year, owing to reserve strengthening in the low 
three-digit million euro range. 

under other classes of business, we subsume the remaining classes of property rein-
surance – burglary, plate glass, hail (including agricultural reinsurance), water damage, 
contingency, windstorm, livestock and householders’ and homeowners’ comprehensive 
reinsurance – as well as credit and fidelity guarantee reinsurance.

Premium volume in these classes was higher than in 2009, rising mainly on account of 
business growth in credit reinsurance.
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While the combined underwriting result of these classes of business had been highly 
negative in the previous year, we were able to post a gratifying profit for the year under 
review. the main reason for the trend reversal was credit reinsurance, where defaults 
had led to high claims expenditure in credit and surety business in the previous year. 
since we were able to release reserves in the financial year, the result was further 
improved.

Claims equalisation provision and similar provisions

the claims equalisation provision and similar provisions, whose calculation and 
 recognition are largely governed by law, can substantially influence the underwriting 
result shown.

the claims equalisation provision is established for individual classes of property- 
casualty business and serves to equalise significant fluctuations in loss experience in 
individual classes of business over a number of years. the target or maximum amount 
allowed for the claims equalisation provision, which is essentially calculated on the 
basis of earned premiums and the standard deviation of the loss ratio in the respective 
class of insurance, determines the amount of the annual non-performance-related  
allocation to the claims equalisation provision. the performance-related change in the 
claims equalisation provision is added to this figure in years in which claims experience 
is favourable, i.e. when the random occurrence of claims is below average, whereas 
amounts are withdrawn in years in which claims experience is adverse, i.e. the random 
occurrence of claims is above average. the adjustment is calculated based on the dif-
ference between the actual and average loss ratio and determined separately for each 
class of business. the amount of the claims equalisation provision for each class of 
business is limited by a legally stipulated maximum amount.

In classes of business showing high fluctuations in claims experience in the current 
accounting period (despite a homogeneous portfolio), a stabilisation of results is 
achieved through the performance-related changes in the claims equalisation provi-
sion. Based on past statistics, the provision thus smooths the financial effects of the 
random occurrence of above-average and below-average claims in individual financial 
years. 
 

  Underwriting result
  before claims 
  equalisation 
 Gross premiums provision and 
 written similar provisions
€m 2010  2009 2010  2009
Life 6,299 5,415 183 303
Health 3,056 1,964 –21 19
Accident 261 354 99 –160
Liability 1,378 1,465 –582 –786
Motor 2,024 1,618 100 70
Marine 857 960 72 63
Aviation 615 590 63 56
Fire 3,245 3,282 60 1,356
engineering 960 1,061 –153 150
Other classes 1,715 1,613 170 –566
Non-life combined 14,111 12,907 –192 202
Total 20,410 18,322 –9 505
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the item “similar provisions” combines provisions for major risks established for excep-
tional cases in underwriting where it is not possible to form a risk community that is 
sufficiently large and homogeneous to balance the risk within a determinable period of 
time. Allocations to a provision for major risks have the character of advance claims 
payments and must be held in reserve until the maximum amount of a possible total 
loss or the maximum liability determined by actuarial models is reached. Major risks 
are only insurable if a balance of risks over time is provided through the establishment 
of reserves over several financial years. A provision for major risks therefore does not 
serve to balance annual fluctuations but to deal with very rare individual occurrences 
that have exceptional loss potential. this item embraces provisions for nuclear risks, 
pharmaceutical product liability risks and terrorism risks.

the balance-sheet item “claims equalisation provision and similar provisions” 
decreased by €114m (720m) to €7,911m (8,024m) in the financial year 2010. significant 
withdrawals were made in engineering (€304m; previous year: €126m) and liability 
(€225m; previous year: €475m). the main reason for this was the negative perform-
ance in these classes of business. In addition, the maximum amounts allowed for the 
claims equalisation provision in fire and marine had to be reduced by €101m (–208m) 
and €9m (–110m) respectively, owing to lower premium income. However, given the 
positive results in other lines, we were able to strengthen the claims equalisation provi-
sions in accident, motor, aviation and credit business by €187m (13m), €74m (–82m), 
€93m (52m), and €92m (–431m) respectively. Further allocations made by the Com-
pany in the financial year 2010 were €13m (6m) to the provision for terrorism risks, 
€5m (4m) to the provision for pharmaceutical product liability risks, and €3m (1m) to 
the provision for nuclear risks.
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Investments

Investment principles

Our investment strategy considers supervisory requirements aimed at ensuring opti-
mum security and profitability, with sufficient liquidity at all times, and an appropriate 
mix and spread. We also comply with all other legal requirements. We only make 
investments in assets from which we expect an appropriate return, our asset managers 
paying strict attention to the Company’s risk tolerance and the principle of sustainabil-
ity. As far as possible, we reduce currency risks by matching our expected liabilities 
with assets in the same currencies. We also take care that the maturities of our fixed-
interest securities are aligned with those of our liabilities. the methods we use to con-
trol investment risks are described in detail in the risk report on page 67 ff.; our 
approach to asset-liability management is explained on page 35. 

Liquidity

Our liquidity is ensured at all times by means of detailed liquidity planning. As a rule, 
the Company generates significant liquidity from its premium income, from regular 
investment income and from investments that mature. We also attach great import-
ance to the credit rating and fungibility of our investments. Given the maturity struc-
ture of the outstanding bonds and the credit facilities employed (which are, in any case, 
relatively insignificant in scope), there are no refinancing requirements.

Investment mix

€m 31.12.2010 31.12.2009 31.12.2008 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Land, land rights and buildings, 
including buildings on third-party land 1,018 900 863 824 981
Investments in affiliated companies and participating interests 27,840 27,014 23,675 21,831 12,293
Loans to affiliated companies and participating interests 1,556 1,799 2,002 703 247
shares, investment certificates and other 
non-fixed-interest securities 6,434 5,002 5,163 7,839 14,590
Bearer bonds and other fixed-interest securities 20,540 20,927 21,707 21,419 21,915
Other investments 1,200 717 815 919 458
Total 58,588 56,359 54,225 53,535 50,484
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Development and structure of investments

the carrying amount of Munich Reinsurance Company’s investments (excluding 
 de  posits retained on assumed reinsurance) rose by 4.0% to €58.6bn in the financial  
year 2010. the following items involved significant changes:

Land, land rights and buildings, including buildings on third-party 
land

Our investments in real estate are geared to generating an appropriate yield from regu-
lar income and growth in value, which requires continually monitoring existing proper-
ties and property funds with regard to their long-term profitability, and their location- 
and property-specific risks. the increase of €0.1bn in the reporting period derives 
mainly from the purchase of an office property in London.

Investments in affiliated companies and participating interests

Carrying amounts increased by €0.8bn. In the year under review, €1.2bn was withdrawn 
from investment companies holding special funds for fixed-interest securities. In add-
ition, €0.5bn was taken from the annual profits earned in 2010 and reinvested. taking 
into account currency gains of €0.5bn, the carrying amount of participating interests 
thus decreased by €0.2bn. Capital increases totalling €0.7bn were carried out at 
Munich Re of Malta Holding in the financial year to finance expansion of business activ-
ities. In the case of Munich American Holding Corporation, there was a write-up of 
€0.4bn in the carrying amount of our participation. As part of a capital measure, a cap-
ital reduction of €0.2bn was carried out. the net result of these measures was thus an 
increase of €0.2bn in the carrying amount.

Loans to affiliated companies and to participating interests
 
the reduction in carrying amounts totalling €243m is mainly due to the redemption of 
loans to the eRGO Group.

shares, investment certificates and other non-fixed-interest securities

In the period under review, we carefully expanded our portfolio of equities. the increase 
of €1.4bn concerns a rise in the equity portfolio we hold directly and indirectly via 
investment funds. the bulk of our equities portfolio comprises shares in european 
 companies. 

Bearer bonds and other fixed-interest securities

At €20.5bn, investments in fixed-interest securities show a slight fall compared with the 
previous year and account for 35% of total investments (excluding deposits retained on 
assumed reinsurance business). A reduction in our portfolio was counteracted by posi-
tive currency translation effects. 

Over 75% of our bearer bonds and other fixed-interest securities are government bonds 
or instruments for which public institutions are liable, of which 14% are bonds of Portu-
guese, Italian, Irish, Greek, and spanish issuers.  Additionally, around 9% of our invest-
ments are in securities and debt instruments with top-quality collateralisation, namely 
German and european pfandbriefs. 
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In the period under review, we switched from corporate bonds into equities. At the 
reporting date, corporate bonds made up 4% of our bearer bonds and other fixed-inter-
est securities.

As protection against the risks of future inflation and the rise in interest rates typically 
associated with this, some 10% of our investments are held in bonds for which the inter-
est and redemption amounts are linked to the rate of inflation (inflation-indexed bonds).

Our portfolio of interest-bearing investments has a very good rating structure. As at  
31 December 2010, 98% of our fixed-interest securities were investment grade and 
approximately 96% were rated “A” or better.

Deposits retained on assumed reinsurance business

Deposits retained on assumed reinsurance rose slightly by €228m to €14.1bn year on 
year, the decrease being mainly attributable to the withdrawal of an intra-Group quota 
share treaty.

valuation reserves

In accordance with section 54 of the German Accounting Regulations for Insurance 
Companies, investments recognised at nominal value are included in the valuation 
reserves as well as investments at amortised cost. Our off-balance-sheet valuation 
reserves, i.e. the difference between the fair value of our investments and their book 
value, increased by 28.7%, or €2.1bn, compared with the previous year. A detailed break-
down of the reserves is provided in the notes on page 104. 

the increase in the valuation reserves on equity investments is due partly to a change 
in parameters for determining the discounted earnings value.

Valuation reserves

€m 31.12.2010 31.12.2009 31.12.2008 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Real estate 1,338 1,344 1,303 1,309 1,632
equity investments 6,849 4,920 3,878 9,009 8,884
Fixed-interest securities1 1,053 918 829 697 531
Total 9,240 7,182 6,010 11,015 11,047

1 As from 2007, investments recognised at nominal value are taken into account as well as investments at amortised cost.
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Result

Our investment result in the financial year 2010 was a very good €3,067m (3,104m). 
the reduction of €344m in gains on disposals was offset by an increase in regular 
income and write-ups.

  

the table below shows the investment result for the past five business years broken 
down by type of investment:

Investment result

€m 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006
Regular income 2,655 2,480 3,751 3,797 3,166
Write-ups/write-downs 189 3 –643 –319 –152
Net capitalised gains 661 1,005 1,647 1,028 981
Other income/expenses –438 –384 –726 –813 –687
Total 3,067 3,104 4,029 3,693 3,308

Investment result by type of investment

€m 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006
Real estate 120 –3 35 32 70
Investments in affiliated companies and participating interests 1,425 718 1,350 285 265
Loans to affiliated companies and participating interests 48 69 73 9 6
shares, investment certificates and other non-fixed-interest securities 142 900 1,507 1,835 1,489
Bearer bonds and other fixed-interest securities 1,019 1,132 724 793 576
Other investments  313 288 340 739 902
Total 3,067 3,104 4,029 3,693 3,308
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Analysis of our capital structure

Investments on the assets side of the balance sheet serve mainly to cover technical 
 provisions (68.6% of the balance sheet total). Equity (13.2% of the balance sheet total) 
and subordinated bonds classified as strategic debt (5.9%) are the most important 
sources of funds.

Strategic debt has not changed significantly compared with the previous year. A 
detailed analysis of the structuring of this type of funding is provided in the section on 
strategic debt on page 34. 

In the financial year 2010, there was a fall of €495m in equity, mainly due to the divi-
dend payment and the share buy-back programme, which we report on in more detail 
on page 35.

Equity

In the year under review, our equity decreased by €495m to €10,265m, or by 4.6% com-
pared with the previous year. Within the framework of the share buy-back programmes 
announced in October 2009 and May 2010, we bought back shares to the value of 
approximately €1,300m in 2010, which we offset against the revenue reserves. €1,072m 
of the net retained profits for the previous year was distributed as a dividend to share-
holders and €156m allocated to the revenue reserves.

These withdrawals compare with a profit for the financial year 2010 of €1,360m. To 
strengthen our equity, a total of €245m from the profit for the financial year has been 
allocated to the revenue reserves. Of the remainder totalling €1,178m, €1,118m has been 
earmarked for the dividend payment.

Equity

€m 31.12.2010 31.12.2009 31.12.2008 31.12.2007 31.12.2006
Equity 10,265 10,760 9,782 9,306 11,155

Financial position
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Strategic debt

We define as strategic debt all financial instruments with the character of outside 
financing that do not have a direct link to our operative business. Strategic debt supple-
ments our financial resources and is essentially designed to optimise the cost of capital 
and ensure that we have sufficient liquidity at all times.

The subordinated bond with an initial volume of €1.5bn issued by Munich reinsurance 
company in June 2007 is a perpetual bond, but callable by us from ten years after the 
date of issue. The terms of the Munich reinsurance company subordinated bonds 
issued in 2003 are limited. These subordinated bonds with original nominal values of 
€3.0bn and £300m will mature in 2023 (euro subordinated bond) and 2028 (pound 
sterling subordinated bond) and are callable by us for the first time on 21 June 2013 and 
21 June 2018 respectively.

The company strengthens its capitalisation with these subordinated bonds, which  
are recognised in part as own funds by the german Federal Financial Supervisory 
Author ity (BaFin). 

Furthermore, in 2009 Munich reinsurance company assumed a strategic bank loan 
totalling uS$ 250m from Munich re America corporation, which we show under 
amounts owed to banks. The residual term of this liability is 2012.

Technical provisions

In contrast to liabilities under loans and securities issued, we cannot foresee with cer-
tainty how high our liabilities from underwriting business will be and when they will 
arise. Whereas in property insurance a major portion of the provisions is generally paid 
out within two to three years, in life or liability insurance substantial amounts may still 
be due decades after the contracts were concluded. The currency distribution of our 
provisions reflects the global orientation of our group. Besides the euro, our main  
currencies are the uS dollar and the canadian dollar. We ensure that our business is 
sufficiently capitalised at all times by monitoring the situation continuously and taking 
suitable measures, which are dealt with in the section on capital management.

restraints on disposal

Since we are an international (re)insurance group, some of our financial resources are 
subject to restraints on disposal. Supervisory authorities in some countries, for 
example, require foreign reinsurers to establish premium and reserve deposits with 
 primary insurers or set up trustee accounts with certain financial institutions. At the 
reporting date, this involved investments with a volume of €7.1bn (8.1bn).

Strategic debt

€m 31.12.2010
Subordinated bond 2003/2023, €2,900m1 2,900
Subordinated bond 2003/2028, £300m ¹ 350
Subordinated bond 2007/perpetual, €1,349m2 1,349
Bank borrowing, uS$ 250m 186
Total 4,785

1 With original nominal value of €3,000m (thereof €2,900m outstanding). 
2 With original nominal value of €1,500m (thereof €1,349m outstanding).
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Asset-liability management

The structure of our technical provisions and other liabilities is the basis for the 
company’s investment strategy, the main focus of which is asset-liability management: 
our aim is to ensure that economic factors influence the value of our investments and 
that of our technical provisions and liabilities in the same way, thus cushioning the 
effect of capital market fluctuations. For this purpose, we mirror important features of 
the liabilities, such as maturity patterns, currency structures and inflation sensitivities, 
on the assets side of the balance sheet by acquiring investments with similar charac-
ter istics if possible. In this approach, any deviations from the structure of our liabilities 
are made consciously, taking due account of our risk tolerance and the risk spreads. In 
2010, for instance, we extended the maturities of our investments in relation to our 
li abilities and were able to benefit from the fall in interest rates. Besides this, to an 
increas ing extent we are endeavouring in our asset-liability management to partially 
structure our investment portfolio in such a way that investments increase in line with 
rising inflation rates.

To configure our asset management as effectively as possible, we also use derivative 
financial instruments, which are described in the risk report on page 74 f.

Capital management

Through active capital management, we ensure that the company’s capital is main-
tained at an appropriate level. Our available financial resources must always be suf-
ficient to cover the capital requirements determined both by our internal risk model 
and by the requirements of supervisory authorities and rating agencies. We aim to 
ensure that our financial strength is such that it enables us to take advantage of  
measured opportunities for growth, is not significantly affected by normal fluctuations 
in capital market conditions, and remains at a reasonable level even in the wake of 
major loss events or substantial falls in the stock markets. At the same time, we also 
define an appropriate level of group economic capital as one which does not exceed 
that required for our operations. Such a needs-based, risk-commensurate capital level 
makes a decisive contribution to financial discipline in all our business processes. 

We return surplus capital to equity holders mainly through attractive dividends, within 
the scope permitted by Munich reinsurance company‘s revenue reserves, and pro-
vided this does not impair our strategic flexibility or our overall capital strength. In  
addition to dividend payments, we use share buy-backs as a further instrument for 
returning capital. 

At the balance sheet date on 31 December 2010, our revenue reserves amounted to 
€1,667m. In the financial year 2010, we bought back 11.8 million shares worth €1,300m, 
of which 5.7 million shares worth €650m were repurchased under the 2009/2010 
share buy-back programme completed by the Annual general Meeting on 28 April 
2010, and 6.1 million shares or a total of €650m under the 2010/2011 programme 
involv ing share buy-backs of up to €1bn. After the balance sheet date, we repurchased 
a further 1.7 million shares with a volume of €195m up to 25 February 2011. Since the 
beginning of the share buy-backs in november 2006, we have been able to return a 
total of over €10bn to our shareholders, including dividend payouts. After completion of 
the 2010/2011 share buy-backs, the revenue reserves shown as at 31 December 2010 
will decrease to €1,473m. We intend to continue our attractive capital repatriation 
policy with a further share buy-back programme in 2011. up to the Annual general 
Meeting in 2012, a buy-back volume of up to €500m is planned. In the interests of our 
shareholders, we will carefully weigh up the benefit of further buy-backs against the 
advantages of comfortable capitalisation, also with a view to opportunities for organic 
and possibly external growth. In addition, subject to the approval of the Annual general 
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Meeting, we intend to pay our shareholders a dividend of €6.25 per share from the net 
retained earnings for the financial year 2010. 

Information in accordance with Section 289 para. 4 of the 
German Commercial Code and explanatory report of the 
Board of Management 

composition of the issued capital 

As at 31 December 2010, Munich reinsurance company’s share capital of 
€587,725,396.48 was divided into 188,468,471 registered, no-par-value, fully paid  
shares. These shares constitute a single category of stock. The rights and obligations 
deriving from them follow from the pertinent statutory requirements and Articles of 
Association. The shares are endowed with full voting and dividend rights, with the 
exception of the 8,089,888 registered, no-par-value, fully paid shares held by Munich 
re itself at 31 December 2010 (Section 71b of the german Stock companies Act). Each 
voting share carries one vote at the Annual general Meeting. With respect to the com-
pany, the only parties deemed shareholders in accordance with the german Stock 
companies Act (Section 67) are those entered as such in the company’s register of 
shareholders.

restrictions on voting rights or the transfer of shares 

The listed registered shares are subject to transfer restrictions. The issuing of restrict-
edly transferable registered shares by Munich reinsurance company dates back to the 
company’s foundation in 1880 and is a very common phenomenon in the insurance 
industry. restricted transferability means that these shares may be transferred to 
an other holder only with the company’s consent, which, according to Article 3 para. 2 
of Munich reinsurance company’s Articles of Association, is granted at the company’s 
discretion. Since the share-trading processes have been made very efficient, the con-
sent requirement does not lead to any delays in entry in the register. In recent decades, 
it has been granted without exception. 

Shareholdings exceeding 10% of the voting rights

Warren E. Buffett and companies in his group informed us in accordance with  
Section 21 of the german Securities Trading Act (Wphg) that they hold a total share  
of 10.244% of Munich reinsurance company’s voting rights. They notified us, as at  
12 October 2010, of the following direct or indirect shareholdings exceeding 10% of  
the voting rights:

Warren E. Buffett and the aforementioned companies in his group informed us in a 
 letter dated 15 October 2010 that the objective of the investment is to generate trading 
profits and not to implement strategic objectives. 

Shareholdings exceeding 10% of the voting rights  

 Direct Indirect
% holding holding
Warren E. Buffett, uSA 0.053 10.191
Berkshire hathaway Inc., Omaha, uSA  10.191
OBh llc, Omaha, uSA  10.191
national Indemnity company, Omaha, uSA 10.191
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Shares with special control rights

There are no shares with special control rights. 

Statutory regulations and provisions of the Articles of Association 
regarding appointment and dismissal of members of the  
Board of Management and concerning amendments to the Articles  
of Association 

The legal parameters for the appointment and dismissal of members of the Board of 
Management are specified in the company’s co-determination agreement, Articles 13 
and 16 of the Articles of Association, Sections 84 and 85 of the german Stock com-
panies Act, and Sections 121a paras. 1 and 7a of the german Insurance control Act. 
Munich re’s co-determination agreement and Articles of Association have taken over 
the legal tenets of the german co-Determination Act. The Supervisory Board appoints 
the members of the Board of Management and may dismiss them at any time for good 
cause. On initial appointment, members of the Board of Management are usually given 
contracts for a term of between three and five years. Extensions of up to five years are 
possible and – in exceptional cases – members of the Board of Management may also 
be appointed by a court of law. 

The german Stock companies Act contains general provisions governing amendments 
to the Articles of Association (Sections 124 para. 2 sentence 2, and 179–181 of the Act). 
These state that only the Annual general Meeting can make resolutions on changes to 
the Articles of Association. In order to be carried, a resolution must receive at least 
three-quarters of the votes cast by the share capital represented in the vote. The Art-
icles of Association may stipulate a different capital majority (higher or lower) or other 
requirements, but the company’s Articles of Association do not provide for any such 
special features. 

The german Stock companies Act contains special regulations on amendments to the 
Articles of Association where increases and reductions in share capital are concerned 
(Sections 182–240 of the Act). under these regulations, all resolutions on capital meas-
ures are to be made by the Annual general Meeting. Within a self-determined scope, 
however, the Annual general Meeting can authorise the Board of Management to initi-
ate certain (capital) measures. The authorisations relating to Munich reinsurance 
company are listed below. In all such cases, a resolution of the Annual general Meeting 
is required that has been adopted by at least a three-quarter majority of the share cap-
ital represented in the vote. Where these resolutions are concerned, the company’s 
Articles of Association again do not provide for other (i.e. higher) majorities or further 
requirements. 

The Annual general Meeting is entitled to transfer to the Supervisory Board the author-
ity to make amendments to the Articles of Association that affect only the wording 
(Section 179 para. 1 sentence 2 of the german Stock companies Act). This is the case 
with Munich reinsurance company and has been regulated in Article 14 of the Articles 
of Association. 

powers of the Board of Management with particular regard to the 
option of issuing or buying back shares 

The powers of the members of the Board of Management are defined in Sections 71 
and 76 to 94 of the german Stock companies Act. The Board of Management has the 
following powers to issue and buy back shares (the complete wordings of the relevant 
resolutions and provisions in the Articles of Association can be viewed on our website): 
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//  The Annual general Meeting of 28 April 2010 authorised the company under 
agenda items 7 and 8, pursuant to Section 71 para. 1 item 8 of the german Stock 
companies Act, to buy back shares until 27 April 2015 up to a total amount of  
10% of the share capital at the time of the Annual general Meeting resolution 
(€587,725,396.48). The shares acquired plus other own shares in the possession of 
the company or attributable to the company in accordance with Section 71a ff. of 
the german Stock companies Act may at no time amount to more than 10% of the 
share capital. The shares may, in accordance with the provisions of the authorisa-
tion, be acquired in various ways: the company may buy back shares amounting to a 
maximum of 5% of the share capital using derivatives. The Board of Management is 
authorised to use shares thus acquired for all legally admissible purposes, in particu-
lar those specified in the authorisation, whilst excluding subscription rights. Among 
other things, the Board of Management is empowered under Section 71 para. 1 
item 8 sentence 6 of the german Stock companies Act to retire the shares without 
requir ing further approval from the Annual general Meeting. The Board of Manage-
ment availed itself of this authorisation to buy back shares by resolution of 7 May 
2010. By 31 December 2010, a total of approximately 6.1 million shares had been 
purchased for an overall price of €650m. As part of the 2009/2010 share buy-back 
programme, around 5.7 million shares were acquired between January and April 
2010 for an overall price of €650m. As announced in April 2010, these shares and 
the approximately 3.2 million shares already repurchased in 2009 were retired in a 
simplified process. 

//  The Annual general Meeting of 28 April 2010 resolved to cancel the contingent 
capital 2005 of €100m and authorised the Board of Management to issue, with the 
consent of the Supervisory Board, convertible bonds or bonds with warrants on one 
or more occasions up to 27 April 2015 for a maximum nominal amount of €3bn with 
or without a limited maturity period. Shareholders are generally entitled to a sub-
scription right in respect of these bonds, but the Board of Management is author-
ised, with the consent of the Supervisory Board, to exclude this subscription right in 
the cases specified in the authorisation. The holders of such bonds may be granted 
conversion or option rights in respect of shares issued by the company up to a max-
imum amount of €117m of the share capital, in accordance with the respective bond 
or warrant conditions; as a precautionary measure, capital of €117m was condition-
ally authorised under Article 4 para. 3 of the Articles of Association (contingent 
capital 2010).

//  under Article 4 para. 1 of the Articles of Association, the Board of Management is 
authorised, with the consent of the Supervisory Board, to increase the company’s 
share capital at any time up to 21 April 2014 by an amount of up to €280m by issu-
ing new shares against cash or non-cash contribution (Authorised capital Increase 
2009). In accordance with the above-mentioned provisions of the Articles of Associ-
ation, it may exclude subscription rights. 

//  under Article 4 para. 2 of the Articles of Association, the Board of Management is 
authorised to increase the share capital at any time up to 18 April 2011 by an amount 
of up to €5m by issuing new shares against cash contribution (Authorised capital 
Increase 2006). The subscription right of shareholders is excluded insofar as this is 
necessary to allow the shares to be issued to employees of Munich reinsurance 
company and its affiliated companies.

The above-mentioned authorisations to issue or buy back shares are within the range 
of what is customary in the market and allow the company to engage in active capital 
management. They enable it to cover any capital needs, even at short notice, for taking 
swift and flexible advantage of market opportunities in different fields of business. As 
demonstrated by the company’s share buy-backs, the authorisations also offer the 
opportunity to return to the equity holders capital that is no longer required. 
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Significant agreements which take effect, alter or terminate upon a 
change of control following a takeover bid, and resultant implications 

Based on our underwriting guidelines, our reinsurance agreements generally include a 
clause that grants both parties to the agreement a right of extraordinary cancellation in 
the event that “the other party merges with another company or its ownership and con-
trol undergoes a material change”. Such or similar clauses are typical of the industry. 
Munich reinsurance company’s long-term incentive plan provides for special exercise 
conditions in the event of a change of control. This plan is for members of the Board of 
Management, senior management and top executives in Munich re’s international 
organisation, which is explained in detail in the remuneration report.

compensation agreements concluded with members of the Board of 
Management or employees for the event of a takeover bid 

There are no compensation agreements with members of the Board of Management or 
employees for the event of a takeover bid. 

Solvency

Solvency in the case of insurance companies is generally understood to be the ability of 
an insurer to always meet the obligations assumed under contracts. In concrete terms, 
this means an insurance company must fulfil specific minimum capital requirements. 
To calculate solvency, the minimum equity required for the volume of business 
(re quired solvency margin) is compared with the eligible equity actually available 
(actual solvency margin) on the basis of the company’s financial statements. In deter-
mining the eligible capital elements, the equity is adjusted; specifically, it is increased 
by portions of the subordinated liabilities and reduced by intangible assets, participa-
tions in banks, financial services institutions and financial services companies. Munich 
reinsurance company’s equity capital still amounts to several times the statutory min-
imum requirement. 

Analysis of the cash flow

Munich reinsurance company’s cash flow is strongly influenced by our operating busi-
ness. We generally first collect the premiums for the risks assumed and do not make 
payments until later, when claims need to be settled. cash flow statements of insur-
ance companies are therefore of limited relevance. 

The cash inflows from operating activities remained clearly positive overall. In -
creased payments for major claims were almost fully offset by an expansion of pre-
mium volume. Moreover, regular income from investments was satisfactory, despite  
the low-interest-rate environment. Also, there was again a reduction in the balance of 
accounts receivable, deposits retained on assumed reinsurance, and related liabilities. 

The cash outflows for investment activities were determined by payments for the 
acquisition of investments. In this context, there was a moderate expansion of our 
portfolio of equities and investment funds and a rise in interest-bearing deposits. 

Munich reinsurance company’s share buy-back programme, which continued as  
planned, and dividend payment for the past financial year resulted in cash outflows  
for financing activities. 

In the year under review, cash – which encompasses cash with banks, cheques and 
cash in hand – rose by €312m to €528m overall. 
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Clients and client relationships 

Munich reinsurance company works together with over 4,000 corporate clients from 
more than 160 countries. 

As reinsurers, we deploy our extensive risk knowledge to develop individual solutions 
for our clients to meet their diverse needs. We therefore provide our cedants with the 
full range of underwriting products. We regularly assume a pioneering role in the 
de velopment of new coverage concepts, for instance for offshore oil drilling operations. 
We also offer our clients consulting and other risk-related services. Our client manage-
ment is geared to providing premium solutions and intensifying cooperation with our 
clients.

With branches and subsidiaries around the world, we ensure that our clients can 
always find us where they need us.

Research and development 

An in-depth understanding of risks is the basis of our business. That is why we analyse 
known risks on an ongoing basis to determine whether there have been any changes in 
their structure or occurrence probability. We focus on identifying new risks at an early 
stage and offering solutions for known risks that have hitherto been uninsurable.

Traditional liability and property covers also recurrently provide innovation opportun-
ities. Munich re has developed an insurance solution covering oil companies against 
liability risks from oil disasters during offshore drilling operations. climate change and 
the necessary development of renewable energy technologies also allow scope for 
innovation. For instance, we have devised an insurance solution that covers the per-
formance guarantees provided by solar module manufacturers – an important miles-
tone for the funding of photovoltaic projects. 

In many countries, we also work closely with governments and specialist insurance 
providers to set up catastrophe funds for insuring the agricultural sector against 
ex treme weather events such as windstorm, drought, flood, and late frost. 

clients benefit from financial 
strength and risk knowledge

Other success factors

// Munich re as clients’ first port of call for all risk matters
// Ongoing development of innovative coverage concepts for new and complex risks 
// corporate responsibility for our staff, society and the environment 
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Staff 

The financial year saw a variety of cross-corporate initiatives. In reinsurance, we carried 
out the first performance and talent management process on a global scale and on the 
basis of uniform criteria, generating scope for activities that enable us to appraise, pro-
mote and flexibly deploy our top performers and talent within the group worldwide in 
accordance with consistent and transparent processes.

The availability of competent, motivated staff and high-calibre talent continues to be 
an important feature of successful human resources work. The optimal utilisation of 
our staff’s many qualifications, different ways of thinking, cultural and social back-
grounds and their individual qualities are an important economic success factor for us. 
Our philosophy is unity through diversity, and the recognition and encouragement of 
variety and individuality in our employees is an essential element of our corporate cul-
ture. A group-wide project on the subject of diversity management will open up new 
paths in this context.

An average of 4,145 (3,969) staff were employed at Munich reinsurance company in 
2010, an increase of 4%. There was an average of 42 (37) trainees working at the com-
pany last year, while twelve staff from four different years were enrolled on a training-
integrated Master of Science course as at 31 December 2010.

Our overall remuneration system comprises a well-balanced package of components 
reflecting and underlining our corporate culture that recognises and rewards per-
formance. In view of the successful 2009 financial year, Munich reinsurance company 
paid out the company result bonus for the first time in Munich in 2010, a new variable 
salary component that allows all employees to share in the company’s good results. 
The distribution of this bonus payment is based on individual performance and 
demonstrates to staff that it pays to work hard.

Our business success is rooted in our excellent knowledge and its market-oriented 
implementation. Initiatives that promote staff training and professional development 
were therefore a focal point of attention in 2010. Expenditure on specialist and personal 
training measures rose by around 14% in 2010, totalling some €10.2m (8.9m). An aver-
age of €2,694 (2,462) was invested in training measures per employee. Our inter  -
national graduate trainee programme was expanded by a further ten positions in 2010 
to a total of 30 – an investment in young talent. Munich re’s career path for experts was 
further strengthened: outstanding experts in specialist areas relevant to business can 
now advance right up to senior-executive level. They have a set of suitable talent 
management measures to support them. This represents another step in putting expert 
and management career paths on an equal footing.

In accordance with our globally oriented human resources strategy, we are taking  
measures designed to promote international occupational mobility and development.  
A new programme prepares employees in our international organisation for appoint-
ments to management positions outside their home countries. high-quality leadership 
skills are one of our prime objectives. The latest international survey on leadership 
behaviour confirmed the previous year’s positive result. At the same time, we conduct-
 ed the first worldwide survey on employee satisfaction to determine what we refer to as 
the “engagement” index. The overall outcome (both on a national and international 
level) was good.
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Corporate responsibility

Munich re’s business environment is constantly in flux, presenting ever new opportun-
ities and risks. Defining factors, such as climate change, technological progress, the 
 globalised financial markets and demographic trends, constitute major challenges. A 
forward-looking and responsible approach throughout the company is an integral part 
of our business model. This approach is specified in more detail in our corporate res-
ponsibility strategy, and was reinforced when Munich re joined the united nations 
global compact in 2007.

In primary insurance and reinsurance, we develop new solutions such as special cover 
concepts for renewable energy or rates for climate-friendly vehicles, and provide advice 
on holistic healthcare programmes. As a global risk carrier, we also offer microinsur-
ance geared to the financial situation and living conditions of disadvantaged popula-
tion groups. Internationally, we are actively involved in the united nations Environment 
programme (unEp FI) and work together with a group of major international financial 
enterprises on principles for Sustainable Insurance (pSI). Another example is the 
industry initiative of Dii gmbh, which Munich re established in 2009 in conjunction 
with the Desertec Foundation and other international enterprises. The declared aim is 
to develop a suitable technical, economic, and political framework for carbon-free 
power generation in the deserts of north Africa and the Middle East. 

The same premises regarding corporate responsibility also apply to investments, where 
our asset management company MEAg manages significant sums worldwide. In 
2006, we became the first german company to sign the un principles for responsible 
Investment (prI). In addition, our globally binding general Investment guidelines in 
place since 2005 specify that at least 80% of group-wide investments in shares and 
government and corporate bonds should comply with sustainability criteria. Munich re 
also systematically invests in renewable energy and new technologies. In mid-2010, we 
launched our investment programme rEnT (renewable energy and new technologies). 
And we also attach great importance to high sustainability standards in new building 
projects and real estate acquisition.

With our own office buildings, we focus our activities on reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions 
// by reducing travel, energy and heat consumption, and waste;
// by using water and paper sparingly;
// by increasingly replacing conventional sources of energy with renewable ones.

A fifth of Munich re’s staff works in buildings certified to the international environ-
mental management standard ISO 14001. In 2009, our Munich site became climate- 
neutral, our declared aim being to achieve carbon-neutrality in the whole reinsurance 
group by 2012. 

Our understanding of corporate responsibility also involves assuming responsibility for 
the community in which we live and work. In addition to systematically promoting edu-
cation and science, Munich re supports selected cultural and social projects. health is 
another cornerstone of our activities, as exemplified by a range of prevention projects in 
which ErgO is engaged. Munich re’s commitment is backed by the various founda-
tions we have set up, which contribute significantly to sustainable development. 
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Our shares have featured in the most respected sustainability indices, e.g. the Dow 
Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) and the FTSE4good Index. Both listings were suc-
cessfully reaffirmed in autumn 2010. corporate responsibility issues are gaining in 
importance in our communication with shareholders.
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Munich reinsurance company’s corporate governance statement comprises (1) the 
declaration in accordance with Section 161 of the german Stock companies Act and 
(2) the report of the Board of Management and Supervisory Board on the company’s 
corporate governance within the meaning of item 3.10 of the german corporate 
govern  ance code, including the remuneration report in accordance with item 4.2.5 of 
that code and the disclosures as per Section 289a para. 2 items 2 and 3 of the german 
commercial code.

1.  Declaration of the Board of Management and Supervisory Board 
  of Munich Reinsurance Company in accordance with Section 161 
  of the German Stock Companies Act, dated November 2010

“Münchener rückversicherungs-gesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft in München fulfils all 
the recommendations of the german corporate governance code of 26 May 2010 
(published on 2 July 2010) and will continue to do so in future. Since the last declar-
ation of conformity in november 2009, Münchener rückversicherungs-gesellschaft 
Aktiengesellschaft in München has fulfilled all the recommendations of the german 
corporate governance code of 18 June 2009 (published on 5 August 2009).”

The declaration of conformity is permanently accessible on our internet website  
(www.munichre.com).

2. Corporate governance report

It is our conviction that good corporate governance creates lasting value. We therefore 
apply the highest standards to our operations and activities, complying with all the 
recommendations and proposals of the german corporate governance code. 

Munich re code of conduct  

Beyond this, we have our own Munich re code of conduct specifying high-level ethical 
and legal requirements that must be met by employees. This document is also 
publish ed on our website. 

corporate governance statement
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In our code of conduct we clearly state our views on corporate integrity, i.e. legally 
impeccable behaviour based on ethical principles. At the same time, the code is an 
expression of our understanding of value management. The code of conduct contains 
regulations that are binding for all Munich re employees, including management, par-
ticularly for dealing with conflicts of interest, maintaining confidentiality, preventing 
money laundering and fraud, complying with antitrust law and insider trading law, and 
adhering to specified practices for donations and sponsoring. Furthermore, the code  
of conduct outlines a procedure for reporting legal infringements or contraventions 
which allows the company to respond promptly, even to the suspicion of irregularities, 
or to prevent any form of financial crime.

In this connection, employees have the option of contacting an external and independ-
ent ombudsman, who reports cases of suspected fraud to the Fraud prevention 
 committee, comprising the Fraud prevention Officer and the compliance Officer, thus 
supporting Munich re’s anti-fraud management.

global compact

To make clear Munich re’s understanding of important values – and thus also its cor-
porate responsibility – inside and outside our group, Munich re joined the united 
nations global compact 2007. The ten principles of this declaration form the bench-
mark for our actions throughout the group and thus provide the fundamental frame-
work for our corporate responsibility. Our annual communication on progress for the 
un global compact is integrated into the corporate responsibility portal on our 
 website.

how we view corporate governance 

corporate governance stands for a form of responsible company management and 
control geared to long-term creation of value. One of our aims in this context is to foster 
the confidence of investors, clients, employees and the general public. Also of great sig-
nificance for us are efficient practices on the Board of Management and Supervisory 
Board, good collaboration between these bodies and with the companies’ staff, and 
open and transparent corporate communications. 

continually improving corporate governance is an important principle underlying our 
business activities. 

What rules apply to Munich re?

As a result of its international organisation, Munich re has to consider corporate gov-
ernance rules in different national legal systems. clearly, we observe not only the 
re spective national standards but also internationally recognised best practices. In 
germany, where Munich reinsurance company has its headquarters, corporate 
govern ance rules are laid down above all in the german Stock companies Act and the 
german corpor ate governance code. The german Insurance control Act standardises 
the “fit and proper” requirements for Board members of insurance companies. It also 
provides particular rules for insurance companies’ remuneration systems. These rules 
formed the basis for the regulation on remuneration schemes in the insurance sector 
(VersVergV) issued by the german Federal Finance Ministry in October 2010.

Also applicable to Munich reinsurance company is the german Act on the co-Deter-
mination of Employees in cross-Border Mergers (MgVg) and a co-determination 
agreement; these provisions supersede those of the german co-Determination Act. 
The co-determination agreement is published on our website. 

Binding rules for  
employees
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The german corporate governance code, which entered into force in 2002 and has 
since been amended several times, contains the main legal rules that must be observed 
by german listed companies. In addition, it includes recommendations and proposals 
based on nationally and internationally recognised standards of good and responsible 
management. Every year, Munich reinsurance company’s Board of Management and 
Supervisory Board publish a declaration stating how far the code’s recommendations 
have been and will be complied with. The current declaration of conformity can be 
found on page 121. 

corporate legal structure  

Munich reinsurance company is a joint-stock company (“Aktiengesellschaft”) within 
the meaning of the german Stock companies Act. It has three governing bodies: the 
Board of Management, the Supervisory Board and the Annual general Meeting. Their 
functions and powers derive from the relevant legal provisions, the co-determination 
agreement and the Articles of Association, which are published on our website. 

The principle of parity co-determination on the Supervisory Board has been main-
tained in the co-determination agreement, and strengthened by taking into account 
staff employed in the rest of Europe. 

Board of Management  

The Board of Management is responsible for managing the company, setting object-
ives and determining strategy. In doing so, it is obliged to safeguard company interests 
and endeavour to achieve a long-term increase in the company’s value. The Board of 
Management must ensure compliance with statutory requirements and internal com-
pany directives, and is responsible for effecting adequate risk management and risk 
control in the company. The chairman of the Board of Management provides for homo-
geneous management of the company, which he represents vis-à-vis the authorities, 
the media and associations.  

pursuant to Article 16 of the Articles of Association, the Board of Management must 
comprise a minimum of two persons; beyond this, the number of members is deter-
mined by the Supervisory Board. Munich reinsurance company’s Board of Manage-
ment had nine members in the 2010 financial year. An overview of its composition and 
distribution of responsibilities can be found on page 116. Additional information on 
individual members of the Board of Management is available on our website. The Board 
of Management has two committees – one for group matters and one for reinsurance – 
in order to enhance the efficiency of its work. rules of procedure issued by the Super-
visory Board regulate the work of the Board of Management, in particular the allocation 
of responsibilities between the individual Board members, matters reserved for the full 
Board of Management, and the required majority for Board of Management resolutions. 
The full Board of Management decides on all matters for which the law or the Articles 
of Association prescribe a decision by the Board of Management. In particular, it is 
re sponsible for matters requiring the approval of the Supervisory Board, for items 
which have to be submitted to the Annual general Meeting, for tasks which constitute 
fundamental management functions or are of exceptionally great importance, and 
finally for significant personnel issues at top management level. 

Meetings of the Board of Management take place as required, but at least once a 
month. The members of the Board of Management cooperate closely to the benefit of 
the company and aim to reach unanimous decisions. 

Duties and responsibilities
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The Group Committee comprises the chairman of the Board of Management and at 
least one other member of the Board of Management, i.e. nikolaus von Bomhard and 
Jörg Schneider. A further member is Munich reinsurance company’s chief risk 
Officer, Joachim Oechslin. The chairman of the Board of Management is also chair-
man of the group committee. The group committee decides on all fundamental mat-
ters relating to its voting members’ divisions unless the full Board of Management is 
mandatorily responsible. In addition, it prepares decisions that have to be taken by the 
full Board. 

The Reinsurance Committee comprises those members of the Board of Management 
that do not sit on the group committee, i.e. Torsten Jeworrek, ludger Arnoldussen, 
Thomas Blunck, georg Daschner, peter röder, Wolfgang Strassl and Joachim Wenning. 
A further member is the chief Financial Officer for reinsurance, hermann pohlchris-
toph. The chairman of the committee is appointed by the Supervisory Board. This 
office is held by Torsten Jeworrek. The reinsurance committee decides on all funda-
mental matters relating to the business field of reinsurance except where the full Board 
of Management is mandatorily responsible. 

The committee meetings are held as needed, and usually take place every two weeks. 
Only the members of the Board of Management are entitled to vote.

Both the group committee and the reinsurance committee have set up subcommit-
tees, whose members include other senior executives from Munich reinsurance com-
pany and the group. They comprise the group Investment committee, the group risk 
committee and the global underwriting and risk committee. Only Board members of 
Munich reinsurance company have voting rights on these committees, each of which 
has its own written rules of procedure. The group Investment committee deals with all 
significant issues affecting the investments of the group and the individual fields of 
business. Both the group risk committee and the global underwriting and risk com-
mittee deal with the risk management process, albeit in different contexts.

The Board of Management and Supervisory Board cooperate closely to the benefit of 
the company. The Board of Management coordinates the company’s strategic 
approach with the Supervisory Board and discusses the current state of strategy imple-
mentation with it at regular intervals. It reports regularly to the Supervisory Board 
about all questions relevant to the company. The Supervisory Board has defined the 
Board of Management’s information and reporting requirements in detail. Specific 
types of transaction such as investments and divestments of substantial size and indi-
vidual capital measures (e.g. according to Article 4 of the Articles of Association) gen-
erally require the Supervisory Board’s consent. Beyond this, the Board of Management 
reports to the Audit committee on specific topics falling within the latter’s scope of 
responsibility.

Supervisory Board

The Supervisory Board monitors the Board of Management and gives counsel where 
appropriate. certain transactions require its approval, but it is not authorised to take 
management action. The Supervisory Board also appoints the external auditor for the 
company and group financial statements and for the half-year financial report.

In compliance with the Articles of Association, the Supervisory Board has 20 members. 
half are representatives of the shareholders, elected by the Annual general Meeting, 
and half are elected representatives of the employees. under the co-determination 
agreement, employees of group companies in the European union (Eu) and European 
Economic Area (EEA) may also participate in the election of employee representatives. 

composition and working 
 procedure of the Board  

of Management committees

Subcomittees of the Board of 
Management committees

collaboration between Board of 
Management and Supervisory 

Board

Duties and responsibilities
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An overview of the members of the Supervisory Board can be found on page 116. Add-
itional information on the current members of the Supervisory Board is available on our 
website.  

The Supervisory Board has established its own rules of procedure, specifying responsi-
bilities, work processes and required majorities. It has also adopted separate rules of 
procedure for the Audit committee. As provided for in the german co-Determination 
Act and included in the provisions of Article 12 of the Articles of Association, the chair-
man of the Supervisory Board and his first deputy must be elected by a majority of 
 two-thirds of its constituent members. If a second vote is needed, the shareholder 
representatives elect the chairman of the Supervisory Board, and the employee repre-
sentatives his first deputy, by a simple majority of the votes cast in each case. 

The Supervisory Board is quorate if all its members have been invited to the meeting or 
called upon to vote and if ten members including the chairman or alternatively 15 
members participate in the vote. The chairman of the Supervisory Board is authorised 
to make declarations on the Supervisory Board’s behalf.

In accordance with item 5.4.1 para. 2 of the german corporate governance code, the 
Supervisory Board has set itself the following objectives for its future composition:
//  The main criteria focus on sustained corporate profitability, personal abilities, 

talents, experience (especially of an international nature), independence, profession-
 al knowledge and enterprise.

// All members of the Supervisory Board should be free of relevant conflicts of interest. 
//  In selecting candidates for membership, the Supervisory Board should pay due 

regard to diversity, especially in terms of age, internationality and gender. By the 
beginning of the next term of office (scheduled for 2014), at least 20% of the mem-
bers should be female, with this figure increasing to at least 30% by the start of the 
following term of office (scheduled for 2019). currently, three members of the Super-
visory Board are women: two representatives of the employees (since the Supervis-
ory Board elections in 2009) and one shareholder representative (since February 
2010).

The above-mentioned objectives apply to the Supervisory Board as a whole. Share-
holder and employee representatives will each contribute their share to meeting them, 
and the bodies responsible under the co-determination agreement for election propos-
als to the European Electoral Board are requested to take due consideration of the 
objectives within the framework of the current rules. The nomination committee has 
updated its list of criteria for nominating candidates for election to the Supervisory 
Board as shareholder representatives. 

In addition, the Supervisory Board’s rules of procedure provide for a recommended age 
limit of 70 for candidates. 

Munich reinsurance company’s Supervisory Board has set up five committees: the 
Standing committee, the personnel committee, the Audit committee, the nomination 
committee, and the conference committee. The full Supervisory Board is regularly 
informed about the work of the committees by their respective chairmen. The commit-
tees’ main responsibilities are as follows:

The Standing Committee prepares Supervisory Board meetings and decides on mat-
ters of company business requiring the Supervisory Board’s approval insofar as the full 
Supervisory Board or another committee is not responsible. It makes amendments to 
the Articles of Association that only affect the wording, and decides on the attendance 
of guests at Supervisory Board meetings. Besides this, it prepares the annual declar-
ation of conformity with the german corporate governance code, in accordance with 

composition and working 
 procedure of the Supervisory 

Board committees
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Section 161 of the german Stock companies Act, and the Supervisory Board’s report 
about the company’s corporate governance in the annual report. Every year, it reviews 
the efficiency of the Supervisory Board’s work and submits appropriate proposals to 
the full Supervisory Board where necessary. It also approves loan transactions of the 
company with managers and Supervisory Board members or parties related to them, 
as well as company contracts with members of the Supervisory Board. If the chairman 
of the Supervisory Board is unable to attend, it determines the chair of the Annual 
general Meeting.

Members of the Standing committee are Dr. hans-Jürgen Schinzler (chairman),  
herbert Bach, hans peter claußen, Wolfgang Mayrhuber and Dr. Bernd pischetsrieder. 

The Personnel Committee prepares the appointment of members of the Board of 
Management and, together with the Board of Management, concerns itself with long-
term succession planning. It also prepares the Supervisory Board’s resolution on the 
remuneration system for the Board of Management, including the total remuneration 
of the individual members of the Board of Management. The personnel committee 
represents the company vis-à-vis the members of the Board of Management and is  
responsible for other personnel matters involving members of that Board unless these 
are issues that have been allocated to the full Supervisory Board. It approves loan trans-
actions between the company and members of the Board of Management or parties 
related to them, as well as any material transactions between the company or its  
associated companies and members of the Board of Management or parties related to 
them. It also decides on secondary occupations that members of the Board of Manage-
ment may pursue and seats they hold on the boards of other companies. 

Members of the personnel committee are hans-Jürgen Schinzler (chairman), herbert 
Bach and Dr. Bernd pischetsrieder. 

The Audit Committee prepares Supervisory Board resolutions on the adoption of the 
annual company financial statements and approval of the group financial statements, 
reviews the financial reporting, discusses the quarterly reports, and takes delivery of 
the audit reports and other reports and statements by the external auditor. The com-
mittee monitors the accounting process, including the effectiveness of the company’s 
internal control system, risk management system, compliance system, and internal 
audit system. Furthermore, it initiates the decision on the appointment of the external 
auditor and monitors the latter’s independence and quality. It appoints the external 
auditor for the company and group financial statements, determines focal points of 
the audits and agrees the auditor’s fee for the annual audit; the same applies to the 
review of the half-year financial report. In addition, together with the Board of Manage-
ment, the Audit committee prepares the annual discussion of the risk strategy held 
before the Supervisory Board and discusses any changes or deviations from the risk 
strategy with the Board of Management during the year. 

Members of the Audit committee are prof. Dr. henning Kagermann (chairman), chris-
tian Fuhrmann, Marco nörenberg, Anton van rossum and Dr. hans-Jürgen Schinzler. 

comprising solely representatives of the shareholders, the Nomination Committee 
suggests suitable candidates to the Supervisory Board for the latter’s election propos-
als to the Annual general Meeting. It has drawn up and adopted a list of criteria on 
which these proposals are to be based.
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remuneration report

Structure of the remuneration system for the Board of Management
In conformity with the german corporate governance code, we here explain the 
 principles of the remuneration system for Munich re’s Board of Management and the 
structuring of the individual remuneration components. 

In accordance with item 4 of the german corporate governance code, the remuner-
ation system for the Board of Management was determined by the full Supervisory 
Board. The necessary preparations for the resolution were made by the personnel com-
mittee of the Supervisory Board, comprising the chairman of the Supervisory Board, 
one shareholder representative and one employee representative. 

The remuneration system for the Board of Management was revised with effect from 
1 January 2010 on the basis of the remuneration-related amendments to the german 
Act on the Appropriateness of Management Board remuneration (VorstAg) and the 
german corporate governance code, with particular attention being paid to compre-
hensibility and transparency. 

The new structure comprises only two remuneration components: basic and variable 
remuneration. The variable remuneration component contains both annual and three-
year objectives, thus replacing the annual bonus and Mid-Term Incentive plan. The 
long-Term Incentive plan has been done away with. The obligation to invest in Munich 
re shares that must be held for at least a two- or four-year period means there con tin-
ues to be a component geared to the development of Munich reinsurance company’s 
share price. Overall, the new remuneration system focuses more strongly than before 
on long-term targets and thus creates an even greater incentive for sustainable corpor-
ate development.

Members of the nomination committee are Dr. hans-Jürgen Schinzler (chairman), 
prof. Dr. henning Kagermann and Dr. Bernd pischetsrieder. 

The Conference Committee makes personnel proposals to the Supervisory Board if 
the requisite two-thirds majority is not achieved in the first vote when it comes to 
appointing or dismissing members of the Board of Management. Its responsibilities 
have remained the same after application of the co-determination agreement and are 
now laid down in the Articles of Association and the Supervisory Board’s rules of pro-
cedure. 

Members of the conference committee are Dr. hans-Jürgen Schinzler (chairman),  
herbert Bach, hans peter claußen and Dr. Bernd pischetsrieder. 

More details of the work of the Supervisory Board committees in the financial year 
ended can be found in the report of the Supervisory Board to the Annual general Meet-
ing, which is printed on page 3 ff. 

Annual general Meeting  

The regular responsibilities of the Annual general Meeting include reaching a reso-
lution on the appropriation of profits and approving the actions of the Board of 
Management and Supervisory Board. 

At the company’s Annual general Meeting, the principle of “one share, one vote” 
applies. Insofar as shareholders are entered under their own name as being the holders 
of shares which belong to a third party and exceed the upper limit of 2% of the share 
capital as stated in the Articles of Association, the shares entered do not carry any 
voting rights. The aim of this provision is greater transparency of the share register. 
Besides this, it is intended to facilitate direct contact with the shareholders, especially 
in connection with the convening of the Annual general Meeting and the exercising of 
voting rights.
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Fixed components
Basic remuneration  
The fixed annual basic remuneration is paid in the form of a monthly salary.

Remuneration in kind/fringe benefits
remuneration in kind and fringe benefits are granted according to function, and are 
commensurate with market conditions (DAX 30 companies). Income tax on the bene-
fits in question is paid individually for each member of the Board of Management, with 
the company bearing the amount due. remuneration in kind and fringe benefits are 
valued on the basis of expenditure for disclosure in the annual report.

Structure of the remuneration system for the Board of Management 

Component Share1

Assessment basis/ 
parameters Corridor

Precondition for 
payment Payment

Basic remuneration
plus remuneration in kind/
fringe benefits 
(company car, healthcare, 
security measures, insurance)

30% Function
responsibility
length of service 
on Board

Fixed contractual 
stipulations

Monthly

Variable remuneration

30% annual performance 
(for 100% achievement of 
objectives)

70% corporate performance 
result contribution of 
organisational unit(s)
personal performance

group objective
company objective
Divisional objectives
Individual objectives

0–200% 
(fully  
achieved = 
100%)

Achievement of  
annual objectives

In the second year, on condi-
tion that 50% of the net 
amount paid out is invested 
by the Board member in 
Munich Re shares that must 
be held for at least a four-
year period

70% multi-year performance
(for 100% achievement of 
objectives)

Objectives for the 
business fields
– reinsurance
– primary insurance
– Munich health
Individual objectives 

0–200% 
(fully  
achieved = 
100%)

Achievement of  
three-year objectives

In the fourth year, on condi-
tion that 25% of the net 
amount paid out is invested 
by the Board member in 
shares that must be held for 
at least a two-year period

Pension

a) Defined benefits plan
(Board members appointed before 
2009 who had reached the age of  
55 in 2008) 

– pensionable basic 
remuneration 
(= 25% of target overall  
direct remuneration)
number of years on the 
Board

Fixed

> retirement
> Insured event
>  premature  

termination or  
non-extension of 
employment con- 
tract under certain  
circumstances

–

b) Defined contribution plan 
(Board members appointed before 
2009 who had not reached the age  
of 55 in 2008 and Board members 
appointed since 2009)

– Target overall direct  
remuneration

pension  
contribution

–

1 For the variable remuneration, the share shown presupposes 100% achievement of the objectives.
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Variable remuneration
The variable remuneration component is geared to the overall performance of the 
group and defined organisational units and to the personal performance of the indi-
vidual members of the Board of Management. Its amount depends on the degree to 
which annually set objectives for annual and multi-year performance are met.  Achieve-
ment of objectives is measured at the end of the performance terms, there being no 
adjustment of the targets during these periods. payouts are made at the end of the one- 
and three-year periods under consideration. With a view to promoting a management 
approach that takes due account of the company’s long-term interests, the members of 
the Board of Management are obliged to invest 50% and 25% of the paid-out variable 
remuneration in Munich reinsurance company shares.

Variable remuneration based on annual performance
Annual performance targets for the variable remuneration component geared to annual 
performance are set on the basis of divisional results and individual objectives as well 
as the company result (property-casualty) and Munich re (group) result. 30% of the 
target amount for variable remuneration can be earned in the event of full achievement 
(= 100%) of the objectives. The targets and scaling for group, company and divisional 
objectives are geared to particular indicators, while individual objectives form the basis 
for the achievement of personal targets. The key indicator used for the group result is 
rOrAc (return on risk-adjusted capital), which is derived from key figures in external 
accounting and from other important portfolio and performance data. Information on 
the definition of rOrAc is provided on page 15. The performance measures embodied 
in value-based management are used for the company result and the divisional results. 
The objectives are weighted individually according to the responsibilities of the indi-
vidual members of the Board of Management. 

The variable remuneration for annual performance is reviewed and decided on by the 
full Supervisory Board and then paid out in the year after the one-year period under 
consideration. payment is effected on condition that 50% of the net payout amount is 
invested in Munich reinsurance company shares that must be held for at least a four-
year period.

Variable remuneration based on multi-year performance 
For the multi-year performance remuneration component, three-year targets based on 
the performance of the reinsurance, Munich health and primary insurance segments 
and on individual objectives are fixed every year. 70% of the target amount for variable 
remuneration can be earned in the event of full achievement (= 100%) of the objectives. 
The targets and scaling for the business field targets are geared to VBM performance 
indicators, and the individual targets are based on individual objectives. The objectives 
are weighted individually according to the responsibilities of the individual members of 
the Board of Management. 

The variable remuneration for the multi-year performance is reviewed and decided on 
by the full Supervisory Board and then paid out in the year after the three-year period 
under consideration. payment is effected on condition that 25% of the net payout 
amount is invested in Munich reinsurance company shares that must be held for at 
least a two-year period.

Full and pro-rata calculation of the variable remuneration for annual and multi-year 
performance
The basis for the full and pro-rata calculation of the variable remuneration is the first 
year. Only the full “eligible” months in this year are taken into account (pro rata tempor-
 is). In the case of retirement, occupational disability, death or premature depart ure from 
the company for other reasons, the rules for the full and pro-rata calculation apply.
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Share-based remuneration agreements in force during the reporting period
Mid-Term Incentive Plan 2009–2011 
This plan is based on performance over a three-year period. It promotes the medium- 
and long-term increase in Munich re’s value in terms of internal value creation (value-
based success factors) and improvement in the total shareholder return (TSr) of 
Munich re shares. The plan provides for the granting of performance share units, free 
of charge, to members of the Board of Management for the first and last time for 2009. 
plan participants have the opportunity to share in the development of Munich re’s 
value if they achieve their performance targets and increase the TSr. 

For the value-based performance objectives, three-year average targets are set for each 
of the business fields reinsurance, primary insurance and Munich health. Achievement 
of objectives is measured at the end of the plan’s term, there being no adjustment of the 
targets during the course of the plan. 

The TSr represents the total return on shares, comprising both the rise in the share 
price and the dividends paid over a period of three years. Further information on the 
Mid-Term Incentive plan can be found in the notes to the financial statements under 
(20) Mid-Term Incentive plan.

Long-Term Incentive Plan
This remuneration component, with a long-term perspective, is linked to the sustained 
appreciation of Munich re’s share price. The long-Term Incentive plan, launched every 
year since 1999, was set up for the members of the Board of Management for the last 
time in 2009. The participants were granted a certain number of stock appreciation 
rights. These can only be exercised if, after a two-year vesting period, Munich re’s share 
price has risen by at least 20% since inception of the plan and the shares have outper-
formed the EurO STOXX 50 at least twice over a three-month period during the term 
of the plan. 

Whether the stock appreciation rights can be exercised and, if so, when, is not certain. 
The exercising and proceeds depend on the development of the share price and on ful-
filment of the exercise conditions. The amount of income is limited. up to now, it has 
only been possible to exercise stock appreciation rights under the plans set up in 1999 
and 2003 to 2005. Further information on the long-Term Incentive plan can be found 
in the notes to the financial statements under (19) long-Term Incentive plan.

Weighting of remuneration components
In the case of 100% achievement of objectives (annual performance and multi-year per-
formance), the weightings of the individual components in terms of total remuneration 
for 2010 were as follows: basic remuneration around 30% and variable remuneration 
around 70%, of which 30% was based on annual performance and 70% on multi-year 
performance. Annual objectives, multi-year objectives and investment in shares 
together form a well-balanced and economic, i.e. strongly risk-based, incentive system, 
designed to ensure that the targets set for the members of the Board of Management do 
not have undesirable effects. no guaranteed variable salary components are grant ed.

All in all, the remuneration system for members of the Board of Management was in 
conformity with the recommendations of the german corporate governance code for 
2010. In particular, it also complies with the german regulation of 6 October 2010 on 
the supervisory law requirements for remuneration schemes in the insurance sector 
(VersVergV), which in its material points largely corresponds to the german Federal 
Financial Supervisory Authority’s circular 23/2009 of 21 December 2009. In the circu-
lar in question, which was superseded by the VersVergV, the Supervisory Authority had 
specified in more detail for the german insurance industry the Financial Stability 
Board principles whose implementation the g20 states had agreed on at their summit 
meeting in pittsburgh in September 2009.
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Beyond the actual remuneration system, the level of total remuneration has been set 
and regularly monitored by the full Supervisory Board since 2010, acting on recom-
mendations from the Supervisory Board’s personnel committee. The consideration of 
what is appropriate remuneration takes into account data from peer-group companies 
and the relation to remuneration of other Munich re employees. criteria also include 
the respective Board member’s duties, the Board member’s personal performance, the 
performance of the Board as a whole and the financial situation, performance and 
future prospects of Munich re. new Board members are generally placed at a level 
which allows sufficient potential for development in the first three years.

continued payment of remuneration in the case of incapacity to work
In the case of temporary incapacity to work due to illness or for other cause beyond the 
Board member’s control, the remuneration is paid until the end of the contract of 
employment. The company may terminate the contract prematurely if the Board mem-
ber is incapacitated for a period of longer than 12 months and it is probable that he will 
be permanently unable to fully perform the duties conferred on him (permanent incap-
acity to work). In this event, the Board member will receive a disability pension.

Other remuneration
In the case of seats held on other boards, remuneration for board memberships must 
be paid over to the company or is deducted in the course of regular remuneration com-
putation. Exempted from this is remuneration for memberships explicitly recognised 
by the company as private. 

The members of the Board of Management have no contractual entitlement to sever-
ance payments. If the Board member’s activities on the Board are terminated prema-
turely without good cause within the meaning of Section 626 of the german civil 
code, payments due may not surpass the equivalent of two years’ total remuneration 
(three years’ total remuneration in the event of acquisition of a controlling interest or 
change of control within the meaning of Section 29 para. 2 of the german Securities 
Acquisition and Takeover Act) and may not cover more than the remaining period of the 
employment contract. The calculation is to be based on the overall remuneration for 
the past financial year and, if necessary, on the probable overall remuneration for the 
current financial year. 

In the event of a change of control, only the conditions of the long-Term Incentive plan 
(under which stock appreciation rights were granted to members of the Board of 
Management for the last time in 2009) provide for special exercise options. Details of 
this are available in the notes to the financial statements under (19) long-Term Incen-
tive plan.

pensions
up to and including 2008, the members of the Board of Management were members of 
a defined benefit plan, providing for payment of a fixed pension amount depending on 
their basic remuneration and years of service on the Board. The pension level started at 
30% and could reach a maximum of 60% of annual basic remuneration. 

Beginning in 2009, pension plans for Board members were changed to a defined con-
tribution system. The main aim of this change was the fullest possible outsourcing of 
all pension-specific risks from the company’s balance sheet. This major risk transfer 
was achieved by financing increases in entitlements exclusively by paying premiums 
into insurance policies concluded to cover these benefit obligations. This means the 
company is no longer liable for the pension benefits, as these are covered by the afore-
mentioned insurance policies. The longevity risk, the biometric risks of premature 
occurrence of a pensionable event (e.g. disability or death of a member of the Board 
during active service), and the capital market risk were thus transferred to the insurer 
and the individual Board members. 
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As of 2009, newly appointed members of the Board thus become members of a 
de fined contribution plan. For this plan, the company provides the Board members 
with a pension contribution, which in 2009 was related to basic remuneration, for each 
calendar year (contribution year) during the term of their contract. The pension contri-
bution is paid over to an external pension insurer. This insurer’s guaranteed interest 
rate is 2.25%. The insurance benefits that result from the contribution payments to the 
external insurer constitute the company’s pension commitment to the Board member. 
For Board members newly appointed as from 1 January 2009, a uniform pension contri-
bution rate has been set; the annual basic remuneration is multiplied by this rate to 
arrive at the pension contribution payable.

Board members who had not reached the age of 55 by the end of 2008 maintained as a 
vested pension their pension entitlement under the previous defined benefit plan (fixed 
amount in euros) existing at the point of transition on 31 December 2008. As of 1 Janu-
ary 2009, these Board members receive an incremental pension benefit generally 
based on the defined contribution plan for new Board members. Since the conversion 
of the pension system took place while Board members’ contracts were in force, the 
pension contributions were calculated in such a way that the total of vested pension, 
pension-fund pension and incremental pension benefit results in an expected pension 
at age 60 equivalent to that of the previous pension benefit based on realistic esti mates. 

Board members who had already reached the age of 55 at the conversion date were not 
transferred to a defined contribution system and remain members of the previous 
system’s defined benefit plan. 

Owing to the increase from 25% to 30% in the share of basic remuneration in overall 
remuneration as at 1 January 2010, there has been a change in the assessment basis for 
the Board members’ pensions. An unintended rise in the pensions would otherwise 
have been the consequence. From 1 January 2010 onwards, the defined benefits are 
fixed on the basis of “pensionable basic remuneration”, which corresponds to 25% of 
the target overall direct remuneration (= basic remuneration + variable remuneration 
on the basis of 100% achievement of objectives). In the case of the defined contribution 
plan, the rate is fixed on the basis of the target overall direct remuneration.

Benefits on termination of employment
Occupational pension  // Board members are entitled to an occupational pension on 
retiring from active service with the company after reaching the age of 60 or, at the 
latest, 65.

Benefit amount: 
//  For a period of six months, previous monthly basic remuneration (only for Board 

members appointed prior to 2006) 
//  under the defined contribution plan for new members as from 2009: Annuity based 

on the policy reserve built up under the external insurance or payment of the policy 
reserve as a lump sum 

//  For Board members transferred from the old system to the new: Vested pension 
from the defined benefit plan up to 2008 and annuity or lump sum from the policy 
reserve under the defined contribution plan 

//   In the case of defined benefit plans: Defined benefit of between 30% and 60% of 
pensionable basic remuneration
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Disability pension // Board members are entitled to a disability pension if, due to per-
manent incapacity to work, their contract ends by mutual agreement, is terminated by 
the company, or their appointment is not extended or revoked. permanent incapacity to 
work means if the Board Member is incapacitated for a period of longer than 12 months 
and it is probable that he will be permanently unable to fully perform the duties con-
ferred on him.

Benefit amount: 
//  For a period of six months, previous monthly basic remuneration (only for Board 

members appointed prior to 2006) 
//  under the defined contribution plan for new members as from 2009: 80% of the 

insured occupational pension up to the age of 59, with subsequent occupational 
pension 

//  For Board members transferred from the old system to the new: Vested pension 
from the defined benefit plan up to 2008 and 80% of the insured occupational  
pension benefit up to age 59 with subsequent occupational pension based on the 
de  fined contribution plan 

//  In the case of defined benefit plans: Defined benefit of between 30% and 60% of 
pensionable basic remuneration

Reduced occupational pension on early retirement // Board members are entitled to 
an occupational pension if the contract of employment is terminated as a result of non-
extension or revocation of the Board member’s appointment without the Board mem-
ber having given cause for this through a gross violation of his duties or at his own 
request. The precondition is that the Board member has already passed the age of 50, 
has been in the employment of the company for more than ten years when the contract 
terminates, and has had his appointment to the Board of Management extended at 
least once.

Benefit amount: 
//  For a period of six months, previous monthly basic remuneration (only for Board 

members appointed prior to 2006)
//  under the defined contribution plan for new members as from 2009: Annuity based 

on the policy reserve built up under the external insurance or payment of the policy 
reserve as a lump sum at the date the pension benefit is claimed 

//  For Board members transferred from the old system to the new: Entitlement of 
be tween 30% and 60% of pensionable remuneration, reduced by 2% for each year 
or part thereof short of the Board member’s 65th birthday; the company assumes 
payment of the difference between the monthly occupational pension and the 
monthly incremental pension from the external insurance. The policy reserve avail-
able at the date the pension benefit is claimed can be paid out as an annuity or as a 
lump sum. 

//  In the case of defined benefit plans: Defined benefit of between 30% and 60% of the 
pensionable basic remuneration, reduced by 2% for each year or part thereof short 
of the Board member’s 65th birthday

Vested benefits for occupational pension, disability pension and surviving depend-
ants // Vested benefits are paid upon the Board member reaching the age of 60, in the 
case of incapacity to work, or in the event of the Board member’s death.

Vested benefits under the german Employers’ retirement Benefits Act // Board mem-
bers have vested benefits under the german Employers’ retirement Benefits Act if they 
leave the company before reaching the age of 60 and the pension commitment has 
existed for at least five years before.
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Benefit amount: 
//  Under the defined contribution plan for new members as from 2009: Annuity based 

on the policy reserve built up under the external insurance or payment of the policy 
reserve as a lump sum at the date the insured event occurs 

//  For members of the Board of Management transferred from the old system to the 
new: The entitlement under the vested pension is a proportion of the vested pension 
based on the ratio of actual service with the Company to the period the Board mem-
ber would have worked for the Company altogether up to the fixed retirement age 
(Section 2 para. 1 of the German Employers’ Retirement Benefits Act). The entitle-
ment from the incremental pension comprises the pension benefits fully financed 
under the insurance contract up to the occurrence of the insured event based on the 
pension contributions made up to the date of leaving the Company (Section 2  
para. 5a of the German Employers’ Retirement Benefits Act). This entitlement is 
paid out as an annuity or a lump sum. 

//  In the case of defined benefit plans: Defined benefit of between 30% and 60% of 
pensionable basic remuneration The vested benefits are a proportion of the occupa-
tional pension, based on the ratio of actual service with the Company to the period 
the Board member would have worked for the Company altogether until his 65th 
birthday (Section 2 para. 1 of the German Employers’ Retirement Benefits Act)

Improved vested benefits // Improved vested benefits are granted if the contract ends 
owing to non-extension of the Board member’s appointment (by the Company) but not 
due to gross violation of duties or to the Board member giving notice. A further precon-
dition is that the Board member leaves the Board before reaching the age of 60 and has 
at least ten years’ service with the Company. 

The improved vested benefits do not apply to Board members appointed as from 2009. 
For Board members transferred from the old system to the new, the improved vested 
benefits apply only to that part of their pension resulting from the vested pension under 
the defined benefit plan. 

Benefit amount: 
//  For a period of six months after leaving the Board, previous monthly basic remuner-

ation (only for Board members appointed prior to 2006) 
//  For the share from the defined benefit plan: Defined benefit of between 30% and 

60% of the pensionable basic remuneration, reduced by 2% for each year or part 
thereof short of the Board member’s 60th birthday

Provision for surviving dependants
In the event of the death of a Board member during active service, the surviving de -
pend  ants receive the previous monthly basic remuneration for a period of six months if 
the deceased was appointed to the Board of Management before 2006. In the case of 
Board members appointed as from 2006, the previous monthly basic remuneration is 
paid to the beneficiaries for a period of three months. If the Board member’s death 
occurs after retirement, the surviving dependants receive the previous monthly occupa-
tional pension for a period of three months, provided the marriage/registration of the 
civil partnership took place and/or the child was born before the Board member started 
drawing the occupational pension. If the Board member’s occupational pension was 
reduced owing to early retirement, pensions for surviving dependants are based on the 
reduced occupational pension. 

Subsequently, surviving dependants of a Board member who dies during active service 
or after retirement receive the following benefits:
//  Widow(er)’s pension or pension for registered civil partner amounting to 60% of the 

defined benefit or insured occupational pension. If the spouse or registered civil 
partner is more than ten years younger than the Board member, the surviving 
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dependant’s pension will be reduced by 2% for each year or part thereof of age 
differ   ence, but by not more than 50%. 

//  Orphan’s pension amounting to 20% of the defined benefit or insured occupational 
pension per orphan. 

//  Doubling of the orphan’s pension if no widow(er)’s pension or pension for registered 
civil partner is payable.

//  Surviving dependants’ pensions together may not exceed the occupational pension 
of the Board member. If necessary, the orphans’ pensions will be reduced proportion-
ally. 

The benefits for surviving dependants are not payable for widow(er)s or registered civil 
partners if the marriage or registered civil partnership was not contracted until a point 
in time when the Board Member was already drawing the occupational pension, and for 
orphans if they were not born until after such a point in time. The entitlement for 
orphans ceases on their reaching the age of 18 (or 20 for orphans of Board members 
transferred from the old system to the new). For orphans who are in full-time education 
or vocational training, doing military or civilian service, or unable to support themselves 
owing to a physical or mental disability, the entitlement is extended until they reach the 
age of 25 (or 27 for orphans of Board members transferred from the old system to the 
new). The entitlement to a surviving dependant’s pension under the defined contribu-
tion plan ceases if the Board member draws the pension in the form of a lump sum. 
pensions for surviving dependants cease upon their death.

Pension adjustment
In the case of Board members appointed before 2009, occupational pensions and pen-
sions for surviving dependants are reviewed for adjustment if salaries payable under 
pay-scale agreements in the insurance industry have increased by more than 12% 
(based on the average final salary of all pay-scale categories) since the pensions were 
last fixed or more than three years have passed since that date. The adjustment made 
will at least be in line with the increase in the cost of living in the meantime according 
to the consumer price index for germany. This arrangement also applies to Board 
members newly appointed as from 2009 and receiving a pension commitment from 
the company for the first time before 1 January 1999. For Board members appointed as 
from 2009 who did not receive a pension commitment from the company before  
1 January 1999, occupational pension and benefits for surviving dependants are 
adjust ed by 1% annually from the date when the pension or benefit in accordance with 
Section 16 para. 3 item 1 of the german Employers’ retirement Benefits Act starts 
being drawn. Vested benefits are not adjusted.

Total remuneration of the Board of Management
The basis for reporting the remuneration of Board members is german Accounting 
Standard no. 17 (DrS 17, revised 2010), according to which the amount shown as remu-
neration for annual performance is the provision established for that remuneration, 
since the performance on which the remuneration is based has been completed by the 
balance sheet date and the requisite Board resolution is already foreseeable. under the 
above-mentioned standard, remuneration for multi-year performance is not recognised 
until the year of payment. The members of Munich reinsurance company’s Board of 
Management received remuneration totalling €11.7m (17.8m) for fulfilment of their 
duties in respect of the parent company and its subsidiaries in the financial year. Total 
remuneration thus shows a reduction of €6.1m compared with the previous year. The 
main reasons for this are that, firstly, no performance share units or stock appreciation 
rights were granted in 2010 and, secondly, provisions for multi-year performance 2010–
2012 are not recognised in remuneration in the year under review, since the underlying 
performance has not yet been completed.
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The Mid-Term Incentive plan 2009–2011 and the long-Term Incentive plan 2009 are 
accounted for at fair value at the granting date. Details of the fair value are provided in 
the notes to the financial statements under (20) Mid-Term Incentive plan and (19) long-
Term Incentive plan. Whether these variable component amounts will actually be paid 
out to the Board members and, if so, how high the sums will be, is not yet certain and 
will depend on the degree to which individual objectives are achieved, on share-price 
development and on the fulfilment of the exercise conditions of the long-term incentive 
plans. Future obligations arising from the long-term incentive plans are safeguarded in 
such a way that the expenses resulting from a growth in value of the stock appreciation 
rights are neutralised as far as possible by an increase in the value of the share port-
folio. 

Remuneration of individual Board members as per DRS 17 (revised 2010)
(in accordance with Section 285 sentence 1 item 9a sentences 5–8 of the German Commercial Code and Section 314 para. 1 item 6a 
sentences 5–8 of the German Commercial Code)

    Annual  
    perform-  Value of
    ance Value of stock    Number
   Remuner- (2010) perform- appreci-   Number of of stock
  Basic ation in  Annual ance ation  perform- appre-
 Financial remuner- kind/fringe bonus share units rights  ance ciation
Name year ation benefits  (2009)1 granted2, 3 granted4 Total share units rights
  € € € € € €  
Dr. Nikolaus von Bomhard5 2010 1,092,000 214,809 1,030,666 – – 2,337,475 – –
 2009 910,000 35,490 1,240,750 728,000 505,651 3,419,891 4,306 30,333
Dr. Ludger Arnoldussen 2010 519,000 37,136 685,040 – – 1,241,176 – –
 2009 400,000 37,358 482,825 320,000 222,261 1,462,444 1,893 13,333
Dr. Thomas Blunck  2010 519,000 27,829 640,923 – – 1,187,752 – –
 2009 432,500 64,371 569,301 346,000 240,331 1,652,503 2,046 14,417
Georg Daschner 2010 570,000 31,536 582,541 – – 1,184,077 – –
 2009 475,000 33,604 911,418 380,000 263,936 2,063,958 2,247 15,833
Dr. Torsten Jeworrek 2010 750,000 31,744 754,583 – – 1,536,327 – –
 2009 600,000 32,948 986,202 480,000 333,400 2,432,550 2,839 20,000
Dr. Peter Röder 2010 480,000 31,983 524,160 – – 1,036,143 – –
 2009 350,000 28,488 612,815 280,000 194,489 1,465,792 1,656 11,667
Dr. Jörg Schneider 2010 780,000 35,730 685,230 – – 1,500,960 – –
 2009 650,000 39,458 873,950 520,000 361,189 2,444,597 3,075 21,667
Dr. Wolfgang Strassl 2010 519,000 28,747 258,383 – – 806,130 – –
 2009 432,500 26,600 516,652 346,000 240,331 1,562,083 2,046 14,417
Dr. Joachim Wenning  2010 420,000 23,517 389,004 – – 832,521 – –
 2009 300,000 92,732 471,240 240,000 166,700 1,270,672 1,419 10,000
Total 2010 5,649,000 463,031 5,550,530 – – 11,662,561 – –
 2009 4,550,000 391,049 6,665,153 3,640,000 2,528,288 17,774,490 21,527 151,667

1  At the time of preparation of this report, no Board resolution had yet been passed on the amounts to be paid for 2010. The amount shown for annual performance 
remuneration is based on estimates and the relevant provisions posted. For the 2009 annual bonus, a total of €271,830 more was paid out than had been reserved. 
The amounts for the 2010 annual performance have been increased accordingly.

2  performance share units were granted for the first and last time for the financial year under the Mid-Term Incentive plan 2009–2011. 
3  The total expenditure recognised in 2010 (expenses for reserves due to the development in value of the performance share units from the 2009–2011 plan) for 

the Mid-Term Incentive plan 2009–2011 breaks down as follows: von Bomhard €89,036, Arnoldussen €116,269, Blunck €125,586, Daschner €137,914, Jeworrek 
€174,208, röder €101,639, Schneider €63,732, Strassl –€14,230, Wenning €86,999. 

4  The total expenditure recognised in 2010 (expenses for/release of reserves due to the development in value of the stock appreciation rights from the 2003–2009 
plans) for the long-term incentive plans breaks down as follows: von Bomhard €133,025.60, Arnoldussen €15,205.80, Blunck –€10,595.78, Daschner €48,892.63, 
Jeworrek €86,380.56, röder €19,092.36, Schneider €77,035.80, Strassl –€37,320.55, Wenning –€3,799.37.

5  remuneration in kind/fringe benefits including anniversary payment.
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The following table shows the amounts payable for the variable remuneration under 
the newly structured remuneration system as at 1 January 2010.    

Amounts payable for the variable remuneration of the individual Board members in the event of full achievement of objectives
(= 100%) as per DRS 17 (revised 2010) 
Corridor 0–200%

      Total
      amounts
Name  Annual performance1, 3   Multi-year performance2, 3 payable
 Set for € Set for € €
Dr. Nikolaus von Bomhard 2010 2011 798,000 2010 2011 1,862,000 2,660,000
 2009 2010 764,400 2009 2010 1,783,600 2,548,000
Dr. Ludger Arnoldussen 2010 2011 363,300 2010 2011 847,700 1,211,000
 2009 2010 363,300 2009 2010 847,700 1,211,000
Dr. Thomas Blunck 2010 2011 378,000 2010 2011 882,000 1,260,000
 2009 2010 363,300 2009 2010 847,700 1,211,000
Georg Daschner 2010 2011 409,500 2010 2011 955,500 1,365,000
 2009 2010 399,000 2009 2010 931,000 1,330,000
Dr. Torsten Jeworrek 2010 2011 546,000 2010 2011 1,274,000 1,820,000
 2009 2010 525,000 2009 2010 1,225,000 1,750,000
Dr. Peter Röder 2010 2011 363,300 2010 2011 847,700 1,211,000
 2009 2010 336,000 2009 2010 784,000 1,120,000
Dr. Jörg Schneider 2010 2011 567,000 2010 2011 1,323,000 1,890,000
 2009 2010 546,000 2009 2010 1,274,000 1,820,000
Dr. Wolfgang Strassl 2010 2011 378,000 2010 2011 882,000 1,260,000
 2009 2010 363,300 2009 2010 847,700 1,211,000
Dr. Joachim Wenning 2010 2011 336,000 2010 2011 784,000 1,120,000
 2009 2010 294,000 2009 2010 686,000 980,000
Total 2010 2011 4,139,100 2010 2011 9,657,900 13,797,000
 2009 2010 3,954,300 2009 2010 9,226,700 13,181,000 

1  At the time of preparation of this report, no Board resolution had yet been passed on the amounts to be paid for 2010. The amount shown for annual performance 
 remuneration is based on estimates and the relevant provisions posted in the table on page 59.

2  The remuneration set for multi-year performance for 2010 is payable in 2013, that for 2011 in 2014.
3  The information on the calculation bases and parameters on page 52 for the amounts set for 2010 also apply to the amounts set for 2011.
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pension entitlements
personnel expenses of €4.1m (4.0m) were incurred in the financial year 2010 to finance 
the pension entitlements for active members of the Board of Management. Of these, 
€1.0m was apportionable to defined benefit plans and €3.1m to defined contribution 
plans. As a consequence of the risk transfer to an external insurer under the defined 
contribution system, the visible pension costs since 2009 are noticeably higher. The 
company accepts this increase in order to avoid higher costs in future and to eliminate 
long-term pension-specific risks. The following defined benefits, present values, contri-
bution rates and personnel expenses result for the individual members of the Board of 
Management:

Pension entitlements

     Defined benefit plan
    Present value Personnel
    of defined expenses
  Financial Defined benefit as at  for
Name  year benefit1 31 December provisions2

     €/year € €
Dr. Nikolaus von Bomhard3, 8  2010 407,100 7,334,181 –684,308
  2009 407,100 6,549,884 6,414
Dr. Ludger Arnoldussen4, 8  2010 157,500 866,032 –345,796
  2009 157,500 796,419 –227,435
Dr. Thomas Blunck5, 8  2010 120,000 1,049,449 –129,095
  2009 120,000 883,757 43,624
Georg Daschner6, 8  2010 199,500 5,219,022 40,507
  2009 190,000 4,565,015 353,178
Dr. Torsten Jeworrek7, 8  2010 171,000 2,278,144 –227,368
  2009 171,000 1,987,220 87,921
Dr. Peter Röder3, 8  2010 90,000 1,241,841 –152,339
  2009 90,000 1,107,930 105,708
Dr. Jörg Schneider3, 8  2010 275,000 4,298,787 –434,400
  2009 275,000 3,811,266 52,340
Dr. Wolfgang Strassl3, 8  2010 120,000 2,201,334 –186,235
  2009 120,000 1,948,445 110,423
Dr. Joachim Wenning4, 8  2010 – – 17,613
  2009 – – 11,741
Total  2010 1,540,100 22,488,790 –2,101,421
  2009 1,530,600 21,649,936 543,914

See table on next page for footnotes.
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Pension entitlements

     Defined contribution plan
  Pension  Present  
  contribution  value of Personnel
  rate for target Entitlement entitlement expenses
 Financial total direct as at  as at for
Name year remuneration 31 December 31 December provisions
   % €/year € €
Dr. Nikolaus von Bomhard3, 8 2010 17.00 51,480 937,942 553,187
 2009 17.00 25,978 476,301 579,029
Dr. Ludger Arnoldussen4, 8 2010 14.75 22,144 366,314 237,839
 2009 14.75 10,742 181,900 216,319
Dr. Thomas Blunck5, 8 2010 16.25 26,504 403,638 247,819
 2009 16.25 13,375 209,640 256,762
Georg Daschner6, 8 2010 – – – –
 2009 – – – –
Dr. Torsten Jeworrek7, 8 2010 19.50 42,890 702,962 448,612
 2009 19.50 21,215 354,248 435,390
Dr. Peter Röder3, 8 2010 20.25 26,606 467,215 313,073
 2009 20.25 12,547 224,214 260,752
Dr. Jörg Schneider3, 8 2010 16.50 36,759 638,141 377,839
 2009 16.50 18,566 324,891 397,130
Dr. Wolfgang Strassl3, 8 2010 21.00 30,221 550,621 324,775
 2009 21.00 15,249 279,590 339,944
Dr. Joachim Wenning4, 8 2010 25.50 26,089 344,088 348,063
 2009 25.50 12,159 163,614 278,755
Total 2010  262,693 4,410,921 2,851,207
 2009  129,831 2,214,398 2,764,081 

1  In the case of Board members transferred from the old system to the new, the amount corresponds to the value of the vested pension at 31 December 2008; in the case of 
Mr. Daschner, it corresponds to the defined benefit at 31 December.

2 Expenses for defined benefit plan, including provision for continued payment of salary for surviving dependants.
3 Entitled to a reduced occupational pension on early retirement in the event of premature or regular termination of employment.
4 Entitled to vested benefits under the german company pensions Act in the event of premature or regular termination of employment.
5  Entitled to vested benefits under the german company pensions Act in the event of premature termination of employment, and to improved vested benefits in the event 

of regular termination of employment.
6  no transfer to defined contribution system, as Board member had already reached 55 at the conversion date. Entitled to an occupational pension in the event of premature 

or regular termination of employment.
7  Entitled to vested benefits under the german company pensions Act in the event of premature termination of employment, and to a reduced occupational pension on 

early retirement in the event of regular termination of employment.
8 Entitled to occupational pension in the event of termination of employment owing to incapacity to work.
  

  

pension entitlements have been calculated on the basis of BilMog.  
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Remuneration structure for senior executives 
In accordance with the german regulation on the supervisory law requirements for 
remuneration schemes in the insurance sector, Munich re is currently reviewing its 
system of remuneration for senior executives and making necessary adjustments.  

The fixed components for Munich reinsurance company senior executives comprise a 
fixed annual basic remuneration, paid out as a monthly salary, plus customary market 
fringe benefits and remuneration in kind (e.g. company car, insurance). The variable 
components are made up of the short-term components “performance-related bonus” 
and “company result bonus”, and the share-price-linked components Mid-Term Incen-
tive plan and long-Term Incentive plan. 

The performance-related bonus is based on quantitative and qualitative objectives. We 
use indicators from operative planning for the quantitative objectives, while personal 
objectives are agreed on for the qualitative portion.

The key indicator used for the company result bonus is rOrAc. The targets corres-
pond to the group objective for the variable remuneration of members of the Board of 
Management. The company result bonus basically takes the form of a “bonus pool” 
model. Depending on corporate performance, an aggregate amount is calculated that 
can be distributed between all staff as a bonus. The higher the management level, the 
higher the target range under the company result bonus. The way this bonus works 
ensures that the performance of Munich re as a whole is systematically reflected in the 
remuneration of all staff and that the bonus amount bears a reasonable relationship to 
overall corporate performance.

The Mid-Term Incentive plan, with a duration of three years, and the long-Term Incen-
tive plan, with a duration of seven years, are based on the corresponding plans for the 
members of Munich reinsurance company’s Board of Management, as explained on 
page 53. Besides the senior executives in Munich, the most important executives in 
Munich reinsurance company’s international organisation also participate in the long-
Term Incentive plan.

The individual variable components are granted at all management levels, but with dif-
ferent weighting. The weighting of the aggregate variable remuneration components 
for the first management level below the Board of Management is more than 50% of 
total remuneration. proceeding down the management hierarchy, this percentage 
decreases successively, making up around one-third of total remuneration at the lowest 
management level. There is a well-balanced combination of short-, medium- and long-
term components. The proportion of medium- and long-term remuneration is over  
50% in the variable remuneration for the top management level, so that a longer-term 
incentive system is provided for. no guaranteed variable remuneration components are 
granted. 
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Total remuneration of the Supervisory Board 
The rules in place since the financial year 2009 provide for a fixed remuneration com-
ponent of €50,000 for each member of the Supervisory Board, plus a variable result-
related component and a component based on long-term corporate performance. The 
chairman of the Supervisory Board receives twice, and the Deputy chairman one-and-
a-half times, the fixed remuneration and the variable remuneration. 

The variable result-related remuneration is based on the undiluted earnings per share 
from continuing operations, as shown in the consolidated financial statements in 
accordance with International Financial reporting Standards (IFrSs): each Supervis-
ory Board member receives €4,000 for each full euro by which earnings per share 
exceed €12, but a maximum of €40,000. Based on earnings per share of €13.06,  
vari able result-related remuneration is thus payable for the financial year 2010. The 
performance-related remuneration component with long-term incentivisation was  
introduced in accordance with the german corporate governance code. This amounts 
to €10,000 and is paid out if earnings per share in the remuneration year exceed earn-
ings per share in the third financial year preceding the remuneration year by at least 
30%. no long-term remuneration component is payable for the remuneration year 
2010. 

Members of the Supervisory Board committees receive an additional amount of 50% of 
their fixed remuneration, with the chairmen of the committees receiving 100%. This 
takes account of the substantial workload involved. 

The total remuneration of each Supervisory Board member is limited to three times the 
fixed remuneration, thus ensuring that the overall remuneration of individual Supervis-
ory Board members remains appropriate even if further committees are set up.
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Remuneration of Supervisory Board members in accordance with Article 15 of the Articles of Association1

        Result-  
      related 
   Fixed remuneration  remuneration 
      For committee   
Name Financial year Annual  work2 Annual Total
  € € € €
Dr. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler 2010 125,000.00 139,000.00 10,000.00 274,000.00
chairman 2009 125,000.00 143,000.00 0.00 268,000.00
Hans Peter Claußen  2010 75,000.00 25,000.00 6,000.00 106,000.00
Deputy chairman  2009 52,191.78 17,397.26 0.00 69,589.04
Herbert Bach 2010 50,000.00 50,000.00 4,000.00 104,000.00
 2009 57,808.22 50,000.00 0.00 107,808.22
Dina Bösch  2010 50,000.00 – 4,000.00 54,000.00
 2009 34,794.52 – 0.00 34,794.52
Frank Fassin  2010 50,000.00 – 4,000.00 54,000.00
 2009 34,794.52 – 0.00 34,794.52
Dr. Benita Ferrero-Waldner (from 12.2.2010) 2010 44,246.57 – 3,539.73 47,786.30
 2009 – – – –
Christian Fuhrmann  2010 50,000.00 35,000.00 4,000.00 89,000.00
 2009 34,794.52 21,397.26 0.00 56,191.78
Prof. Dr. Peter Gruss  2010 50,000.00 – 4,000.00 54,000.00
 2009 34,794.52 – 0.00 34,794.52
Prof. Dr. Henning Kagermann 2010 50,000.00 64,000.00 4,000.00 118,000.00
 2009 50,000.00 58,465.75 0.00 108,465.75
Peter Löscher  2010 50,000.00 – 4,000.00 54,000.00
 2009 34,794.52 – 0.00 34,794.52
Wolfgang Mayrhuber 2010 50,000.00 25,000.00 4,000.00 79,000.00
 2009 50,000.00 17,39.26 0.00 67,397.26
Silvia Müller  2010 50,000.00 – 4,000.00 54,000.00
 2009 34,794.52 – 0.00 34,794.52
Marco Nörenberg 2010 50,000.00 35,000.00 4,000.00 89,000.00
 2009 34,794.52 21,397.26 0.00 56,191.78
Reinhard Pasch  2010 50,000.00 – 4,000.00 54,000.00
 2009 34,794.52 – 0.00 34,794.52
Dr. Bernd Pischetsrieder 2010 50,000.00 56,000.00 4,000.00 110,000.00
 2009 50,000.00 58,000.00 0.00 108,000.00
Anton van Rossum  2010 50,000.00 35,000.00 4,000.00 89,000.00
 2009 34,794.52 21,397.26 0.00 56,191.78
Andrés Ruiz Feger  2010 50,000.00 – 4,000.00 54,000.00
 2009 34,794.52 – 0.00 34,794.52
Richard Sommer  2010 50,000.00 – 4,000.00 54,000.00
 2009 34,794.52 – 0.00 34,794.52
Dr. Ron Sommer 2010 50,000.00 – 4,000.00 54,000.00
 2009 50,000.00 – 0.00 50,000.00
Dr. Thomas Wellauer (until 30.9.2010) 2010 37,397.26 – 2,991.78 40,389.04
 2009 34,794.52 – 0.00 34,794.52
Total 2010 1,081,643.83 464,000.00 86,531.51 1,632,175.34
 2009 852,534.24 408,452.05 0.00 1,260,986.29

1 plus turnover tax in each case, in accordance with Article 15 para. 6 of the Articles of Association.
2  In the case of members of the Audit committee and/or nomination committee, the amount includes attendance fees in accordance with  

Article 15 para. 4 of the Articles of Association
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Share trading and shares held by members of the Board of Management and the 
Supervisory Board 
The company has to be notified promptly of the acquisition or sale of company shares 
(or financial investments based on these) by members of the Board of Management 
and Supervisory Board and by specified persons closely related to or connected with 
them. This notification must take place for acquisition and sales transactions totalling 
€5,000 or more in a single calendar year.

under Section 10 para. 1 of the german Securities prospectus Act, Munich reinsurance 
company is obliged to publish information of this kind on its website without delay as 
well as in an annual document. 

The total number of Munich reinsurance company shares and financial instruments 
based on these held by all members of the Board of Management and Supervisory 
Board amounts to less than 1% of the shares issued by the company. 

Remuneration of Supervisory Board members for membership of supervisory boards 
at Munich Reinsurance Company subsidiaries, in accordance with the companies’ respective articles of association1¹ 

        Result-  
      based 
   Fixed remuneration  remuneration 
      For committee   
Name Financial year Annual2  work2 Annual Total
  € € € €
Hans Peter Claußen  2010 57,500.00 6,750.00 0.00 64,250.00
Deputy chairman  2009 39,915.75 4,697.26 0.00 44,613.01
Frank Fassin  2010 31,441.78 – 0.00 31,441.78
 2009 31,565.07 – 0.00 31,565.07
Silvia Müller  2010 33,019.86 – 0.00 33,019.86
 2009 36,866.44 – 0.00 36,866.44
Marco Nörenberg 2010 33,389.73 13,691.10 0.00 47,080.83
 2009 37,828.08 15,394.52 0.00 53,222.60
Reinhard Pasch  2010 – – – –
 2009 1,035.62 258.91 0.00 1,294.53
Richard Sommer  2010 31,343.15 – 0.00 31,343.15
 2009 31,565.07 – 0.00 31,565.07
Total 2010 186,694.52 20,441.10 0.00 207,135.62
 2009 178,776.03 20,350.69 0.00 199,126.72

1 plus turnover tax in each case, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the respective group companies’ articles of association.
2 Including attendance fees in each case insofar as provided for under the relevant provisions of the Articles of Association. 
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Risk governance and risk management system

The selective acceptance of reinsurance risks is at the core of our business model. 
Compliance of our risk early-warning system with the legal requirements is regularly 
examined independently, both by internal auditing units and by the external auditor as 
part of the annual audits. Whilst we are in a position to adequately assess risk situ-
ations, the growing complexity and dynamism of the environment in which we operate 
means that there are, naturally, limits. This risk report reflects German Accounting 
Standard DRS 5-20.

Risk management organisation, roles and responsibilities

Remit and objectives 
Risk management is a key part of our corporate governance. It underpins our financial 
strength, enabling us to meet our obligations to clients and create sustained value for 
our shareholders. In addition, it protects Munich Re’s reputation. We achieve these 
objectives through worldwide risk management encompassing all of our oper
ations. In this process, Munich Reinsurance Company is included in the risk manage-
ment of the reinsurance segment.

Organisational structure 
To ensure that our risk management operates efficiently and effectively, we have  
established specific risk management functions and bodies. Our Integrated Risk Man-
agement (IRM) Division supervises risk management Group-wide, building on decen-
tralised structures in all units of the Group. It is headed by the Group Chief Risk Officer 
(CRO), who, like the local CROs at individual companies, is supported by interdisciplin-
ary teams of highly qualified staff. Our extensive documentation, guidelines and 
instructions ensure that staff in our risk management structure and the Group as a 
whole are kept informed of our risk strategy, organisation and processes. 

Risk report
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Risk governance  
Munich Re’s risk governance fosters the development and maintenance of an appropri-
ate risk and control culture, which encompasses all significant risk categories. It is sup-
ported by the following committees:

The CRO is a permanent member of the Group Committee, the central committee 
responsible for Group-wide issues, the development and management of strategy, 
financial control, and risk management and investment matters.

The Group Committee meets quarterly as the Group Risk Committee, the member-
ship of which additionally includes further specialists from our insurance and reinsur-
ance operations, to deal with risk issues affecting the Group as a whole.

Besides this, the Group Committee meets quarterly as the Group Investment Com
mittee, which includes additional specialists from our insurance and reinsurance oper-
ations and MeAG. This committee is the central management committee for major 
Group-wide issues affecting the Group’s investments. It is also concerned with risk 
matters. 

Additionally, there is a Reputational Risk Committee (see page 78 for details).

The Global Underwriting and Risk Committee (GURC) was formed from within the 
ranks of the Reinsurance Committee to function as a special risk committee for rein-
surance. 

With effect from the 2010 financial year, Munich Re is reporting on Munich health as  
a separate segment managed by the Munich health Board. The Munich Health Risk 
Committee was also set up in April 2010 to deal with risk matters. 

Determining the risk strategy 
Munich Re operates worldwide, turning risk into value. The assumption of risks is 
therefore an essential part of our business strategy. Our risk strategy defines the extent 
of the risks we are prepared to incur for our clients and shareholders. The development 
of the risk strategy is embedded in the annual planning cycle, and hence in our busi-
ness strategy. It is approved by the Board of Management and discussed regularly with 
the Supervisory Board.

Munich Re’s risk strategy takes into account the interests of both clients and sharehold-
ers. Its objectives are: 

The risk strategy is determined by a risk appetite defined by a series of risk limits. The 
risk appetite is based on the capital and liquidity available and on our earnings target 
within certain volatility limits, and provides a term of reference for the Group’s oper-
ational divisions. 

Objectives

Risk strategy

Maintain our financial strength, 
 thereby ensuring that our  
liabilities to our clients can  
be met

protect and increase the value of 
our shareholders’ investment

Safeguard Munich Re’s  
reputation
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The risk limits are:
//  Overall portfolio limits: based on Munich Re’s overall portfolio and designed to pro-

tect our capital and limit the likelihood of an economic loss for the year;
//  Supplementary limits: to limit losses that can arise out of individual risk types or 

accumulations, such as natural hazards, terrorism and pandemics, and to limit mar-
ket and credit risks that could endanger Munich Re’s survival were they to material-
ise;

//  Other limits: designed to preserve Munich Re’s reputation and thus protect its future 
business potential. They encompass limits for individual risks that, though they 
would not necessarily threaten the Company’s existence, could cause lasting dam-
age to the confidence of clients, shareholders and staff.

The risk appetite laid down ensures that an appropriate balance is maintained between 
business opportunities and risks incurred. Our risk strategy process has already proved 
its worth in both the financial crisis and the subsequent government debt crisis.

Implementation of strategy and the risk management cycle 
The risk appetite defined by the Board of Management is reflected in our business 
planning and integrated into the management of our operations. In the event of cap-
acity shortages or conflicts with the systems of limits and rules, there are fixed escal-
ation and decision-making processes which ensure that business interests and risk 
management aspects are reconciled. If necessary, risks are ceded or hedged by means 
of reinsurance, derivatives or other forms of risk relief.

Our implementation of risk management at operational level embraces the identifica-
tion, measurement, analysis and assessment of risks, and the resultant risk reporting, 
limitation (reduction to a level we have defined as appropriate) and monitoring, which 
enables us to follow all significant risks closely.

Risk identification is performed by means of appropriate systems and indicators (quan-
titative component) and a number of risk surveys, which are supplemented by expert 
opinions and assessments by selected, highly experienced managers (qualitative com-
ponent). Our ad-hoc reporting process provides for staff to report risks to central risk 
management (IRM) at any time.

We are constantly refining our risk measurement tools, which are tailored to the seg-
ment we are monitoring. This enables us to properly assess the risks of Munich Rein-
surance Company as a part of the reinsurance segment. The lead risk measure is an 
economic risk measure. 

We regularly compare the results produced by our risk model with both regulatory and 
rating-agency measures at a number of levels, including Group, segment, legal entity 
and risk type. We also regularly perform benchmarkings of our risk-model results and 
participate in industry surveys to constantly challenge and refine our risk measurement 
tools. Beyond this, we compare our model with the current status of Solvency II and 
take part in the Quantitative Impact Studies.

Risk analysis and assessment are carried out at the top-most level in IRM, in the form of 
a consolidated Group view, taking into account limitations of capital fungibility. They 
are based on the analyses prepared in the central risk management units of our reinsur-
ance, Munich health and asset management operations. Besides this, IRM is respon-
sible for checking and validating the analyses of downstream units, working closely 
with many units and experts within, and in some cases outside, the Group. This pro-
vides us with a quantitative and qualitative assessment that considers possible interac-
tions between risks.

Constant refinement of our risk 
measurement tools
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Risk limits are derived from the risk strategy. Based on the defined risk appetite, limits 
and budgets and any risk-reducing measures required are decided on and imple-
mented. Various units in the Group work hand in hand to comply with the specified risk 
criteria, whilst simultaneously taking account of business interests. If a business unit 
identifies attractive business that exceeds its risk limits, the risk management depart-
ments responsible and IRM analyse its potential impact on the Group portfolio and the 
risk appetite of the Group as a whole. Taking these results and the expected earnings 
from the business into consideration, we devise a solution that enables us to accept the 
business in our books if appropriate. 

Quantitative risk monitoring based on indicators is carried out both centrally and 
within units, e.g. at MeAG for investments. We monitor qualitative risks on a decentral-
ised or centralised basis, depending on their significance and classification.

Control and monitoring systems  

In 2010, we largely completed the enhancement of our internal control system (ICS). 
The ICS is a uniform worldwide system for managing operational risks integrated 
across all risk dimensions and areas of the Group that both meets Group management 
needs and satisfies local legal and regulatory requirements.

The Board of Management has Group-wide responsibility for the ICS, which falls struc-
turally under the responsibility of the CRO. experts and staff in our specialist areas are 
responsible for the detailed content of the system and perform the risk and control 
assessments. By involving them, we have been able to reinforce the harmonised under-
standing of risk within the Group and considerably raise awareness of the importance 
of risk and controls in our operational processes.

using a holistic risk management approach, we have made the identification, analysis, 
assessment and documentation of significant operational risks and key controls more 
efficient and effective. Moreover, the optimisation of risk and control accountability 
through clear assignment of responsibilities and the definition of risk management 
measures have created transparency.

For each of Munich Re’s business segments, the ICS delivers a risk map, i.e. the signifi-
cant risks and processes are systematically linked. The map shows all relevant risk con-
trol points. even risks and controls that cut across different divisions can be clearly 
identified. By making our risk situation transparent, we can react rapidly and efficiently 
to changes in internal and external requirements. This means that we are able to iden-
tify risks at an early stage, address control shortcomings immediately and take effect-
ive remedial action.

The ICS is a “learning system”, which reviews the risks, risk assessments and controls 
at least once a year and makes adjustments where necessary. Internal Audit also 
reviews the effectiveness of the ICS as part of its audit plan at least annually and 
assesses the need to adapt it to take account of changes in parameters.

uniform worldwide system for 
managing risks
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We use the ICS to manage accounting risks with comprehensive internal controls, 
en abling us to guarantee that financial reporting is reliable and, in particular, our pub-
lished financial statements are correct. 

underwriting and general business transactions are in principle accounted for locally, 
i.e. in Munich and at our offices abroad, while accounting for investments is carried out 
centrally by our service provider MeAG. The centralisation and introduction of global 
sub-ledgers is not yet fully complete and is currently being implemented.

Munich Re applies carefully defined materiality thresholds to ensure that internal con-
trols are appropriate. Significance, risk experience and compliance are taken into 
account in determining the thresholds. All risks significant from the Company’s per-
spective for financial reporting are integrated into the ICS in accordance with uniform 
criteria. 

By means of an accounting manual and regular circulation of information on changes 
required, Munich Re ensures that uniform rules are applied throughout the Group for 
the treatment, valuation and disclosure of all items in the balance sheet and income 
statement. The process of change in accounting is subject to stringent procedure as 
regards timing, responsibilities and circulation of information. A standardised “enforce-
ment” process is used to ensure that the accounting regulations are implemented and 
complied with.

The financial statements are prepared using a fast-close procedure in a central system. 
Clearly documented instructions and controls are in place for the closing process. 

At the branches included in the financial statements, transactions are posted using a 
globally standard ledger with harmonised basic data, standard processes and posting 
rules, and standard interfaces to the underwriting and investment sub-ledgers. Clear 
authorisation systems regulate access to accounting systems.

Dual control is applied throughout the process of producing the financial statements. 
System and accounting checks are in place at every stage of the closing process. Any 
errors are analysed, followed up and corrected. 

Risk reporting  

Internal risk reporting provides all Board members with regular information on the risk 
situation, both as regards the individual risk categories (ongoing) and the entire Group 
(quarterly). The Audit Committee of the Supervisory Board and BaFin also receive the 
quarterly internal risk report.

early-warning mechanisms thus ensure that negative trends are identified in sufficient 
time for countermeasures to be taken.

The aim of our external risk reporting is to provide a clear overview of the Company’s 
risk situation. This includes information on our risk management methods and pro-
cesses, our risk governance, and the individual risks to which the Company is exposed.

We not only meet current legal requirements with our risk reporting, but also create 
transparency for management, our clients and our shareholders.

Appropriate internal controls for 
accounting risks
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Significant risks  

According to our classification, significant risks are risks that have a long-term adverse 
effect on the economic, financial or profit situation of Munich Re. We have applied this 
definition consistently to the individual business units, taking account of their individ-
ual risk tolerance. The competent risk management units are responsible for assessing 
whether a risk is significant for a unit within the meaning of the above definition.

Specifically, we have identified the following categories from which significant risks 
can arise.

Underwriting risk: Property-casualty insurance 
This is defined as the risk of insured losses in property-casualty business being higher 
than our expectations.

Significant risks in property-casualty insurance are the premium and reserve risks. pre-
mium risk is the risk of future claims payments relating to insured losses that have not 
yet occurred being higher than expected. 

The reserve risk is the risk of technical provisions established to cover losses that have 
already been incurred being insufficient. 

premium risk  
primary responsibility for controlling the premium risk lies with operational manage-
ment. Managers of operations grant underwriting authorities and lay down internal 
processes with the intention of ensuring that a high level of quality is maintained; in 
doing so, they take account of both the specific exposures in their business and the 
knowledge and experience of each member of staff. 

This operational responsibility is increased or limited by instructions and procedures, 
which define the activity of each underwriting unit and recognise the particular charac-
teristics of the insurance business concerned. 

In particularly critical areas, the underwriting authorities granted to the operating units 
are restricted, minimum standards prescribed to ensure transparency, and quality 
assurance and risk management processes laid down. 

Selected exposures may only be accepted after submission to the committees 
 responsible.

For the natural hazard and terrorism scenarios, budget capacities compatible with the 
risk strategy are allocated to each underwriting unit. Before business is accepted, risk 
data must be recorded and the potential loss quantified in accordance with mandatory 
rules, and the business may only be written if sufficient budget capacity is available. 
 
In order to prevent Munich Re’s risk appetite being exceeded as a result of participation 
in a single risk, mandatory procedures ensure that the channels through which we 
might already be involved in such a risk are checked before it is written to ascertain the 
size of our overall participation.

Due to the diversity and extensive ramifications of Munich Re’s business, it is not pos-
sible to produce a set of rules for acceptance that would fully cover relevant risks. The 
expertise of the underwriter on the ground is therefore of prime importance and we 
recognise this by providing training and IT systems for risk assessment and pricing, 
publishing internally information sheets and underwriting recommendations, and set-
ting up working groups to create and transmit underwriting knowledge. 
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Reserve risk  
The estimation of reserves is fraught with uncertainty. This is due to the fact that the 
settlement of claims that have arisen before the balance sheet date is dependent on 
future events and developments. unforeseen loss trends resulting from court rulings, 
changes in the law, differences in loss adjustment practice, medical and long term  
care, and economic factors such as inflation can have a considerable impact on loss 
experience. 

We calculate the reserves for losses and claims settlement costs in accordance with 
actuarial practice based on substantiated assumptions, methods and assessments. 
The assumptions are regularly reviewed and updated.

Application of Group-wide reserving rules guarantees a consistent procedure. In 
 add ition, internal audits are carried out Group-wide to provide a continuous check of 
compliance with the rules and the appropriateness of the reserves. 

We are convinced that the reserves we have posted comply with accepted actuarial 
principles and are sufficient for all unpaid claims and actuarial liabilities that Munich 
Re has to meet on the basis of its contractual conditions and agreements.

The net run-off profit (excluding life business) after adjustment premiums amounted  
to €33m in the year under review, following the previous year’s run-off loss totalling 
€281m. A significant run-off profit after adjustment premiums resulted in fire reinsur-
ance in the financial year, mainly owing to reserve reductions for major-loss expend-
iture from natural catastrophes. In addition, run-off development was positive in motor, 
accident and credit business, chiefly due to the fact that it was not necessary to 
strengthen reserves to the same degree as in the previous year. Also, we were able to 
reduce some reserves because claims estimates turned out to have been too conserva-
tive. By contrast, run-off losses resulted above all in liability, health, engineering and 
aviation reinsurance.

Besides other key indicators, combined ratios are important for us in monitoring the 
premium/claims risk in property-casualty reinsurance.

Consistency through  
Group-wide reserving rules

Combined ratios for the last ten years

% 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 20053 2004 2003 20022 20011

Including natural catastrophes  101.4 98.2 102.4 95.9 97.9 117.0 96.4  93.8  108.3  127.4
excluding natural catastrophes4 89.8 96.8 97.1 91.5 96.6 97.5 91.2 92.3 105.0 126.2

1 Thereof World Trade Center 15.9%. 
2 Thereof World Trade Center 3.5%. 
3 Thereof effect of assuming discounted claims provisions from Munich Re America: 8.7%. 
4 2007 and prior years adjusted due to an increase in the threshold for large losses.
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Underwriting risk: Life and health insurance  
The underwriting risk in this case is defined as the risk that insured benefits payable in 
life or health business may be higher than expected. Of particular relevance are the bio-
metric and lapse risks. We differentiate between risks that have a short-term or long-
term effect on our portfolio.

Random annual fluctuations in insurance benefits or surrender behaviour can lead to 
short-term falls in the value of the portfolio. This applies particularly to expenses, which 
can rise as a result of exceptional one-off events such as a pandemic. For pandemic 
scenarios, budgets derived from the risk strategy are allocated to the operational units. 

It may also be necessary to adjust the actuarial assumptions we use for biometrics and 
surrender behaviour, which constitute long-term risks for the portfolio. In life insurance, 
it is mortality, longevity and disability risks that are especially relevant; in health insur-
ance, it is morbidity risks. 

The assessment of our business on an embedded-value basis is based on these actuar-
ial biometric and surrender assumptions, which are regularly reviewed and adapted to 
take account of new findings, in particular relating to our own experience and expected 
future developments. 

The remarks on underwriting guidelines and limits (see “property-casualty” section) 
also apply to life and health reinsurance business.

Market risk  
We define market risk as the risk of economic losses resulting from changes in values 
in the capital markets. This includes equity risk, the general and specific interest-rate 
risk, property risk and currency risk. The general interest-rate risk describes changes in 
the risk-free interest-rate curve, whereas the specific interest-rate risk takes account of 
changes in credit risk spreads. We also include in market risk the risk of changes in 
inflation rates and implicit volatilities (cost of options). Fluctuations in market prices 
affect not only our investments but also our underwriting liabilities,

We deal with market risks by means of suitable limit and early-warning systems and 
through our asset-liability management. We limit the deviations in overall investments 
from those investments that are economically required to cover underwriting liabilities 
and needed to pursue our business operations with minimum market risk. 

We mainly use derivative financial instruments to hedge parts of the portfolio, optimise 
earnings or implement planned purchases and sales. For this, strict rules apply as 
regards the limitation of risks and the choice of top-quality business partners. Adher-
ence to these rules is continually monitored.

Beyond this, derivatives are used in isolated cases to hedge against risks assumed in 
underwriting business. Securitisation of insurance risks and their placement on the 
capital markets is gaining in importance as an instrument of risk transfer to supple-
ment traditional reinsurance. here, an underwriting risk is ceded by way of a retroces-
sion contract (swap contract) to a special-purpose vehicle (Insurance derivatives I). The 
special-purpose vehicle covers potential liabilities arising from the contract by issuing 
insurance bonds (cat bonds). In addition, Munich Reinsurance Company itself has cat 
bonds in its portfolio. These in turn contain derivative components to be accounted for 
separately (Insurance derivatives II). The options on catastrophe and reinsurance risks 
(Insurance derivatives III) also serve a hedging purpose. Further information on the  
carrying amounts and fair value of the derivatives is provided on page 102 in the notes 
to the financial statements.

Controlling pandemic scenarios 
through budgets

Control of market risks by means 
of suitable limit and early- 

warning systems and through 
our asset-liability management
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With the exception of equity futures, stock index futures, Bund futures and interest-
rate index futures, all the derivatives are over-the-counter products.

Applying stress tests, sensitivity and duration analyses, we simulate market fluctu-
ations and devise strategies for counteracting them where necessary.

The investments we make in our operations must comply with Group-wide minimum 
standards as defined in our General Investment Guidelines. We also take account of 
restrictions on investments resulting from our risk strategy. 

The following sensitivity analyses for market risks serve to estimate potential changes 
in the value of investments under hypothetically possible market scenarios. The review 
is based on the Company’s investments excluding participations in insurance com-
panies, holding and service companies as at 31 December 2010. The changes in share 
price assumed in these scenarios, ±10% and ±20% respectively, a corresponding shift 
in the interest rate curve of ±100 and ±200 basis points (Bp) respectively, and a fluctu-
ation in exchange rates of ±10%, would produce the following changes in the market 
value of the investments:

Market risk – Share prices

Change in share prices Change in market value of investments
  sensitive to share prices 
Increase of 20% €1.392bn 
Increase of 10%  €0.686bn 
Decrease of 10%  –€0.685bn
Decrease of 20%  –€1.370bn 
Market values at 31 December 2010  €5.575bn 

Market risk – Interest rates

Change in interest rates Change in market value of investments 
 sensitive to interest rates 
Increase of 200 Bp  –€4.584bn
Increase of 100 Bp –€2.446bn 
Decrease of 100 Bp €2.753bn 
Decrease of 200 Bp €5.814bn 
Market values at 31 December 2010 €34.088bn 

Market risk – Exchange rates

Change in exchange rates Change in market value of investments 
 sensitive to exchange rates 
Increase of 10%  €2.152bn 
Decrease of 10%  –€2.152bn 
Market values at 31 December 2010 €25.842bn
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A breakdown of investments is available on page 100 f. Risks from our portfolio of par-
ticipating interests are controlled by closely involving the companies concerned in our 
Group-wide planning and controlling process.

Credit risk  
We define credit risk as the financial loss which the Company could incur as a result of 
changes in the financial profile of a counterparty, such as an issuer of securities or 
other debtor with liabilities towards us.

In addition to credit risks arising out of investments and transactions with clients, we 
actively assume credit risk through the writing of reinsurance business, including trade 
credit reinsurance and surety business, financial reinsurance (life and non-life) and the 
granting and insurance of loans. Credit risks can also arise through risk transfers to the 
capital markets and other financial transactions.

Our internal risk model also takes account of a wide range of specific drivers that ana-
lyse the risk of economic losses from our credit exposure. Credit risk emanating from 
the insurance and investment sides of the balance sheet are considered. On the insur-
ance side, we model mainly trade credit, surety and bonding, and political risks. We 
also take into consideration credit risks associated with our claims on insurance com-
panies, for instance from retrocessions, after allowing for any collateralisation. On the 
investment side, credit risks are measured and limited using the Credit-Value-at-Risk 
(CVaR) approach with a standard “asset value” model. The main input parameters are 
our investment volume, the migration matrix between different rating classes, interest-
rate curves and recovery rates. The correlated rating class migrations and defaults of 
the respective bond issuers are modelled using a simulation. Revaluation of our invest-
ments under these rating scenarios ultimately leads to a future profit and loss distribu-
tion. hence, we can then adequately capitalise for this risk and manage our portfolio 
with respect to its expected and unexpected loss. 75% of all our bearer bonds and other 
fixed-interest securities are government bonds or instruments for which public insti-
tutions are liable, of which 14% are bonds of portuguese, Italian, Greek, and Spanish  
issuers. 

In order to take account of other country risks besides the credit risk of government 
bonds, our Group Development function also prepares a specific country scoring in 
addition to the pure default rating. It covers the main political and economic risks and 
those relating to internal security in a country, thus enabling us to assess comprehen-
sively additional country risks of varying importance for different business segments. It 
has to be considered in underwriting and investment decisions and serves as an indica-
tor for decisions on individual limits. We also monitor our accumulations in certain sec-
tors and regions and limit them where appropriate.

In the area of retrocession, we control the default risk through the Retro Security Com-
mittee. The experts on the committee review the quality of our potential retrocession-
aires independently and on the basis of various criteria (e.g. minimum ratings, market 
data and capital requirements) and issue appropriate limits in line with a guideline  
produced by IRM. This system enables us to achieve a broad and high-quality spread of 
cessions in the reinsurance market.
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We reduce the credit exposure for capital market placements, such as our catastrophe 
bond, by requiring first-class collateral or integrating suitable hedging mechanisms 
into the structure. 

We set very high standards for issuers of fixed-interest securities in which we invest, 
and these are reflected in our Group-wide investment principles. There are additional 
limits on investments in structured products according to their risk profile.

As at 31 December 2010, our accounts receivable on ceded business were split 
between the following ratings (based on those of Standard & poor’s):

€72.2m of our total receivables of €3.5bn on underwriting business at the balance 
sheet date was outstanding for more than 90 days. The average defaults of the past 
three years total €2.6m.

Operational risk 
Munich Re defines operational risks as potential losses resulting from inadequate pro-
cesses, technical failure, human error or external events. These include criminal acts 
committed by employees or third parties, insider trading, infringements of antitrust 
law, business interruptions, inaccurate processing of transactions, non-compliance 
with reporting obligations and disagreements with business partners.

Through our internal control system, we identify and mitigate these risks (see page  
70 f.). It is our declared corporate aim, which we consistently pursue, to make employ-
ees aware of the potential risks and to continue to strengthen our risk culture. This 
includes willingness to learn from mistakes and to recognise them as opportunities for 
improvement.

Liquidity risk  
Our objective in managing liquidity risk is to ensure that we are in a position to meet 
our payment obligations at all times. 

In insurance business, premium income is generally received some time before claims 
and other benefits are paid to our clients, which generates significant liquidity.

Ceded claims provisions and provisions for future policy benefits  

% 31.12.2010 Prev. year
AAA 0.0 0.1
AA 76.3 83.0
A 21.4 15.5
BBB or lower 0.0 0.0
no rating available 2.3 1.4

Rating of accounts receivable 

€m 31.12.2010
AAA –
AA 35.1
A 85.0
BBB or lower 0.7
Without external rating 48.8
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In addition, at Munich Re we attach particular importance to
//  real-time cash-flow management matched to our needs; 
//  a balanced investment structure aligned with our financial obligations, with invest-

ment primarily in asset classes that take due account of security, liquidity and ability 
to realise at market prices; and

//  frequent simulation of the impact of particular strains on our liquidity. 

We also manage liquidity risk through our holistic risk strategy, with the Board of Man-
agement defining limits for liquidity risk, on which minimum liquidity requirements for 
our operations are based. These risk limits are reviewed annually and compliance with 
the minimum requirements continuously monitored. The management of liquidity risk 
includes taking account of
//  known and expected payment obligations through regular, detailed liquidity plan-

ning at individual entity level and a central cash-flow reporting system; 
//  short-term margin and collateral obligations arising out of derivative positions where 

companies make use of such instruments; 
//  unexpectedly high payments resulting, for example, from accumulation losses that 

far exceed normal loss expectations.

Strategic risk 
Munich Re defines strategic risk as the risk of making wrong business decisions, imple-
menting decisions poorly, or being unable to adapt to changes in its operating environ-
ment. The existing and new potential for Munich Re’s success and the segments in 
which it operates creates strategic risks, which generally arise early on and can lead to 
a significant long-term reduction in corporate value.

We counter this risk by discussing significant strategic issues and decisions in our 
Strategy Committee and regularly monitoring their implementation. The Strategy 
Committee comprises members of the Group Committee, and hence the CRO, plus  
the CeOs of the business segments and the head of Group Development. As a result, 
strategic decision-making processes are intermeshed with risk management. IRM is 
additionally involved in the operational business planning and in the processes for 
mergers and acquisitions.

Reputational risk  
Reputational risk is the risk of a loss resulting from damage to the Group’s public image 
(for example with clients, shareholders or other parties).

We monitor reputational risk through identification processes we have established in 
various internal units. As soon as we receive an indication that such a risk exists or 
could arise in the course of a process or transaction, the information is submitted to a 
Reputational Risk Committee, which was set up specifically for this purpose. The com-
mittee decides on the action to be taken in the case in question, with a view to ensuring 
that operational risks are not accompanied by reputational risks. The committee is 
made up of experts from various units and is headed by the Compliance Officer. Rules 
of procedure regulate the functions and work of the committee. They are derived pri-
marily from our Code of Conduct, which sets out the main rules and principles for 
legally correct and responsible behaviour by employees.  

Management of the liquidity risk 
through our holistic risk strategy
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Overview of the risk situation  

We use our central risk management to assess our risk situation on the basis of qualita-
tive and quantitative factors. Throughout the entire period under review, Munich Re’s 
risk situation was manageable and under control. In the interests of our clients and 
shareholders, our carefully implemented, modern risk management processes com-
bined with our solid level of capitalisation ensured the solvency and viability of the 
Group at all times. In addition to the underwriting and capital market risks inherent in 
our business model, which we can assess very well so that we are fully aware of the 
implications of taking them, there are a large number of other risks to which Munich Re 
– like every other undertaking – is exposed. The incidence of these risks is not planned 
and their occurrence probability and impact are generally difficult to estimate. We 
therefore closely monitor our environment and our own Group to identify even these 
risks in good time and to take suitable measures to avert loss or damage.  

Internal risk model 

For a quantitative assessment of the overall risk situation, we use our internal model, 
whose design follows a bottom-up approach. We have selected the financial year as the 
period for evaluating risk capital requirements at Group level. Risks within this period 
are covered by risk-based capital derived from our risk tolerance. All risks beyond the 
annual timeline are accounted for by the costs of holding risk-based capital over time. 
In so doing, we follow the “cost of capital” approach. In determining the risk capital, we 
examine the risk segments “underwriting”, “market”, “credit” and “operational risks”. 
Within underwriting risks, we distinguish between property-casualty and life and 
health risks. Further subcategories are applied to these risk types – for example, for the 
property-casualty reinsurance segment, we distinguish between natural catastrophe 
risks, other accumulation losses (such as terrorism or liability accumulations), large 
losses and basic losses. Those risks are first modelled separately. In a further step, the 
risks are aggregated using a combination of empirical and judgemental techniques 
that allow for the risks of so-called “tail dependencies” (e.g. the risk that different lines 
of business, geographies and risk types are affected by extreme events at the same 
time) and the overall risk is thereby quantified.

Regulatory and rating-agency capital requirements  

Munich Reinsurance Company meets the regulatory solvency requirements stipulating 
a specified minimum capitalisation supplemented by the criteria of specific ratings 
from the major rating agencies. More information is given in the “Financial position” 
section.

Selected risk complexes

Overarching accumulation risks 

Effects of the financial crisis 
An example of overarching accumulations is the impact of the worldwide financial 
 crisis.

On the insurance side, current indications are that Munich Re is potentially exposed 
mainly via the liability classes directors’ and officers’ liability (D&O) and professional 
indemnity (pI). Specifically, there is the prospect of liability arising out of alleged mis-
conduct in the form of inadequate advice, mismanagement or negligence on the part of 

Munich Re’s risk situation 
 in 2010 manageable and 

 under control
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sales organisations, banks or other financial intermediaries. even if courts ultimately  
do not award damages, any defence costs covered under insurance policies could be 
considerable. Since such lawsuits are typically very prolonged, it will be several years 
before there is final clarity regarding the extent of the losses. At the turn of the year 
2010/2011 (as at 31 December 2010), we had received isolated provisional notifications 
from our liability reinsurance clients. We have taken these into account through appro-
priate precautionary allocations to IBnR reserves. 

As insurers, we incur risks through financial exposure to other parties on the liabilities 
side of the balance sheet arising out of our traditional activities in trade credit and 
surety business. At the same time, as a major institutional investor, we have to accept 
certain credit risks when we invest. This is clearly the case for corporate bonds, but 
there are also risks in government bonds, which were considered safe in the past. 

We have reacted to the increased risk on certain government securities by modifying 
our internal control system for country risks so that, for example, limits for certain 
countries were reduced in our counterparty limit system and greater weight given to 
market indicators in our risk management process. In our internal risk model, we calcu-
late and allocate risk capital even for highly rated government bonds.

Pandemic  
A further example of an overarching accumulation risk is a major pandemic. like other 
companies in the insurance industry, Munich Re would be exposed to risks from a 
marked increase in mortality and morbidity and from disruptions in the capital mar-
kets. We counter this risk by analysing our overall exposure in detail (scenario analysis), 
defining suitable limits, and optimising our risk structure by transferring risk, e.g. 
through the launch of the nathan pandemic bond programme.  

Climate change

Whilst we are in a position to adequately assess the known risks in our portfolio on the 
basis of current knowledge, scientific research into climate change is complex and the 
political and regulatory environment in which we operate is developing dynamically, so 
that we must remain vigilant with regard to the identification and representation of 
new and emerging risks. We adopt a multidisciplinary approach, using and combining 
the pertinent experience and expertise of our scientists, specialist underwriters, law-
yers, economists, sociologists and actuaries as appropriate for the risk situation. 

Climate change represents one of the greatest risks of change for the insurance indus-
try. In Munich Re’s Corporate Climate Centre, we are developing a holistic strategic 
approach to analysing and assessing these risks. The findings are made available to all 
business areas and our asset-liability management function. however, changes in the 
physical environment and new regulations resulting from climate change also open up 
many business opportunities. Applying the knowledge we have accumulated over dec-
ades, we exploit these opportunities – for example, through new insurance products for 
renewable energy technologies.

new and complex risks

Our risk earlywarning system also covers “emerging risks”, i.e. those that arise as a 
result of legislative, socio-political, scientific, technological and similar changes and  
are liable to have unmeasured or unknown effects on our portfolio. The degree of 
uncertainty as to extent of damage and occurrence probability is by nature very high. 
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We identify trends and faint signals in many ways, including systematic trend research, 
using Munich Re’s knowledge management, and regular structured discussions in our 
“emerging risks think tank”. To ensure that emerging risks are understood, a group  
of experts reports on the issues involved from various perspectives. They derive con-
ceiv able scenarios and analyse their possible impact on Munich Re, looking at inter-
dependencies between different risks and other aspects related directly or indirectly to 
emerging risks. Cooperation with external partners complements our internal early-
warning system. One example is our collaboration with the uS Rand Institute for Civil 
Justice on the issue of class actions. 

As a consequence of increasing global dependencies and the rapid spread of techno-
logical innovations, events with impacts difficult to identify using traditional scenario 
processes are occurring with greater frequency. One example was the eruption of the 
eyjafjallajökull volcano in 2010. The disruption of air traffic across much of europe led 
not only to travel restrictions for individuals but also to airfreight delays and hence busi-
ness interruptions in manufacturing. Such chains of events will take on greater import-
ance in future. At Munich Re, we adopt a system-based approach to analyse dependen-
cies in complex risks, with the aim of making potential loss cascades more transparent 
and reducing the risk of inappropriate simplifications in our scenario building.

legal and supervisory risks

As a result of our global activities, we are subject to a large number of supervisory regu-
lations in different countries. These may give rise to legal and regulatory risks. In 2004, 
new york State Attorney General eliot Spitzer started an investigation into the use of 
placement or Market Service Agreements (pSAs) in the insurance industry. Several 
other uS state regulators subsequently commenced similar probes into this matter, as 
have regulators in other countries. Munich Re has received requests to provide informa-
tion in connection with these investigations and has cooperated fully with the author-
ities. Munich Re entities have also been named together with other insurers and  
brokers as defendants in a number of pSA-related class actions by uS policyholders. 
Munich Re will continue to defend itself against the accusations in the appropriate 
manner. 

In 2004, the uS Securities and exchange Commission (SeC) and the Office of the new 
york State Attorney General initiated inquiries into “certain loss mitigation insurance 
products”. Subsequently, a number of other authorities in the uSA and elsewhere made 
both formal and informal requests for similar information from Munich Re and some of 
its subsidiaries. Munich Re has fully cooperated with these inquiries. 

In november 2009, the Spanish antitrust authority (CnC – Comisión nacional de la 
Competencia) imposed fines on several insurers and reinsurers, including Munich Re’s 
Spain and portugal branch (Münchener Rückversicherungsgesellschaft, Surcursal 
españa y portugal), for alleged collusion restricting competition in Spanish decennial 
liability business (compulsory insurance for guarantee claims in respect of contract 
works). In December 2009, Munich Re’s Spain and portugal branch lodged an appeal 
against the CnC’s decision in the expectation that the next higher instance will arrive 
at a different assessment of the facts. 
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After the federal legislative procedure for the uS Fairness in Asbestos Injury Resolution 
Act foundered in February 2006, several uS states adopted legislation initiatives (tort 
reform) which may have a positive effect on the settling of asbestos claims. Following 
revelations about often questionable asbestos-related disease diagnoses and the 
resultant lawsuits, a number of investigation committees are at work. Similar question-
able practices that have come to light in silicosis lawsuits are also important for uS 
asbestos claims. These developments indicate that the legal situation in the uSA is 
moving in a positive direction. however, it is too early to say whether and to what extent 
this will have favourable implications for future loss development in the insurance 
industry, particularly as plaintiff attorneys are trying hard to repel the tort reform initia-
tives. We are currently still being affected by late-reported claims – in some cases for 
high amounts – for asbestos-related diseases and similar liability complexes. Though 
the total number of asbestos claims is declining, the number of severe cases of meso-
thelioma and other types of cancer has remained relatively constant in recent years.

Outlook

The future regulatory requirements for risk management have become clearer as a 
result of the progress made in the european union’s Solvency II project, notably the 
production of the draft implementing measures by the Solvency II expert Group (SeG). 
nevertheless, there is still considerable uncertainty regarding the future calibration  
of the standard formula and the requirements from the second and third pillar of  
Solvency II. 

Summary 

In accordance with the prescribed processes, Munich Re’s Board committees explicitly 
defined the risk appetite for significant risk categories in the year under review and 
quantified it by means of specific figures. We determined and documented the risk 
appetite across the Group hierarchy and communicated it throughout Munich Re. Dur-
ing the whole of 2010, risk exposures were regularly quantified and compared with the 
risk appetite. We assess Munich Re’s risk situation as manageable and under control.
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//  Despite uncertain economic environment, opportunities thanks to financial 
strength and solution-finding competence

// Reinsurance continues to offer promise for the future
// expected return on investment of below 4%
//  unchanged long-term result target of 15% on risk-adjusted capital (RORAC)  

after tax over the cycle
// Consolidated result of around €2.4bn envisaged for 2011 
// Continuation of share buy-back with half the volume
// proposed dividend for 2010: €6.25 per share

prospects

predictions about the forthcoming development of our Company are based primarily on 
planning figures, forecasts and expectations. Consequently, the following assessment 
of Munich Re’s development merely reflects our imperfect assumptions and subjective 
views. It follows that we cannot accept any responsibility or liability in the event that 
they are not realised in part or in full.

In the section “Important tools of corporate management”, we already pointed out that 
our corporate management is based mainly on a Group perspective, in which Munich 
Reinsurance Company is a significant component. Since our fields of business are 
managed on a Group-wide basis, it is difficult to “extract” the Company from this over-
all concept. A description of the Group’s and reinsurance group’s estimates is therefore 
provided throughout the following. If Munich Reinsurance Company is not mentioned 
specifically, the Group or reinsurance group as such is meant.

Overview

Despite the still difficult economic situation, there are a wide range of opportunities for 
us. Growing accumulation hazards and the move towards more stringent regulatory 
requirements will increase the demand for effective risk relief via reinsurance. With our 
know-how, our ability to find the right solutions and our financial strength, we are well 
positioned.  

Economic environment

economic development is likely to be somewhat less dynamic in 2011. Although private 
consumer spending and investment have increased recently, doubts remain as to 
whether they can fully replace expiring government support measures. We therefore 
expect slightly weaker growth for the global economy than in the previous year, and this 
is likely to have a dampening effect on demand for insurance. It may also be assumed 
that the continued uncertainties regarding the stability of the financial system and 
public finances will determine the investment environment.
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In the emerging economies, particularly China and India, growth should again be much 
stronger than in the industrial countries, some of which are likely to be adversely 
impacted by depressed private consumption owing to high unemployment and an ele-
vated level of household debt. On top of this, many countries are planning to cut public 
expenditure in order to consolidate their budgets. We are proceeding on the assump-
tion that inflation will remain low in most industrial countries and only reach a higher 
level in a few emerging economies. 

Capital markets

Continued growth should lead to a marginal rise in interest rates for German and uS 
government bonds in 2011. Since we anticipate that increases in key interest rates will 
be only small, the yield curves are likely to remain relatively steep. Currency develop-
ments will continue to be volatile, given the debate surrounding public debt. The easy 
monetary policy pursued in a number of industrial countries paired with moderate  
positive growth and limited inflation provide an environment favourable to shares. 

Insurance industry

In the european union, state supervision for primary insurers and reinsurers is set to 
undergo profound changes with the rules planned under Solvency II, which are sched-
uled to enter into force at the beginning of 2013. In terms of capital, risk management 
and reporting, these changes will impose enhanced requirements on insurance com-
panies. In its preliminary studies, the european Commission has been examining the 
impact of Solvency II’s quantitative risk capital requirements on the companies con-
cerned. Irrespective of the fine-tuning still to be done, Solvency II will influence insur-
ance supply and demand. As a result, new opportunities will emerge for Munich Re.

Far-reaching changes are also on the horizon for the accounting of insurance contracts 
and financial instruments in our consolidated financial statements. In July 2010, the 
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) – the london body responsible for 
International Financial Reporting Standards – published an exposure draft for a stand-
ard relating to insurance contracts, intended to achieve a consistent international 
approach in this area. even if some of the details of the planned changes are question-
able, they would be a major step in the right direction. The new standard for financial 
instruments (IFRS 9) awaits adoption by the european Commission – possibly in a 
modified form – before we can apply it.

While growth momentum should remain high in many emerging economies, including 
the insurance sector, most developed markets are expected to see only moderate 
expansion in premium income. In property-casualty primary insurance, we expect pre-
mium development to be subdued. Demand for life insurance cover should remain 
 stable: while the need for private provision is huge, growth in disposable incomes and 
the readiness to purchase suitable products is at best sluggish. however, other lines 
such as credit and surety business should benefit from the stable economy and show 
lower losses.

The solid capitalisation of providers and buyers is having a significant effect on prices, 
terms and conditions in the international reinsurance markets. A further fall in prices in 
property-casualty reinsurance was therefore observable in the renewals at the begin-
ning of the year, except in lines and regions where companies had suffered high losses. 
For the further course of 2011, we anticipate a sideways trend, not least owing to the 
unbroken series of natural catastrophes.  
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Risks

Two years after the peak of the crisis, the outlook remains clouded by uncertainty.  
A repeated slump or even an extended period of stagnation with deflationary conse-
quences cannot be completely ruled out in some countries. A prolonged low-interest-
rate envir onment would significantly impair the situation of life insurance companies. 
The high levels of debt in many countries created a great deal of uncertainty among 
investors in 2010 and could destabilise the financial system again to the detriment of 
the insurance industry. If the economic recovery continues, the substantial interven-
tions of the central banks and related expansion of the money supply may result in 
higher inflation, with corresponding inflation in claims costs for insurers. Besides this, 
the industry could be affected by protectionist restrictions and foreign exchange inter-
ventions. potential geopolitical upheavals, for instance in the Middle or Far east, are 
also still a significant risk for the global economy and thus the insurance industry – a 
risk that is already becoming reality in the Arab world.

By nature, the insurance industry is also particularly exposed to the consequences of 
economic and social policy decisions, an example being healthcare policy, with its sub-
stantial implications for private health insurance. Moreover, the planned tightening of 
supervisory regulations in the financial services industry also harbours risks for the 
insurance sector: especially after the financial crisis, there are concerns that the 
changes – mainly geared to banking – could be transferred indiscriminately to the 
insurance industry. Conceivable in this context are exaggerated capital requirements, 
excessive reporting obligations, and restrictions for individual types of business. 

Finally, ruinous competition with a downward trend in insurance prices lasting several 
years remains an unlikely but not impossible risk scenario. Giving clear priority to prof-
itability over growth and focusing on the efficiency of management systems continues 
to be critical for the insurance industry’s success.

Munich Re’s development

limits to forecasting results

It is not only the obvious fluctuations in the incidence of major losses that make an 
accurate forecast of IFRS results impossible. Our investment result is difficult to pre-
dict as well. We gear the selection of our investments, based on economic criteria, to 
the characteristics of our technical provisions and liabilities, also using derivative finan-
cial instruments to hedge against fluctuations on the interest-rate, equity and currency 
markets and to fine-tune exposures. The high volatilities in these markets result in sub-
stantial changes in the values of derivatives, which under IFRS accounting we generally 
recognise in profit or loss, i.e. as income or expense in our income statement. however, 
such recognition in the income statement is not always provided for with regard to the 
related underlying transactions themselves. Despite our economically well-balanced 
underwriting and investment portfolio, this inconsistency gives rise to considerable 
fluctuations in our investment and consolidated result, making a reliable forecast more 
difficult. here we can give only rough indications of the possible impact. Firstly, a rising 
interest-rate level will tend to lead to lower results, and a falling interest rate to higher 
results, than those forecast in this section. Fluctuations in exchange rates can also have 
an influence on our result. A stronger euro, for instance, will produce gains, while a 
weaker euro will burden the result. Furthermore, major share price losses could neces-
sitate write-downs of equities in our expanded share portfolio.
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underwriting

Reinsurance continues to hold considerable promise for the future, with a wide variety 
of earnings opportunities in the long term. In 2009, we responded to a shift in demand 
trends by repositioning ourselves. even more so than in the past, Munich Re will offer 
its cedants specialist consulting services and extensive solutions, also for tasks such  
as balance-sheet management, risk modelling and asset-liability management. Re -
insurance is an efficient and flexible option for strengthening an insurer’s capital base. 
Add itionally, we devise innovative coverage concepts that go beyond traditional rein-
surance. 

Life reinsurance offers good growth potential. We are experiencing continuing 
demand for large-volume capital substitute solutions. Opportunities will also emerge 
from the privatisation trends in provision for old age, long term care and disability, from 
the need for asset protection, and from the dynamic expansion of the Asian life insur-
ance markets. For 2011, we anticipate gross premiums written totalling around €9bn. 
In the case of our underwriting result, we project a figure of around €0.4bn from 2011 
onwards.

We have set ourselves the objective of doubling the value added by new business in life 
reinsurance in the period 2006 to 2011. On the basis of Market Consistent embedded 
Value (MCeV) principles, this objective corresponds to a value added by new business 
of €330m for 2011. Given the outstanding results of recent years, we are very confident 
of surpassing this goal. We aim to achieve sustained value added by new business in 
life reinsurance of €450m a year by 2015. 

In propertycasualty reinsurance, which traditionally moves more in cycles, Munich 
Re will maintain its clear, profit-oriented underwriting policy and accept risks only at 
commensurate prices, terms and conditions.

At 1 January 2011, treaty business with a volume of around €7.9bn was up for renewal. 
The renewal negotiations again took place in a competitive environment. As a result of 
primary insurers’ good capitalisation, demand for reinsurance cover remained largely 
unchanged. With reinsurers providing more than enough capacity, prices generally fell 
further. Only in British motor insurance business and in lines of business and regions 
that experienced losses, e.g. in offshore energy and in Australia, were we able to obtain 
price increases. uS natural catastrophe business remains profitable, although it con-
tinued to experience price reductions in view of the sufficient capacity available and 
relatively benign hurricane season in terms of losses. In europe, premium rates fell 
despite high claims costs.

Owing to persistent pressure on prices, we declined various business opportunities, in 
line with our strict cycle management. Of the total business up for renewal, around 16% 
(€1.3bn) was not renewed because it did not meet our profitability requirements, a sub-
stantial portion of this in europe. We were able to compensate for part of the reduction 
in premium through the expansion of existing profitable client relations. In addition, we 
generated substantial new business volume totalling approximately €1.2bn, particu-
larly in strongly growing markets. On balance, the renewals resulted in a slight increase 
in premium of some €330m (+4.1%). At +0.1%, the rate level for our portfolio remained 
at around the same level as in the previous year. Thanks to our strong global presence 
and ability to offer complex reinsurance solutions swiftly and tailored to our clients’ 
needs, we were able to buck the trend of falling prices. In this market environment, 
Munich Re’s stability and financial strength have paid off. We are therefore very satis-
fied with the renewals.
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For the forthcoming renewals at 1 April 2011 (Japan and Korea) and 1 July 2011 (parts of 
the uS market, Australia and latin America), a premium volume of around €2.8bn will 
be up for renewal. We expect that prices here will stabilise, also given the series of nat-
ural catastrophes that have occurred.

For 2011, we project gross premiums written of just over €15bn in property-casualty 
reinsurance. We envisage a combined ratio of around 97% of net earned premiums over 
the market cycle as a whole. This estimate is based on an average major-loss burden of 
6.5% from natural catastrophes. Since we were affected by major loss events at the end 
of February 2011, i.e. the floods in Brisbane and Cyclone yasi (also in Australia) and the 
earthquake in new Zealand, we will only be able to achieve our target if random major 
losses remain below expectations in the further course of the year.

The insurance of facilities for generating renewable energy presents us with growing 
business potential in property-casualty reinsurance. By 2020, for example, we antici-
pate premium volume in the mid three-digit million euro range for the German insur-
ance market, or more than double the current figure. Munich Re offers its clients  
suitable products, ranging from traditional coverage for industrial facilities to complex 
solutions such as performance guarantee covers for technical innovations enabling 
capital providers to reduce their investment risks.

If exchange rates remain constant, gross premiums in reinsurance (excluding Munich 
health) should range between €24–25bn in 2011. 

Munich Reinsurance Company should post gross premiums of €22–23bn, provided 
that exchange rates remain stable. We anticipate a combined ratio of around 98%,  
taking into account an average major-loss burden of 6.5% from natural catas trophes.

Investments 

We are responding to the economic uncertainties by continuing to strongly diversify 
our portfolio. This enables us to keep our options open in various scenarios and to share 
in capital market developments. To this end, we propose to moderately increase our 
equities and commodities portfolio. We will also continue to prudently expand our 
credit exposure. By contrast, we will marginally reduce our large portfolio of govern-
ment bonds. 

To guarantee optimum management of the interest rate risk, the structure of our bond 
portfolio will be geared to the periods of our liabilities in 2011 as well. In 2010, we bene-
fited from an extended duration position we had taken as a form of protection against a 
possible crisis scenario. Given the current interest-rate level and our expectations for a 
moderate rise, we have slightly reduced the duration in the first quarter of 2011. We are 
likely to keep our portfolio of investments in inflation-indexed bonds constant in 2011. 
nonetheless, we will continue to look at investments in commodities to hedge against 
inflation.

In the area of alternative investments, we intend to invest more strongly in renewable 
energy and new technologies, given appropriate profitability prospects. As at 1 January 
2011, we acquired 100% of the voting shares in 11 wind park companies for a provisional 
purchase price of around €40m.

We would like to maintain our real estate portfolio at the same level in 2011. Our cur-
rent real estate investments serve as a stabilising element in the portfolio. To diversify 
even more strongly, we are considering investing in real estate in emerging markets 
and in projects with a high running yield. 
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We do not anticipate any rapid and significant increase in capital market interest rates; 
regular income from our investments is therefore likely to be relatively low – at just 
under 4% overall – for the financial years 2011 and 2012. This is also our projection for 
Munich Reinsurance Company. 

Munich Re (Group)

For the Group as a whole, we are proceeding on the assumption that gross premiums 
written for 2011 will be in the range of €46–48bn (total consolidated premium), 
 provided that exchange rates remain stable compared with those at the end of 2010.

We are at present adhering to our long-term objective of a 15% return on our risk-based 
capital (RORAC) after tax across the cycle of the insurance and interest-rate markets. 
however, this target will be difficult to achieve with the currently low level of interest 
rates. As soon as the requirements of Solvency II and the new IFRSs for insurance 
 contracts and financial instruments have been finalised, we will gear our target  
performance measures to the key indicators from this new framework with its strong 
economic focus.

For 2011, given the essentially stable prices expected in reinsurance and average loss 
experience, we expect the underwriting result to be slightly higher. however, we do not 
anticipate any significant rise in capital market interest rates, so regular income from 
fixed-interest securities and loans should be somewhat lower. Given our significantly 
increased but historically low equity-backing ratio, write-downs are likely to be corres-
pondingly moderate, but so are the opportunities to realise gains on disposal. From 
today’s standpoint, we are therefore proceeding on the assumption that investment 
results will be appreciably lower than in 2010, with a return of under 4% on the port-
folio. All in all, then, if other parameters remain unchanged, we aim for a consolidated 
result of around €2.4bn for 2011, i.e. approximately the same level as in 2010. Consider-
ing the major-loss burden in the first two months of the year, however, this target can 
only be achieved if random major losses remain below expectations in the further 
course of the year. For 2012, we are aiming for a consolidated result of similar magni-
tude.

In line with these Group targets, we anticipate a combined ratio of around 98% for 
Munich Reinsurance Company in 2011, based on major-loss burden from natural 
catastrophes of 6.5% of our net premiums earned. This would be likely to result in an 
allocation in 2011 to our claims equalisation provision, following the withdrawal made 
for 2010. Given the current capital market situation, our return on investment based on 
market values is unlikely to reach our previous target of 4%. All in all, as things stand at 
present, we therefore expect to achieve a similar German Commercial Code result to 
that for 2010. We are aiming for similar results in 2012.

After concluding the 2009/2010 buy-back programme as planned, we launched a 
share buy-back programme for 2010/2011 in May 2010. By the next Annual General 
Meeting on 20 April 2011, we intend to buy back shares for a maximum total purchase 
price of €1bn. By 25 February 2011, we had bought back a total of 7.7 million Munich Re 
shares with a volume of €844m. In the following 12-month period, up to the Annual 
General Meeting in 2012, a buy-back volume of €500m is planned. The full execution 
of these share buy-back programmes remains subject to developments in the capital 
markets and the general economic environment. 

Our shareholders can look forward to the dividend for 2010, which – subject to approval 
by the Annual General Meeting – will rise by 50 cents to €6.25 per share.
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Balance sheet as at 31 December 2010

Assets

 Notes     Prev. year
     €k €k €k €k €k
A. Intangible assets (1)    27,032 38,970
B. Investments (2, 3)     
 I. Land, land rights and buildings, including
  buildings on third-party land    1,018,112  900,228
 II. Investments in affiliated companies 
  and participating interests
  1. shares in affiliated companies   27,599,917   26,783,953
  2. Loans to affiliated companies   1,529,442   1,772,415
  3. participating interests   240,414   229,538
  4. Loans to participating interests    26,357   26,970
       29,396,130  28,812,876
 III. other investments      
  1. shares, investment fund certificates and      
   other non-fixed-interest securities   6,434,336   5,001,698
  2. Bearer bonds and 
   other fixed-interest securities   20,540,328   20,927,378
  3. Loans secured on property   2,124   3,134
  4. other loans     
   a) Registered bonds  –    3,354
   b) Loans and promissory notes  16,528    20,000
   c) miscellaneous  134    126
      16,662   23,480
  5. Deposits with banks   507,937   572,466
  6. miscellaneous investments   672,645   117,936
       28,174,032  26,646,092
 IV. Deposits retained on assumed reinsurance    14,073,187  13,845,062
        72,661,461 70,204,258
C. Receivables
 I. accounts receivable on reinsurance business     3,485,123  3,260,431
   thereof from      
   – affiliated companies: €986,768k (863,804k)  
   – participating interests: €106,205k (59,793k)
 II. other receivables    670,056  776,733
   thereof from
   – affiliated companies: €81,529k (87,162k) 
   – participating interests: €7,146k (10,148k)  
        4,155,179 4,037,164
D. Other assets     
 I. tangible assets and inventories    27,394  28,209
 II. cash at banks, cheques and cash in hand    527,661  216,225
 III. own shares    –  28
        555,055 244,462
E. Deferred items
 I. accrued interest and rent    385,351  409,751
 II. miscellaneous deferred items (4)   30,775  42,540
        416,126 452,291
F. Excess of plan assets over pension liabilities (5)    24,003 –
Total assets (12)    77,838,856 74,977,145
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Equity and liabilities

 Notes    Prev. year
     €k €k €k €k
A. Equity  (6)    
 I. Issued capital   587,725  587,725
 II. capital reserve   6,832,037  6,832,037
 III. Revenue reserves   1,667,158  2,049,215
 IV. net retained profits   1,177,928  1,291,060
       10,264,848 10,760,037
B. Subordinated liabilities (7)   4,599,246 4,586,793 
C. Special reserve (8)   – 344,948
D. Technical provisions (9)    
 I. unearned premiums     
  1. Gross amount  3,932,052   3,416,862
  2. Less for retroceded business  202,044   156,240
      3,730,008  3,260,622
 II. provision for future policy benefits     
  1. Gross amount  11,028,548   10,481,573
  2. Less for retroceded business  924,314   371,111
      10,104,234  10,110,462
 III. provision for outstanding claims     
  1. Gross amount  32,608,786   30,842,996
  2. Less for retroceded business  1,504,324   1,111,396
      31,104,462  29,731,600
 IV. provision for premium refunds     
  1. Gross amount  27,309   26,425
  2. Less for retroceded business  –   –
      27,309  26,425
 V. claims equalisation provision and similar provisions   7,910,910  8,024,439
 VI. other technical provisions     
  1. Gross amount  537,945   692,915
  2. Less for retroceded business  19,779   55,216
      518,166  637,699
       53,395,089 51,791,247
E. Other accrued liabilities (10)    
 I. provisions for employees’ pensions and similar commitments   3,626  656,451
 II. provisions for tax   2,281,082  2,028,893
 III. other provisions   1,073,388  957,184
       3,358,096 3,642,528
F. Deposits retained on retroceded business    1,133,241 546,279
G. Other liabilities     
 I. accounts payable on reinsurance business   3,242,353  2,318,691
  thereof to     
  – affiliated companies: €709,352k (620,061k)       
  – participating interests: €49,708k (36,681k)     
 II. amounts due to banks (11)  1,510,420  501,541
 III. miscellaneous liabilities   324,244  466,829
  thereof towards     
  – affiliated companies: €50,259k (45,076k)       
  thereof from taxes: €32,257k (130,433k)     
  thereof for social security: €675k (498k)      
       5,077,017 3,287,061
H. Deferred items    11,319 18,252
Total equity and liabilities  (12)   77,838,856 74,977,145
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Income statement for the financial year 2010

Items 

 Notes    Prev. year
     €k €k €k €k
I. Technical account      
 1. Earned premiums for own account      
  a) Gross premiums written   20,409,910   18,322,432
  b) Retroceded premiums   –1,532,368   –1,165,254
       18,877,542  17,157,178
  c) change in gross unearned premiums   –299,891   –54,220
  d) change in retroceded share of unearned premiums   37,205   –20,052
       –262,686  –74,272
        18,614,856 17,082,906
 2. Interest on technical provisions for own account  (14)   493,383 637,263
 3. Other underwriting income for own account     10,000 60,570
 4. Claims incurred for own account      
  a) claims paid      
   aa) Gross amount   –14,140,188   –13,001,039
   ab) Retroceded amount   932,690   712,554
       –13,207,499  –12,288,485
  b) change in provision for outstanding claims     
   ba) Gross amount   –227,541   363,962
   bb) Retroceded amount   328,898   –67,058
       101,357  296,904
        –13,106,141 –11,991,581
 5. Change in other technical provisions for own account      
  a) net provision for future policy benefits    –287,834  –121,554
  b) other net technical provisions    11,109  –6,544
        –276,725 –128,098
 6. Expenses for premium refunds for own account     –7,570 –21,526
 7. Operating expenses for own account  (15, 19, 20)    
  a) Gross operating expenses    –6,114,920  –5,322,554
  b) Less commission received on retroceded business    415,450  298,159
        –5,699,470 –5,024,395
 8. Other underwriting expenses for own account     –37,666 –110,356
 9. Subtotal     –9,333 504,783
 10. Change in claims equalisation provision and similar provisions (13)   113,529 719,985 
 11. Underwriting result for own account  (13)   104,196 1,224,768
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Items

 Notes     Prev. year
     €k €k €k €k €k
II. Non-technical account      
 1. Investment income (16)     
  a) Dividends from participating interests      
   thereof from affiliated companies: 
   €1,047,848k (608,527k)    1,062,596   619,653
  b) Income from other investments      
   thereof from affiliated companies: 
   €290,033k (429,809k)      
   ba)  Rents from land and buildings, including 
          buildings on third-party land  114,482    110,161
   bb) Income from other investments  1,477,881    1,749,848
      1,592,363   1,860,009
  c) Income from write-ups   486,310   300,565
  d) Realised gains on the disposal of investments   1,302,005   1,763,809
  e) Income from profit-transfer agreements   2,795   2,300
       4,446,069  4,546,336
 2. Investment expenses (15, 17, 19, 20)     
  a) expenses for the management of investments, 
   interest paid and other expenses for investments   –409,483   –367,474
  b) Write-downs of investments   –296,818   –297,526
  c) Realised losses on the disposal of investments   –641,103   –759,032
  d) expenses from loss transfers   –31,384   –18,569
       –1,378,788  –1,442,601
       3,067,281  3,103,735
 3. Interest income on technical provisions    –527,915  –653,285
        2,539,366 2,450,450
 4. Other income (21, 22)    671,068 515,007
 5. Other expenses (21)    –1,122,840 –812,409
 6. Operating result before tax     2,191,790 3,377,816
 7. Taxes on income    –829,631  –914,752
 8. Other taxes    –2,290  –5,419
        –831,921 –920,171
 9. Profit/loss for the year     1,359,869 2,457,645
 10. Profit brought forward from previous year     62,846 62,238
 11. Withdrawals from revenue reserves     1,299,637 406,464
 12. Transfers to revenue reserves     –244,787 –1,228,823
 13. Offset against shares bought back for retirement     –1,299,637 –406,464
 14. Net retained profits     1,177,928 1,291,060
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Notes to the financial statements 

Recognition and measurement

Accounting basis 
the financial statements and management report have been prepared in accordance 
with the German commercial code and the German stock companies act, the Ger-
man statutory order on insurance companies’ accounting and the German insurance 
control act, observing conservative accounting principles. 

the regulations of the German act to modernise accounting law (BilmoG) have been 
applied fully for munich Reinsurance company for the first time in respect of the finan-
cial year 2010. section 252 para. 1 item 6, section 265 para. 1 and section 284 para. 2 
item 3 of the German commercial code are not applicable to those items in the annual 
financial statements whose presentation or valuation method has changed as a result 
of the first-time application of BilmoG. in addition, the adjustment of the previous 
year’s figures has been dispensed with (section 67 para. 8 of the act introducing the 
German commercial code).

Intangible assets 
intangible assets are measured at the acquisition cost less admissible straight-line 
amortisation and, where applicable, write-downs for impairment.

Investments 
our real estate is valued at the acquisition or construction cost less admissible depreci-
ations and, where applicable, write-downs for impairment. 

the carrying amount of shareholdings in affiliated companies and other participating 
interests is generally the acquisition cost, written down to a lower fair value where 
applicable.

loans to affiliated companies and to participating interests, loans secured on property, 
registered bonds, and loans and promissory notes are generally recognised in the bal-
ance sheet at their nominal values. an exception are zero bonds, which are accounted 
for at amort ised cost. the relevant premiums and discounts are shown as deferred 
items and placed to account pro rata temporis.

shares, investment fund certificates, bearer bonds, fixed-interest and non-fixed-inter-
est securities, and other investments are valued at acquisition cost or at the market 
price at the balance sheet date, whichever is the lower. investments with participating 
interests have been classified under section 341b of the German commercial code but 
have been valued according to the strict lower of cost or market principle, despite the 
alternative valuation option provided for.

lower valuations from previous years are maintained for all our investments if the 
impairment in value is probably permanent. Where the market value at the balance 
sheet date was higher than the previous year’s valuation, we have written back the 
value to the acquisition cost or the amortised cost. 

Receivables 
Deposits retained on assumed reinsurance business, accounts receivable on reinsur-
ance business and other receivables are recognised at the nominal values less any 
 necessary adjustments of value.
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Other assets 
inventories are recognised at acquisition cost. office furniture and equipment is valued 
at acquisition cost less admissible depreciations. the purchase price of low-value 
items is written off over a period of five years.

Deferred taxes 
for temporary differences in the valuation of assets, liabilities and deferred items 
between the commercial balance sheet and tax accounts, tax liabilities and tax benefits 
are determined. if the overall result of this calculation is a tax benefit, we avail ourselves 
of the option provided for in section 274 para. 1 sentence 2 of the German commercial 
code not to recognise this as an asset. the calculation is performed across all the tax 
spheres of the states in which we have taxable branches. 

in the year under review, an excess amount of €161m resulting from the changeover in 
approach due to BilmoG was offset against the revenue reserves with no impact on 
profit or loss.

significant for the company are the temporary differences existing in Germany, where 
the deductible temporary differences exceed the taxable temporary differences by 
€5,630.6m. the deductible temporary differences result mainly from write-downs of 
investments that were not recognisable in the tax accounts owing to the stricter regula-
tions, and from technical provisions that tend to be valued lower in the tax accounts 
than in the commercial balance sheet. in addition, there were deductible temporary  
differences resulting from intangible assets, due to the extensive recognition of self- 
developed it programs in the tax accounts, as well as from miscellaneous provisions 
recognised in the commercial balance sheet but not (or not to the same extent) in the 
tax accounts. the taxable temporary differences existing in the German tax sphere are 
of subordinate importance.

the rounded tax rate applicable for the German tax sphere is 33.00%. it is made up of 
the corporate tax rate (including solidarity surcharge) of 15.83% and the trade tax rate 
of 17.15%. the tax rate applicable for the canadian branch amounts to 26.00%, for the 
uK branch to 27.00%, and for the italian branch to 32.31%.

munich Reinsurance company has foreign tax loss carry-forwards of €8.6m.

Excess of plan assets over pension liabilities
BilmoG stipulates that, under certain conditions, assets must be netted with related 
liabilities for pension commitments (exception to the prohibition of offsetting under 
section 246 para. 2 of the German commercial code). under this rule, assets that are 
not accessible to creditors and serve solely to settle liabilities arising from pension 
commitments or comparable long-term commitments must be netted with those liabil-
ities. in accordance with section 253 para. 1 sentence 4 of the German commercial 
code, the assets in question must be measured at fair value. if the fair value of the 
assets exceeds the settlement amount of the liabilities, the excess amount must be cap-
italised separately in the balance sheet as “excess of plan assets over pension liabilities”.
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Technical provisions 
the technical provisions are calculated in accordance with the requirements of Ger-
man commercial law. in all cases, we have taken into account the  necessity of ensuring 
that our obligations from reinsurance business can always be met.

unearned premiums are accrued premiums already written for future risk periods. 
they have been calculated in accordance with the principles of  German commercial 
law, partly on the basis of information received from our ceding companies and partly 
using nominal percentages. Where unearned premiums are calculated using such 
 percentages, these are based on many years of experience and the latest knowledge 
available. 

the provision for future policy benefits is generally set up in accordance with the 
amounts reported to us by our ceding companies. sufficient provisions, calculated 
using actuarial methods, have been posted for claims that have been incurred but not 
yet reported or not reported enough.

the actuarial assumptions used for their calculation include, in particular, assumptions 
relating to mortality, disablement, morbidity, interest-rate development, lapses and 
costs. these are estimated on a realistic basis at the time the insurance contracts are 
concluded and they include adequate provision for adverse deviation to make allow-
ance for the risks of change, error and random fluctuations. the actuarial assumptions 
are adjusted if, and only if, the original provisions for adverse deviation are no longer 
considered sufficient. 

provisions for outstanding claims are generally established in accordance with the 
amounts reported to us by our cedants. they are posted for payment obligations aris-
ing from reinsurance contracts where the size of the claim or the timing of the payment 
is still uncertain. part of the provision is for known claims for which individ ually calcu-
lated provisions are posted. another part is for expenses for claims which are not yet 
known (e.g. because they have not been reported yet or have not yet manifested them-
selves). a third class of provisions covers claims which are basically known but whose 
extent has turned out to be greater than originally foreseen. all these provisions include 
expenses for internal and external loss adjustment expenses. the provision for out-
standing claims is based on estimates: the actual payments may be higher or lower. 
the amounts posted are the realistically estimated future amounts to be paid; they are 
calculated on the basis of past experience and assumptions about future developments 
(e.g. social, economic or technological param eters) and using appropriate actuarial 
methods. future payment obligations are not discounted but recognised at the future 
settlement value. 

the item “claims equalisation provision and similar provisions” contains the amounts 
required in accordance with commercial law to mitigate fluctuations in claims experi-
ence in future years, plus the provisions for major risks. 

the “other technical provisions” mainly comprise provisions for profit commission and 
the provision for anticipated losses.
 
technical provisions apportionable to the business retroceded by us have been calcu-
lated in accordance with the terms of the retrocession agreements.
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Other accrued liabilities 
as stated above, BilmoG prescribes the mandatory netting of assets with related liabil-
ities from pension commitments under certain conditions (see “excess of plan assets 
over pension liabilities”). if these conditions are met, a pension provision only has to be 
be recognised in the amount by which the settlement amount exceeds the fair value of 
the assets. the effects of the changeover as at 1 January 2010 have been recognised 
either in the revenue reserves or in other income and expenses, depending on the 
underlying situation.

the company has availed itself of the option under section 253 para. 2 of the German 
commercial code to discount pension commitments or comparable long-term com-
mitments using the average market interest rate determined and published by the Ger-
man Bundesbank for a residual term of 15 years. Based on studies of the company’s 
portfolio of pensioners, the mortalities of the currently used heubeck 2005 G tables 
were also modified. the present value of the commitments is calculated using the pro-
jected unit credit method. 

in 2003, munich Reinsurance company established a contractual trust agreement in 
the form of a two-way trust for its unfunded company pension obligations. to finance 
these obligations, it is necessary for the trust assets to correspond to the present value 
of pension obligations. in the process, however, account has to be taken of the differ-
ence between the actuarial interest rate relevant for measuring the obligations and the 
return attainable on the investments. therefore, the present value of the pension obli-
gations is calculated using an actuarial interest rate equivalent to the expected invest-
ment return.

for calculating pension commitments, semi-retirement commitments and anniversary 
payments, we use discount rates between 3.65% and 5.15%. increases of between 
1.00% and 4.30% were assumed for the future development of existing entitlements, 
and of between 1.00% and 2.00% for the future development of current pensions. 

all other provisions are posted in accordance with the probable requirements. for  
discounting, we use the interest rates issued by the Bundesbank as per section 253 
para. 2 of the German commercial code, in line with the duration of the provisions.

Liabilities 
subordinated liabilities, deposits retained on retroceded business, accounts payable on 
reinsurance business, amounts owed to banks and other liabilities are stated at the 
amount repayable.

Foreign currency translation 
all business transactions are generally booked in the original currencies and recorded 
using the respective day’s exchange rate in euros. the foreign currency amounts are 
retranslated for the balance sheet at the year-end exchange rate. hedging relationships 
per currency are accounted for using the “gross method”. Realised and unrealised cur-
rency gains and losses per currency are recognised in the income statement under 
other income and expenses. unrealised currency gains or losses due to asset or, in 
some cases, liability over- or undercoverage per currency are treated in accordance 
with the imparity principle. 
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the following table shows the exchange rates of the most important currencies for our 
business (exchange rate for €1 in each case):

Hedging relationships 
for the subordinated bond from the year 2007, which is hedged against interest-rate 
risks by means of an interest-rate swap (cf. page 107 f.), we have availed ourselves of 
the option under section 254 of the German commercial code to recognise the eco-
nomic hedge through hedge accounting. the effective part of the hedging relationship 
is recognised in accordance with the “net method”. in addition, we hedge against  
currency risks by matching our liabilities in foreign currencies with assets in the same 
currencies. these economic hedges are accounted for as hedging relationships per  
currency using the “gross method”. as described in the risk report that is part of the 
management report, numerous other risks are hedged using economic hedges as part 
of our risk management. however, we do not apply hedge accounting for these items. 
Details of the hedging relationships are provided on page 110.

Foreign currency translation

 31.12.2010 Prev. year
australian dollar 1.30875 1.59530
Japanese yen 108.80600 133.56800
canadian dollar 1.33300 1.50410
pound sterling 0.85685 0.88845
taiwan dollar 39.11490 45.89050
us dollar 1.34155 1.43475
chinese renminbi 8.84040 9.79505
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Notes to the balance sheet – Assets

(1), (2) intangible assets and investments

the statement of changes in assets and investments is shown at year-end (31 Decem-
ber 2010) exchange rates.
 
intangible assets consist mainly of purchased insurance portfolios and software.

the carrying amount of owner-occupied property totals €238m. in connection with an 
expansion of leased office space, the cost of which is being borne by the tenant via a 
capital improvement rent increase, €1.2m has been reallocated from investments to 
“other assets”.

of our total investments (excluding deposits retained on assumed reinsurance) with a 
carrying amount of €58,588m, an amount of €7,094m is deposited with ceding com-
panies or foreign governments or in the custody of trustees nominated by us. under the 
regulations of BilmoG, investments that are subject to restraint on disposal and have 
been transferred to the custody of a trustee solely to safeguard pension commitments 
and the provisions for comparable benefits must be netted with the provisions with 
effect from 1 January 2010. for this reason, the carrying amounts as at 1 January 2010 in 
the statement of changes in assets have been adjusted by €465m in the column 
“change due to BilmoG”.
 

 Carrying amount Change due  Currency  Reclassi-    Carrying amount
 31.12.2009 to BilMoG translation Additions fications Disposals Write-ups Write-downs 31.12.2010
 €k €k €k €k €k €k €k €k €k
(1) Intangible assets 38,970 – – 3,395 – –349 – –14,984 27,032
(2) Investments         
 land, land rights and buildings, including buildings on third-party land 900,228  – 179,931 –1,212 –41,300 1,249 –20,784 1,018,112
 investments in affiliated companies and participating interests         
  shares in affiliated companies 26,783,953 – 411,760 1,502,100 – –1,460,524 366,000 –3,372 27,599,917
  loans to affiliated companies 1,772,415 – 6,010 2,000 – –250,983 – – 1,529,442
  participating interests 229,538 – 3,019 11,086 – –3,225 – –4 240,414
  loans to participating interests 26,970 – 887 – – –1,500 – – 26,357
  28,812,876 – 421,676 1,515,186 – –1,716,232 366,000 –3,376 29,396,130
 Other investments         
 shares, investment fund certificates and other non-fixed-interest securities 5,001,698 – 97,782 2,010,392 – –658,626 10,364 –27,274 6,434,336
 Bearer bonds and other fixed-interest securities 20,927,378 –446,154 1,228,810 18,593,817 – –19,584,529 54,277 –233,271 20,540,328
 loans secured on property 3,134 – – – – –1,010 – – 2,124
 other loans         
  Registered bonds 3,354 – 233 – – –3,587 – – –
  loans and promissory notes 20,000 – – – – –3,472 – – 16,528
  miscellaneous 126 – 13 – – –5 – – 134
 Deposits with banks 572,466 –19,000 40,393 – – –85,922 – – 507,937
 miscellaneous investments 117,936 – – 6,800,909 – –6,223,972 28 –22,256 672,645
  26,646,092 –465,154 1,367,231 27,405,118 – –26,561,123 64,669 –282,801 28,174,032
 Total investments (2)  56,359,196 –465,154 1,788,907 29,100,235 –1,212 –28,318,655 431,918 –306,961 58,588,274
 Total (1) + (2) 56,398,166 –465,154 1,788,907 29,103,630 –1,212 –28,319,004 431,918 –321,945 58,615,306
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to support hypo Real estate (hRe), the German federal government adopted a rescue 
package in october 2008, backed by the Deutsche Bundesbank and also the German 
financial services industry. munich Re participated in this rescue package and also in 
its follow-up financing at the end of 2009. for the further remediation of hRe, non-
strategic business units and risk positions were transferred to the wind-down entity 
fms Wertmanagement this october. the follow-up financing from 2009, which had 
expired, was replaced in December by a new bond issued by fms Wertmanagement, 
with a total volume of €16bn. its term is again one year. there is no legally enforceable 
government guarantee for this bond, but the German financial market stabilisation 
fund (soffin) is obligated by law and statute to compensate fms Wertmanagement 
for losses. munich Reinsurance company has taken up €49.4m of this bond, and eRGo 
a further €26m. the bond is shown under “bearer bonds and other fixed-interest secur-
ities”.

 Carrying amount Change due  Currency  Reclassi-    Carrying amount
 31.12.2009 to BilMoG translation Additions fications Disposals Write-ups Write-downs 31.12.2010
 €k €k €k €k €k €k €k €k €k
(1) Intangible assets 38,970 – – 3,395 – –349 – –14,984 27,032
(2) Investments         
 land, land rights and buildings, including buildings on third-party land 900,228  – 179,931 –1,212 –41,300 1,249 –20,784 1,018,112
 investments in affiliated companies and participating interests         
  shares in affiliated companies 26,783,953 – 411,760 1,502,100 – –1,460,524 366,000 –3,372 27,599,917
  loans to affiliated companies 1,772,415 – 6,010 2,000 – –250,983 – – 1,529,442
  participating interests 229,538 – 3,019 11,086 – –3,225 – –4 240,414
  loans to participating interests 26,970 – 887 – – –1,500 – – 26,357
  28,812,876 – 421,676 1,515,186 – –1,716,232 366,000 –3,376 29,396,130
 Other investments         
 shares, investment fund certificates and other non-fixed-interest securities 5,001,698 – 97,782 2,010,392 – –658,626 10,364 –27,274 6,434,336
 Bearer bonds and other fixed-interest securities 20,927,378 –446,154 1,228,810 18,593,817 – –19,584,529 54,277 –233,271 20,540,328
 loans secured on property 3,134 – – – – –1,010 – – 2,124
 other loans         
  Registered bonds 3,354 – 233 – – –3,587 – – –
  loans and promissory notes 20,000 – – – – –3,472 – – 16,528
  miscellaneous 126 – 13 – – –5 – – 134
 Deposits with banks 572,466 –19,000 40,393 – – –85,922 – – 507,937
 miscellaneous investments 117,936 – – 6,800,909 – –6,223,972 28 –22,256 672,645
  26,646,092 –465,154 1,367,231 27,405,118 – –26,561,123 64,669 –282,801 28,174,032
 Total investments (2)  56,359,196 –465,154 1,788,907 29,100,235 –1,212 –28,318,655 431,918 –306,961 58,588,274
 Total (1) + (2) 56,398,166 –465,154 1,788,907 29,103,630 –1,212 –28,319,004 431,918 –321,945 58,615,306
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Derivative financial instruments (derivatives) are financial contracts relating to one or 
more underlying assets.

Derivatives are generally valued at the acquisition cost or their fair value at the balance 
sheet date, whichever is the lower. a pending liability is taken into account through the 
posting of a provision for anticipated losses. upfront payments are capitalised and 
amortised over the term. one interest-rate swap (notional amount: €1,349m) to hedge 
the subordinated bond from the year 2007 against interest-rate risks has not been 
accounted for at fair value owing to its recognition as part of a hedging relationship in 
accordance with section 254 of the German commercial code and application of the 
“net method”. the change in market value of the interest-rate swap is recognised in 
determining the result of the hedging relationship. the positive market value of the 
interest-rate swap at the balance sheet date was €168m. total return swaps are part of 
hedge fund certificates. they are calculated as the difference between the total market 
value of the funds and the respective capital component (zerobonds), in line with the 
accounting requirement to divide items into a capital component and a derivative com-
ponent. the carrying amounts of the insurance derivatives (swap contracts and deriva-
tives embedded in cat bonds) are derived in the same way from the market values of 
the related insurance risk bonds. 

Recognised valuation methods are used to determine the fair values of derivatives not 
traded on the stock exchange. Details may be obtained from the following table.

  Carrying  Notional  
Derivatives Balance sheet item amount Fair value principal amount
  €k €k €k
Equity and index risks    

equity forwards other provisions – 745 58,366
equity/index futures other provisions –114 –46 22,254
total return swaps  other deferred asset items   
(hedge fund certificates)  10,971 6,308 190,000

Interest-rate risks    
interest-rate swaps other provisions – 15,792 454,258
interest-rate currency swaps other provisions –3,771 –3,771 387,611
interest-rate swaps (subordinated bond) other provisions – 167,699 1,349,050
inflation swaps other provisions –4,677  4,543 920,000
Bund and interest-rate futures other provisions –56,780 –56,313 7,059,837

Currency risks    
long currency options shares, investment fund certificates   
 and other non-fixed-interest securities 179 179 1,870,794
currency forwards other provisions –62,128 17,224  9,389,212              

Other transactions    
insurance derivatives i (swaps) other provisions –7,189 1,048 1,077,217        
insurance derivatives ii (cat bonds) other provisions –1,096 1,921 259,547 
 other deferred asset items 14  
 other deferred liability items –1,323  
insurance derivatives iii (long options) other investments 2,612 2,612 119,173
insurance derivatives iV                             other provisions –12,562 –14,103 60,573
Weather options (short)  other liabilities –2,272
single credit default swaps (swaps) other provisions –10,904 –10,508 515,085
 other deferred asset items 1,385  
 other deferred liability items –2,878
Basket credit default swaps other provisions –1,707 –6,279 1,469,974
 other deferred asset items 49
 other deferred liability items –4,947
options on commodities (long) other investments 474 474 277,888
commodity swaps other provisions –119 16,832 486,378
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the fair value of investments (excluding deposits retained on assumed reinsurance) 
amounts to €67.8bn. the relevant carrying amount totals €58.6bn. this results in valu-
ation reserves of €9.2bn for the financial year 2010.

the valuation reserves contain hidden losses of €41m for participating interests, of 
which €25m is apportionable to one company whose sole object is the holding of 
shares in a listed company. the fair value based on the shares’ stock market price must 
be regarded as inappropriate. this is confirmed by the discounted earnings value 
determined by the central reporting office of the German insurance association, which 
gives a fair value of the participating interest well above the book value. We have there-
fore refrained from making a write-down.  

further hidden losses of €15m are apportionable to an investment holding company 
whose sole purpose, too, is the holding of shares in a listed company. however, due to 
the low trading volume involved and small free float, the stock market price of these 
shares is not very meaningful. no write-down has been made because the net asset 
value per share is higher than the stock market price and also higher than the carrying 
amount per underlying share in the holding company.

Derivatives Pricing method Parameters Pricing model
Equity and index risks

otc stock options theoretical price listing of underlying shares Black-scholes 
  effective volatilities (european) 
    money-market interest rate cox, Ross and Rubin-
  Dividend yield stein (american)
equity forwards theoretical price money-market interest rate present-value method
    share price  
    Dividend yield  
equity/index futures Quoted price  
total return swaps (hedge  theoretical price  market values of the funds present-value method
fund certificates)   interest-rate curve  

Interest-rate risks      
interest-rate swaps theoretical price swap curve present-value method
    money-market interest-rate curve  
interest-rate currency swaps theoretical price swap curve present-value method
    money-market interest-rate curve  
    currency spot rates  
inflation swaps theoretical price  Zero coupon inflation swap rates present-value method
    interest-rate curve  
Bund and interest-rate futures Quoted price  

Currency risks      
currency options theoretical price Volatility Garman-Kohlhagen
    currency spot rates  
    money-market interest-rate curve  
currency forwards theoretical price currency spot rates present-value method
    money-market interest-rate curve  

Other transactions      
insurance derivatives theoretical price  market values of the cat bonds present-value method
    interest-rate curve  
credit default swaps theoretical price  credit spreads present-value method
    Recovery rates  
    interest-rate curve  
commodity swaps Quoted price  
commodity options theoretical price listing of underlying shares Black-scholes 
  effective volatilities (european)  
  money-market interest rate cox, Ross and Rubin- 
   stein (american)
Weather options theoretical price event estimates monte carlo
  historical data
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the valuation reserves also contain hidden losses of €13m for loans. no write-downs 
have been made, because the impairments in value are only temporary (the  
carrying amount corresponds to the loans’ redemption amount). 

the fair values of real estate are determined once a year, generally using the capitalised 
earnings value; new buildings are valued at cost at the balance sheet date. in the case 
of shares in affiliated companies, participating interests, equities, investment fund cer-
tificates and other non-fixed interest securities, the market prices on the balance sheet 
date are used if the investments concerned are listed on the stock market. if no market 
prices are available, we calculate the value using the discounted earnings method or use 
net asset values. in the case of unlisted new acquisitions, we use the acquisition cost. 

the fair values of fixed-interest securities listed on the stock market are determined on 
the basis of the market prices at the balance sheet date. in the case of fixed-interest 
securities not listed on the stock market, we determine the values using recognised  
valuation methods in accordance with the present-value principle on the basis of inter-
est-rate curves.

at 31 December 2010, the company held shares of more than 10% in several German 
and foreign investment funds.

(3) information on shareholdings

a list of all our shareholdings can be found on page 122 ff.

Investments – Fair values and valuation reserves

 Carrying  Valuation
 amounts Fair values reserves
€m 31.12.2010 31.12.2010 31.12.2010
land, land rights and buildings, including buildings on third-party land 1,018 2,356 1,338
investments in affiliated companies and participating interests 

shares in affiliated companies 27,600 33,221 5,621
loans to affiliated companies 1,530 1,614 84
participating interests 240 377 137
loans to participating interests  26 36 10
 29,396 35,248 5,852

other investments
shares, investment fund certificates and other non-fixed-interest securities 6,434 7,525 1,091
Bearer bonds and other fixed-interest securities  20,540 21,500 960
loans secured on property 2 2 –
other loans 17 16 –1
Deposits with banks 508 508 –
miscellaneous investments 673 673 –
 28,174 30,224 2,050

Total investments 58,588 67,828 9,240

    Distribution 
    received in the 
€m Market value Carrying amount Difference financial year 
equity funds 4,583 4,420 163 35
Bond funds 1,383 1,093 290 5
Total 5,966 5,513 453 40
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(4) Deferred items

these include €1.8m for a difference (as defined in section 250 para. 3 of the German 
commercial code) in respect of the settlement amount of a liability towards banks.

(5) excess of plan assets over pension liabilities

a total settlement amount of €703m for liabilities from pension commitments is more 
than covered by plan assets with a total fair value of €723m. netting at individual plan 
level results in both an excess of €24m of plan assets over pension liabilities, which has 
to be capitalised, and a pension provision of €4m. the acquisition costs of the assets to 
be netted amounts to €686m. the income from these assets and the interest charges 
for the pension provisions and comparable long-term commitments in the financial 
year totalled €80m and €65m respectively.

Notes to the balance sheet – Equity and liabilities

(6) equity

the total share capital of €587,725,396.48 at 31 December 2010 is divided into 
188,468,471 no-par-value registered shares, each fully paid up and entitled to one vote.

composition of the capital authorised for capital increases:

composition of contingent capital:

the withdrawal from the revenue reserves due to the share buy-back programme 
amounts to €1,300m. a total of €517m has been allocated to the revenue reserves as a 
result of the first-time application of BilmoG. a further €245m has been transferred to 
the revenue reserves by the Board of management. net retained profits include a profit 
of €63m carried forward from the previous year. €38m resulting from the capitalisation 
of assets at fair value is subject to a restriction on distribution in accordance with sec-
tion 268 para. 8 of the German commercial code.

By resolution of the annual General meeting on 22 april 2009, munich Reinsurance 
company was authorised to buy back shares amounting to a maximum of 10% of the 
share capital up to 21 october 2010. this authorisation was cancelled by the annual 
General meeting on 28 april 2010 and replaced by a new one, authorising the Board of 
management to buy back shares amounting to a maximum of 10% of the share capital 
up to 27 april 2015. since the German act implementing the shareholders’ Rights 
Directive came into force on 1 september 2009, the authorisation may now be granted – 
as with authorisations for capital increases – for a period of up to five years. 

€m 31.12.2010
authorised capital increase 2009 (until 21 april 2014) 280
authorised capital increase 2006 (until 18 april 2011) 5
Total 285

€m 31.12.2010
contingent capital increase 2010 (until 27 april 2015) 117
Total 117
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on 31 December 2010, a total of 8,089,888 munich Reinsurance company shares with 
a calculated nominal value of around €25.2m were held by Group companies. this 
 represents 4.3% of the share capital. 

on 1 october 2009, munich Reinsurance company’s Board of management decided on 
a share buy-back programme, thus availing itself of the authorisation granted by the 
annual General meeting on 22 april 2009, in accordance with section 71 para. 1 item 8 
of the German stock companies act. in the period from 2 october 2009 to 21 april 
2010, a total of 8,933,153 munich Reinsurance company shares were acquired via the 
stock exchange. these own shares were retired on 28 april 2010 in a simplified pro-
cess, without reducing the share capital, by adjusting the proportion of the company’s 
share capital represented by each of the remaining no-par-value shares.

on 7 may 2010, munich Reinsurance company’s Board of management decided on a 
further share buy-back programme, thus availing itself of the authorisation granted by 
the annual General meeting on 28 april 2010, in accordance with section 71 para. 1 
item 8 of the German stock companies act. the share buy-back is restricted to a total 
purchase price (excluding incidental expenses) of €1bn up to the 2011 annual General 
meeting. from 25 may 2010 to 31 December 2010, a total of 6,089,668 shares were 
purchased at an average price of €106.68. altogether in 2010, a total of 11,797,271 
shares were acquired at an average price of €110.16. 

in 2010, no employee share programmes were set up for the employees of munich 
Reinsurance company or of dependent Group companies or enterprises in which the 
company has a majority shareholding. all the 255 shares left over from munich Rein-
surance company’s 2008 employee share programme were sold in the financial year 
2010 at an average price of €112.63 each, so that the company has none remaining in 
its portfolio.  

one subsidiary holds 1,609,067 shares to hedge stock appreciation rights granted to 
the Board of management and top munich Reinsurance company executives since 
1999. in 2010, no shares were acquired for hedging these programmes, and a total of 
222,728 shares were sold at an average price of €116.15. 

in the financial year 2010, companies of the eRGo insurance Group acquired 63 shares 
at an average price of €116.71 each to cover future commitments from the long-term 
incentive plans launched since 2002 and sold 70,099 shares at a price of €120.07 each. 
together with the remaining munich Re shares acquired to hedge the stock appreci-
ation rights granted in prior years, the eRGo insurance Group had a total portfolio of 
224,057 shares at 31 December 2010. 

meaG munich eRGo assetmanagement Gmbh acquired 34,000 shares at €104.13 
each in the financial year 2010 to safeguard obligations from its long-term incentive 
plan and sold 6,658 shares at an average price of €112.04, leaving it with a portfolio of 
167,096 munich Re shares. 

the acquisition costs of all munich Re shares in the possession of Group companies at 
the end of the financial year totalled €845,729,551.24.

the company has received the following notifications pursuant to section 21 of the 
German securities trading act regarding voting-right percentages (status at  
31 December 2010):

in october 2010, Warren e. Buffett, usa, notified us that his share of the voting rights 
in our company had exceeded the threshold of 10% and totalled 10.244% (19,306,100  
voting rights) on 12 october 2010. of this, 10.191% (19,206,100 voting rights) was 
attribut able to Warren e. Buffett in accordance with section 22 para. 1 sentence 1 item 
1 of the German securities trading act. Voting rights attributable to him are held by 
the following companies under his control whose voting rights in our company amount 
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to 3% or more: Berkshire hathaway inc., oBh llc and national indemnity company. 
as regards the objectives pursued in acquiring the voting rights and the origin of the 
funds used for the acquisition, Warren e. Buffett and the aforementioned companies 
each notified us as follows on 15 october 2010, in accordance with section 27a para. 1 
of the German securities trading act: the investment serves the purpose of making 
trading profits and not of implementing strategic objectives. the intention is to acquire 
further voting rights within the next 12 months, but not to exert an influence on the 
compos ition of munich Re’s management or supervisory boards or to significantly 
change the company’s capital structure, particularly with regard to the equity-debt 
ratio or the dividend policy. the acquisition of voting rights in our company was 
financed from own resources. 

in may 2010, BlackRock inc., new york, usa, notified us that its share of the voting 
rights in our company had exceeded the threshold of 5% on 6 may 2010 and totalled 
6.15% (11,592,279 voting rights) on that date. these voting rights are attributable to 
BlackRock in accordance with section 22 of the German securities trading act  
(para. 1, sentence 1, item 6 in conjunction with sentence 2). in this connection, the  
following companies notified us that they held 3% or more of the voting rights in our 
company: BlackRock financial management, inc., BlackRock holdco 2, inc., BlackRock 
international holdings inc., BR Jersey international holdings l.p., BlackRock advisors 
holdings inc.

(7) subordinated liabilities

the subordinated bonds issued in 2003 with nominal values of €3,000m and £300m 
will mature in 2023 (euro tranche) and 2028 (pound sterling tranche) and are callable 
by us for the first time on 21 June 2013 and 21 June 2018 respectively.

in June 2007, the company issued another subordinated bond with a volume of 
€1,500m. We have hedged the interest-rate risk by means of an interest-rate swap on 
the nominal amount of the bond and recognise this as a hedging relationship, details of 
which are provided on page 110. it is a perpetual bond, callable by us from ten years 
after the date of issue.

the remaining term of the subordinated liabilities with a total amount of €4,599m is 
more than five years.

the company’s subordinated bonds have been given the following ratings by the lead-
ing rating agencies:

Subordinated liabilities

€m 31.12.2010
subordinated bonds 2003/2023, €2,900m1

6.75% p.a. until 2013, thereafter floating 2,900
subordinated bonds 2003/2028, £300m
7.625% p.a. until 2018, thereafter floating 350
subordinated bonds 2007/perpetual, €1,349m2 
5.767% p.a. until 2017, thereafter floating 1,349
Total 4,599

1 With original nominal value of €3,000m (thereof €2,900m outstanding).
2 With original nominal value of €1,500m (thereof €1,349m outstanding).
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(8) special reserve

the special reserve has been posted in accordance with section 6b of the German 
income tax act. in the financial year 2010, owing to the introduction of the German act 
to modernise accounting law (BilmoG) and the related abolition of the “tax dictates 
financial accounting” principle, we reversed the special reserve and added the amount 
concerned to the revenue reserves with no impact on profit or loss. 

(9) technical provisions by class of business

the claims provisions shown have been influenced both by payments made in the year 
under review and by expenses or income from increasing or reducing the provision 
respectively. 

claims expenses for the year under review less the payments already made in the same 
year increase the provisions. the provisions for previous years are reduced by the pay-
ments made in the year under review for these years. as the provisions are determined 

1 With original nominal value of €3,000m (thereof €2,900m outstanding).
2 With original nominal value of €1,500m (thereof €1,349m outstanding).

Rating

  A.M. Best Fitch Moody’s S&P
Bonds identification numbers
subordinated bonds 2003/2023  WKn: 843278 a+ a a2 (hyb) a
€2,900m1 isin: Xs0166965797
6.75% p.a. until 2013, thereafter floating Reuters: De016696579=
 Bloomberg: munRe
subordinated bonds 2003/2028  WKn: 843449 a+ a a2 (hyb) a
£300m isin: Xs0167260529
7.625% p.a. until 2018, thereafter floating Reuters: De016726052=
 Bloomberg: munRe
subordinated bonds 2007/perpetual  WKn: a0n4eX a a a3 (hyb) a
€1,349m2 isin: Xs0304987042
5.767% p.a. until 2017, thereafter floating Reuters: De030498704=
 Bloomberg: munRe

    Claims   
    equalisation   Reserves
  Provision for  provision   as %
 Unearned  future policy Claims and similar Other  of net 
€m premiums benefits provision provisions provisions Total premiums
life 631 8,762 1,079 10 448 10,930 197
health 208 1,025 490 5 28 1,756 59
accident 41 317 3,495 202 23 4,078 1,744
liability 245 – 11,490 496 1 12,232 927
motor 672 – 5,447 487 –93 6,513 332
marine 209 – 1,039 539 7 1,794 223
aviation 218 – 1,204 1,035 – 2,457 443
fire 620 – 3,235 3,470 84 7,409 253
engineering 630 – 2,106 343 2 3,081 342
other classes 256 – 1,519 1,324 46 3,145 191
non-life combined 3,099 1,342 30,025 7,901 98 42,465 319
Total 3,730 10,104 31,104 7,911 546 53,395 283
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using best estimates based on claims information and past claims experience, as well 
as estimates of future claims development, it is inevitable that the relevant estimate 
will regularly change as knowledge of claims cases grows in the year under review. 

the claims equalisation provision and similar provisions break down as follows:

(10) other accrued liabilities

as a consequence of the changeover to the BilmoG rules, the pension provisions have 
greatly decreased. as at 1 January 2010, provisions for employees’ pensions and similar 
commitments totalled €656m. With the changeover, these fell by €19m to €637m, of 
which €11m has been recognised in the revenue reserves and €8m in other income and 
expenses. under the BilmoG regulations, assets that are not accessible to creditors and 
serve solely to settle liabilities arising from pension commitments or comparable long-
term commitments have to be netted with these liabilities. as at 1 January 2010, the 
carrying amount of these assets recognised in the financial statements amounted to 
€625m. the assets netted with the related liabilities are measured at fair value, which 
totalled €647m as at 1 January 2010. the write-up of €22m was recognised in income. 
the netting resulted in a reduction of €635m in the provisions and in the correspond-
ing asset items as at 1 January 2010. there was an excess of €12m of plan assets  
over pension liabilities as at 1 January 2010, an amount which increased to €24m by  
31 December 2010. in addition, there was a pension provision of €2m, which increased 
to €4m over the course of the year.

as at 31 December 2010, prior to netting, the provision for employees’ pensions and 
similar commitments totalled €703m, compared with assets of €723m prior to netting.  

for semi-retirement commitments, a settlement amount of €40m compares with 
assets of €20m to be netted. the acquisition costs of the assets to be netted amounts 
to €20m.

We have agreed to pay pensions to nearly all our staff and their surviving dependants. 
these commitments are to be met partly by the company itself and partly by the 
munich Re staff pension fund. there are pension provisions of €0 for former members 
of the Board of management or their surviving dependants.

the other provisions include, in particular, a provision of €649,257k for unrealised 
 currency gains. 

for personnel expenses not yet payable on the balance sheet date, provisions of 
€204,669k have been posted.

there are provisions of €161,999k for anticipated losses from derivatives.

€k 31.12.2010 31.12.2009
claims equalisation provision 7,529,667 7,664,244
provision for major risks 381,243 360,195

thereof:
for nuclear facilities  75,889 72,608
for pharmaceutical products liability 79,055 74,457
for terrorism risks 226,299 213,130

Total 7,910,910 8,024,439
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(11) amounts due to banks

on the balance sheet date, amounts due to banks totalled €1,510m (502m). the change 
is due to short-term term money borrowings. the amounts due to banks at the balance 
sheet date had a remaining term of less than five years. 

(12) hedging relationships

hedge accounting is used for the following economic hedges:

Type of hedging    Type of    
relationship Hedged items Hedging instruments risks Amount of risks hedged 
 types and volumes types and volumes    
portfolio hedges foreign currency liabilities foreign currency assets currency  Recognition of change in the fair value
   risks of hedged items and hedging instruments
    in the balance sheet and income
    statement, owing to use of “gross
    method” for hedging relationships
 Volumes of the most important foreign currency liabilities
 and assets recognised as hedging relationships as at 
 31 December 2010:
 – australian dollar: €3,028m (€2,313m)
 – Japanese yen: €70,197m (€645m)
 – canadian dollar: €5,886m (€4,415m)
 – pound sterling €4,970m (5,800m)
 – tawian dollar: €13,609m (€348m)
 – us dollar €23,161m (€17,265m)
 – chinese renminbi €7,266m (€822m)   
micro-hedge subordinated bond   interest-rate swap; interest-  accounting at nominal value 
 2007/perpetual; nominal  nominal volume €1,349m rate risk as far as hedge is effective, no recognition
 volume/book value   market value at 31 December    of change in the fair value of hedged
 €1,349,050,000.00  2010: €167,698,659.06  item and hedging instrument either
 5.767% p.a. until 2017 Receive fix 5.767% p.a., pay    in the balance sheet or in the income
  euRiBoR 3 months + spread    statement, owing to use of “net method” 
  101.35 Bp  for hedging relationship

 Details of effectiveness
Reason scope period method for measuring effectiveness
currency match compensation of countervailing   according to duration of liabilities critical term match method, prospective
 changes in fair values due to changes 
 in exchange rates  
 effectiveness 100%  Dollar offset method, retrospective
identity of  probable compensation of counter-  term until June 2017 critical term match method, prospective
underlying vailing changes in the fair values  
 due to interest-rate changes
currency match   
identical  effectiveness 99.44%  Dollar offset method, retrospective
parameters
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Notes to the income statement

(13) Reinsurance underwriting result by class of business

(14) interest on technical provisions

We have calculated the interest on technical provisions in accordance with section 38 
of the German accounting Regulations for insurance companies and – where pre-
scribed there – have transferred it from the non-technical to the technical account.

(15) personnel expenses

the management expenses include the following personnel expenses:

(16) investment income

the write-ups result mainly from the reversal of write-downs because the reasons  
for these write-downs no longer apply.

(17) investment expenses

€98.5m of the write-downs are for impairments as per section 253 para. 3  sentences 3 
and 4 of the German commercial code.

  Underwriting result before   
  claims equalisation Change in claims 
 Gross premiums provision and similar  equalisation provision  Combined ratio
 written provisions and similar provisions %
€m 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009
life 6,299 5,415 183 303 0 0 – –
health 3,056 1,964 –21 19 0 0 100.7 99.1
accident 261 354 99 –160 –187 –13 61.6 147.7
liability 1,378 1,465 –582 –786 220 468 144.8 155.3
motor 2,024 1,618 100 70 –74 82 94.1 95.7
marine 857 960 72 63 9 –110 91.5 92.8
aviation 615 590 63 56 –93 –52 88.7 88.3
fire 3,245 3,282 60 1,356 89 –214 97.6 55.4
engineering 960 1,061 –153 150 304 126 117.4 85.6
other classes 1,715 1,613 170 –566 –154 433 89.4 136.3
non-life combined 14,111 12,907 –192 202 114 720 101.4 98.2
Total 20,410 18,322 –9 505 114 720 – –

€k 2010 Prev. year
Wages and salaries 411,248 340,242
social insurance contributions and voluntary assistance 66,345 63,877
expenses for employees’ pensions 29,789 35,641
Total 507,382 439,760
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(18) tax accounting influences

there are no tax accounting influences.

(19) long-term incentive plan

every year since 1 July 1999, munich Reinsurance company has set up long-term incen-
tive plans, each with a term of seven years. from 1999 to 2009, the members of the 
Board of management and senior management in munich, and the top executives in 
munich Re’s international organisation were participants in the scheme. since 2010, 
these share-price-related remuneration plans are only provided for senior management 
members and selected top executives in the international organisation. participants 
receive a certain number of stock appreciation rights. 

the relevant initial share price for the stock appreciation rights is calculated from the 
average of closing prices for munich Re shares in frankfurt Xetra trading over the last 
three months prior to plan commencement. the initial price for the 2010 long-term 
incentive plan is €109.11. as a result of munich Reinsurance company’s capital increase 
in the financial year 2003, the initial share prices for the stock appreciation rights 
issued up to then and the number of stock appreciation rights already granted were 
adjusted in accordance with the conditions. in the year under review, a total of 675,029 
stock appreciation rights were granted. the future obligations arising from the long-
term incentive plans are covered by munich Reinsurance company shares. 

the personnel expenses and income incurred for the stock appreciation rights are 
determined on the basis of the change in the fair value of the underlying options. the 
fair value recognises not only the intrinsic value (difference between current share price 
and initial share price of the stock appreciation rights) but also the possibility of growth 
in value up to the date of forfeiture or expiry of the rights and is determined on the basis 
of recognised valuation models, taking into account the exercise conditions. at each 
balance sheet date, the fair value is calculated and reserved; this amount is recognised 
in full. in the year under review, provisions of €36.7m had to be posted. the personnel 
expense/income recognised in the income statement corresponds to the change in the 
provision in the year under review, taking into consideration any rights exercised. in 
2010, this resulted in expenses of €15.1m. the weighted average share price for the 
stock appreciation rights exercised in 2010 was €111.26 for plan year 2003, €117.66 for 
plan year 2004, and €116.69 for plan year 2005. the intrinsic value of the exercisable 
stock appreciation rights amounted to €10.9m at the balance sheet date.
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each stock appreciation right entitles the holder to draw in cash the difference between 
the munich Re share price at the time when the right is exercised and the initial share 
price. the stock appreciation rights may only be exercised after a two-year vesting 
period and then only if the share price is at least 20% higher than the initial price. in 
addition, munich Re shares must have outperformed the euRo stoXX 50 twice at the 
end of a three-month period during the term of the plan. the gross amount that may be 
obtained from the exercising of the stock appreciation rights is limited to an increase of 
150% of the initial share price.

Munich Reinsurance Company’s Long-Term Incentive Plans 2003–2010

 Incentive Incentive Incentive Incentive Incentive Incentive Incentive Incentive
 Plan 2003 Plan 2004 Plan 2005 Plan 2006 Plan 2007 Plan 2008 Plan 2009 Plan 2010
plan commencement  1.7.2003 1.7.2004 1.7.2005 1.7.2006 1.7.2007 1.7.2008 1.7.2009 1.7.2010
plan end  30.6.2010 30.6.2011 30.6.2012 30.6.2013 30.6.2014 30.6.2015 30.6.2016 30.6.2017
old initial share price €86.24 – – – – – – –
new initial share price after 
2003 capital increase  €82.02 €88.65 €88.10 €108.87 €134.07 €121.84 €97.57 €109.11
intrinsic value 2010 for one right  €31.28 €24.65 €25.20 €4.43 – – €15.73  €4.19
fair value 2010 for one right – €24.75 €25.30 €10.25 €5.65 €9.15  €17.10 €14.22
number of rights 
on 31 December 2003 439,581 – – – – – – –

additions – 456,336 – – – – – –
exercised – – – – – – – –
forfeited 2,354  – – – – – – –

number of rights 
on 31 December 2004 437,227 456,336 – – – – – –

additions 320  1,697 485,527 – – – – –
exercised 177,748 – – – – – – –
forfeited 121  2,005 – – – – – –

number of rights 
on 31 December 2005 259,678 456,028 485,527 – – – – –

additions –  – – 443,609 – – – –
exercised 63,942 119,363 – – – – – –
forfeited –  – – 1,019 – – – –

number of rights
on 31 December 2006 195,736 336,665 485,527 442,590 – – – –

additions – – – 6,123 341,737 – – –
exercised 70,690 85,652 84,329 – – – – –
forfeited – – 3,892 8,514 503 – – –

number of rights 
on 31 December 2007 125,046 251,013 397,306 440,199 341,234 – – –

additions – – – – 4,013 444,104 – –
exercised 40,045 31,582 31,716 – – – – –
forfeited – 1,069 – 5,388 5,848 3,063 – –

number of rights 
on 31 December 2008 85,001 218,362 365,590 434,811 339,399 441,041 – –

additions  – – – – – 463 459,271 –
exercised  24,085 8,906 19,213 – – – – –
forfeited  – – 715 2,904 2,804 4,194 – –

number of rights
on 31 December 2009 60,916 209,456 345,662 431,907 336,595 437,310 459,271 –

additions  – – – – – – – 675,029
exercised  60,916 120,331 72,662  – – – – –
forfeited  –   1,833 1,936 1,653 1,379 1,462 1,287 – 

number of rights
on 31 December 2010 – 87,292 271,064 430,254 335,216 435,848 457,984 675,029  
Exercisable at year-end   – 87,292 271,064   430,254  335,216 435,848   – –
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stock appreciation rights not exercised on the last trading day of the plan term are 
exercised on the participant’s behalf insofar as the prerequisites for this are met. if the 
prerequisites are not met, the stock appreciation rights are forfeited. if another com-
pany acquires control of munich Reinsurance company or if the latter’s group of share-
holders changes significantly due to a merger or comparable transaction or intended 
business combination (“change of control”), all plan participants may exercise their 
stock appreciation rights within 60 days after the change of control becomes effective, 
even if the prerequisites for exercising the rights are not yet met at that juncture.

(20) mid-term incentive plan

since 1 January 2009, munich Reinsurance company has set up mid-term incentive 
plans, each with a term of three years. entitled to participate in these cash-settled 
share-price-related remuneration plans are members of senior management in munich, 
and – for 2009 only – the members of the Board of management. the participants 
receive performance share units (psus). in the fourth year after plan commencement, 
participants are entitled to a bonus payment dependent on the achievement of value-
based performance targets and the increase in the total shareholder return (tsR).

the plan conditions are structured as follows: 

the calculation factors are, on the one hand, value-based performance targets and, on 
the other, the total shareholder return of munich Reinsurance company shares. 

the value-based performance targets are set in the form of an average target to be 
achieved over the years of the plan and are allocated according to responsibilities. 

the share-based factor tsR represents the total return on munich Re shares and com-
prises share price increases plus dividends paid over a certain observation period. the 
initial tsR value and the final tsR value are determined from the average of the last 60 
days prior to plan commencement and plan termination respectively.
 
at plan commencement, the psus are granted as follows: the contractual target 
amount for 100% achievement of the performance targets is divided by the initial tsR 
value. the total return index of the Xetra listing of munich Re shares, starting on  
22 January 1996, is used for the tsR.

the final number of psus is calculated by multiplying the psus at plan commence-
ment by the percentage achievement of the performance target at plan termination. 
the number of psus may fluctuate between 0 and 1.5 times the initially allocated 
number. 

payment is capped if the tsR doubles. the maximum amount payable is limited to 
150% of the target amount for members of the Board of management, and to 300% of 
the target amount for senior management.

the basis for full and partial allocation of psus is the year of commencement (= first 
plan year). a pro rata temporis arrangement applies for participants joining or leaving 
the plan during the year. 

the mid-term incentive plan at the reporting date is valued indirectly at the fair value 
of the liabilities. the fair value takes account of the value-based performance target 
and the total shareholder return during the performance period. to this end, the tsR 
index value observed in the market is updated with the current dividend yield of munich 
Re shares at the termination date and discounted with appropriate market interest 
rates.
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in the financial year 2010, expenses of €9,902k were recognised for the mid-term 
incentive plans. the provision at the reporting date amounted to €19,864k.

(21) income and expenses from currency translation

€406m from currency translation has been recognised in other income and €136m in 
other expenses.

(22) income from the discounting of provisions

the other income contains €56.3m from the discounting of provisions.

(23) Remuneration report 

the total remuneration of munich Reinsurance company’s Board of management 
amounted to €11.7m and that of the supervisory Board to €1.6m, which does not 
include remuneration of €0.2m for membership of supervisory boards of other Group 
companies. all other disclosures on the remuneration of and loans to Board members, 
on share trading and shares held by the members of the Board of management and the 
supervisory Board, and on the structure of the Board of management’s remuneration 
system can be found in the remuneration report on page 50 ff.

payments to retired members of the Board of management or their surviving depend-
ants totalled €5,633k.

as at 31 December 2010, the pension provisions and provisions for comparable benefits 
for former members of the Board of management and their surviving dependants 
amounted to €0 after netting with the plan assets (contractual trust agreement). the 
total value of the commmitment was €94,788k.

the members of the supervisory Board and Board of management did not receive any 
cash advances or loans in the year under review; no contingent liabilities were entered 
into for their benefit.

Munich Reinsurance Company’s Mid-Term Incentive Plan 2009 and 2010

 Incentive  Incentive
 Plan 2009 Plan 2010
plan commencement 1.1.2009 1.1.2010
plan end 31.12.2011 31.12.2012
fair value 2010 for one right €200.41 €202.45
number of rights (for 100% achievement of objectives) on 1 January 2009  56,741 –

additions – –
forfeited – –

number of rights (for 100% achievement of objectives) 
on 31 December 2009  56,741 –
number of rights (for 100% achievement of objectives) 
on 1 January 2010  56,741 38,284

additions – –
forfeited 245 –

number of rights (for 100% achievement of objectives) 
on 31 December 2010  56,496 38,284
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(24) Governing bodies of the 
company

Board of Management

Dr. jur. Nikolaus von Bomhard
(chairman of the Board of management)
(chairman of the Group committee)
Group Development
Group investments
Group communications
Group audit
Group executive affairs

Dr. rer. pol. Ludger Arnoldussen
Germany, asia pacific and africa
services

Dr. rer. pol. Thomas Blunck
special and financial Risks
Reinsurance investments
central procurement

Georg Daschner
europe and latin america

Dr. rer. nat. Torsten Jeworrek
(chairman of the Reinsurance  
committee)
Reinsurance Development
corporate underwriting
accounting, controlling and central 
Reserving for Reinsurance
information technology
Global Business architecture
Geo Risks Research/corporate climate 
centre

Dr. rer. pol. Peter Röder
Global clients and north america

Dr. jur. Jörg Schneider
Group Reporting
Group controlling
corporate finance m&a
integrated Risk management
Group legal, compliance
Group taxation
investor and Rating agency Relations

Dr. oec. publ. Wolfgang Strassl
(Board member responsible for personnel 
and welfare matters, within the meaning 
of section 33 of the German co-Deter-
mination act)
healthcare
human Resources

Dr. oec. publ. Joachim Wenning
life

Supervisory Board

Dr. jur. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler
(chairman)
member since 2 January 2004,  
last re-elected on 22 april 2009
former chairman of the Board of 
 management of munich Reinsurance 
company

Hans Peter Claußen
(Deputy chairman)
member since 22 april 2009
employee of D.a.s. allgemeine Rechts-
schutz-Versicherungs-aG

Herbert Bach
member since 9 December 1994, 
last re-elected on 22 april 2009
employee of munich Reinsurance 
 company

Dina Bösch
member since 22 april 2009
member of the national executive Board 
of ver.di (trades union)

Frank Fassin
member since 22 april 2009
Regional section head financial  services, 
ver.di north Rhine-Westphalia

Dr. jur. Benita Ferrero-Waldner
member since 12 february 2010
former member of the european 
 commission

Christian Fuhrmann
member since 22 april 2009
head of Divisional unit,
munich Reinsurance company

Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Peter Gruss
member since 22 april 2009
president of the max planck society for 
the advancement of science

Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Dr.-Ing. e. h. 
Henning Kagermann
member since 22 July 1999, 
last re-elected on 22 april 2009
president of acatech – German academy 
of science and engineering

Peter Löscher
member since 22 april 2009
chairman of the Board of management 
of siemens aG
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Wolfgang Mayrhuber
member since 13 December 2002, 
last re-elected on 22 april 2009
former chairman of the Board of man-
agement of Deutsche lufthansa aG

Silvia Müller
member since 22 april 2009
employee of eRGo Versicherungs -
gruppe aG

Marco Nörenberg
member since 22 april 2009
employee of eRGo Versicherungs  -
gruppe aG

Reinhard Pasch
member since 22 april 2009
employee of eRGo Versicherungs-
gruppe aG

Dr. e. h. Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Pischetsrieder
member since 17 april 2002, 
last re-elected on 22 april 2009
consultant to the Board of management 
of Volkswagen aG

Anton van Rossum
member since 22 april 2009
former chief executive officer and 
former member of the Board of fortis

Andrés Ruiz Feger
member since 22 april 2009
employee of münchener Rückver-
sicherungs-Gesellschaft sucursal de 
españa y portugal 

Richard Sommer
member since 22 april 2009
trades union secretary and
head of the federal specialist Group, 
insurances, ver.di

Dr. phil. Ron Sommer
member since 5 november 1998, 
last re-elected on 22 april 2009
member of the Board of management of 
Jfsc  sistema, moscow

Dr. Ing. Thomas Wellauer
member until 30 september 2010
former member of the executive 
 committee of novartis international aG 

Membership of the Supervisory Board 
Committees

standing committee
Dr. jur. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler 
(chairman)
Herbert Bach
Hans Peter Claußen 
Wolfgang Mayrhuber 
Dr. e. h. Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Pischetsrieder

personnel committee
Dr. jur. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler 
(chairman)
Herbert Bach
Dr. e. h. Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Pischetsrieder

audit committee
Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Dr.-Ing. e. h.
Henning Kagermann 
(chairman)
Christian Fuhrmann 
Marco Nörenberg 
Anton van Rossum 
Dr. jur. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler

nomination committee
Dr. jur. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler 
(chairman)
Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Dr.-Ing. e. h. 
Henning Kagermann 
Dr. e. h. Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Pischetsrieder

conference committee
Dr. jur. Hans-Jürgen Schinzler 
(chairman)
Herbert Bach
Hans Peter Claußen 
Dr. e. h. Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Pischetsrieder

a report on the remuneration of the Board 
of management and the supervisory 
Board is provided on page 50 ff.
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other seats held by Board members

Board of Management1 Seats held on supervisory boards 
of other German companies

Membership of comparable bodies 
of German and foreign business 
enterprises

Dr. jur. nikolaus von Bomhard 
(chairman)

commeRZBanK aG
eRGo Versicherungsgruppe aG2 
(chairman)
munich health holding aG2

(chairman)

–

Dr. rer. pol. ludger arnoldussen – –
Dr. rer. pol. thomas Blunck münchener & magdeburger 

agrarversicherung aG
Global aerospace underwriting 
managers ltd. (Gaum), london
new Reinsurance company ltd., 
Zurich (chairman)

Georg Daschner – –
Dr. rer. nat. torsten Jeworrek – –

Dr. rer. pol. peter Röder eXtRemus Versicherungs-aG munich Re america corp., 
Wilmington2

munich Re america, inc., 
princeton2

Dr. jur. Jörg schneider meaG munich eRGo 
Kapitalanlagegesellschaft mbh2 
(chairman)

–

Dr. oec. publ. Wolfgang strassl – apollo munich health insurance 
company ltd., hyderabad, india
storebrand helseforsikring as, 
oslo 

Dr. oec. publ. Joachim Wenning – –
1 status: 31 December 2010.
2 own group company within the meaning of section 18 of the German stock companies act. 
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1  status: 31 December 2010 (in the case of members who have left the supervisory Board, the information shows the status 
at the date of their departure). 

2 own group company within the meaning of section 18 of the German stock companies act.

Supervisory Board1 Seats held on supervisory boards 
of other German companies

Membership of comparable
bodies of German and foreign 
business enterprises

Dr. jur. hans-Jürgen schinzler 
(chairman)

metRo aG unicredit s.p.a., Genoa

hans peter claußen  
(Deputy chairman)

D.a.s. allgemeine Rechtsschutz-
Versicherungs-aG2 
eRGo Versicherungsgruppe aG2

–

herbert Bach – –
Dina Bösch – –
frank fassin eRGo Versicherungsgruppe aG2 

provinzial nordWest holding aG
–

Dr. jur. Benita ferrero-Waldner Gamesa corporación 
 tecnológica. s.a.

–

christian fuhrmann – munich Re holding company (uK) 
ltd., london2

prof. Dr. rer. nat. peter Gruss siemens aG –
prof. Dr. rer. nat. Dr.-ing. e. h. 
henning Kagermann

Bayerische motoren-Werke aG 
Deutsche Bank aG
Deutsche post aG

nokia corporation, finland
Wipro ltd., india

peter löscher – –
Wolfgang mayrhuber Bayerische motoren-Werke aG

lufthansa-technik aG2

uBs Deutschland aG

aua austrian airlines, austria2

Brussels airlines, Belgium2

heico corporation, miami

silvia müller eRGo Versicherungsgruppe aG2 –
marco nörenberg eRGo Versicherungsgruppe aG2 –
Reinhard pasch – –
Dr. e.h. Dipl.-ing.  
Bernd pischetsrieder

metRo aG tetra-laval international s. a. 
Group, pully

anton van Rossum – credit suisse Groupe aG, Zurich
Rodamco europe nV, amsterdam
Royal Vopak nV, Rotterdam 
(chairman)
solvay s.a., Brussels

andrés Ruiz feger – –
Richard sommer eRGo Versicherungsgruppe aG2 –
Dr. phil. Ron sommer – Jsfc sistema, Russia

mts oJsc, Russia
sistema shyam teleservices ltd., 
india
tata consultancy services ltd., 
india

Dr. ing. thomas Wellauer
(until 30 september 2010)

– –
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(25) number of staff

the number of staff employed by the company in munich and at its offices abroad in 
the financial year 2010 averaged 4,145 (3,969), of which an average of 257 (247) were 
senior executive staff and 3,888 (3,722) non-senior-executive staff. 

(26) auditor’s fees

information on the auditor’s fees can be found in munich Re’s Group annual report. 

(27) contingent liabilities, other financial commitments

munich Reinsurance company has assumed a guarantee for certain reinsurance lia bil-
ities of munich american Reassurance company (maRc life). in addition, an agree-
ment has been signed under which munich Reinsurance company guarantees to  
maintain the company’s solvency capital above the level required by supervisory law.

there is an agreement between munich Reinsurance company and munich american 
capital markets in which a target minimum capitalisation and the liquidity of the sub-
sidiary is guaranteed.

for two foreign subsidiaries, a guarantee for office rents has been assumed for a total 
amount equivalent to €3.1m per annum.

moreover, munich Reinsurance company has assumed a guarantee of €500,000 for a 
small German subsidiary’s pension obligation towards a former member of its Board of 
management.

in isolated cases, we have given guarantees concerning the correctness of individual 
items warranted in the sales contract when buying or selling investments. an obliga-
tion to pay compensation for disadvantages is included in some of these guarantees, 
most of which are for a limited period of time.

for one of its subsidiaries, munich Reinsurance company has assumed a guarantee to 
fulfil all financial obligations resulting from the sale of equities and interests, and for 
another subsidiary, a guarantee of financial assistance for financial commitments that 
become payable.

as a member of the German Reinsurance pharmapool and the German nuclear insur-
ance pool, we are committed – to the extent of our proportional share – to assuming the 
payment obligations of another pool member if the latter is not able to meet these 
ob ligations.

in the event of the need to repay state subsidies totalling €68,000, munich Reinsur-
ance company has guaranteed sufficient capital resources for one of its subsidiaries.

in none of the cases mentioned is there an increased risk of the guarantees being 
claimed on.

Beyond this, there are no off-balance-sheet transactions which are material for the 
assessment of the company’s financial position.
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there are other financial commitments amounting to €600m (€542m of these towards 
affiliated companies). they result mainly from commitments to inject capital into 
 various investment funds, agency and leasing agreements, and initiated investment 
projects. information on open forward transactions can be found on page 102 of this 
annual report.

(28)  Declaration of conformity with the German corporate 
 Governance code in accordance with section 161 of the  
German stock companies act

in november 2010, the Board of management and supervisory Board of munich Rein-
surance company published an updated declaration of conformity with the German 
corporate Governance code as per section 161 of the German stock companies act 
and made this declaration publicly and permanently accessible to shareholders on our 
website.

(29) proposal for appropriation of profit

the net retained profits at the disposal of the annual General meeting amount to 
€1,177,927,943.75. the Board of management proposes that this amount be appropri-
ated as follows: payment of a dividend of €6.25 per dividend-bearing share, with the 
amount apportionable to own shares directly or indirectly held or already retired at the 
time of the annual General meeting being carried forward to new account.
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   Result for
 % share Equity the year
Company and registered seat of capital €k €k

Shareholdings in affiliated companies   

40, Rue courcelles sas, paris 100.0000 66,024 –1,440
80e limiteD, Bristol 100.0000 1 0
a.l.i.c.e. software lda., lisbon 100.0000 90 –50
acalter 140014 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
agenzia chianti s.r.l., milan 100.0000 48 –6
agora insurance network solutions, inc., chicago, illinois 100.0000 352 0
aitesacho 5005 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
aktiva Vermittlung von Versicherungen und finanz-Dienstleistungen Gmbh, cologne 100.0000 1,781 100
albulzaga 8008 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
aleama 150015 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –26 –39
alice software espana s. l., madrid 100.0000 –232 –7
alice software service Gmbh, erkrath 100.0000 2,223 –6
allfinanz inc., Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 –111 –4
allfinanz KK, tokyo 100.0000 –147 38
allfinanz limited, Dublin 100.0000 1,014 0
allfinanz pty, sydney 100.0000 –278 103
allfinanz software services Gmbh, Grünwald 100.0000 25 0
almeda Gmbh, munich1 100.0000 5,484 0
almeda Versicherungs-aktiengesellschaft, munich1 100.0000 3,200 0

list of shareholdings as at  
31 December 2010 in accordance  
with section 285 item 11 of the 
 German commercial code

the following disclosures relate to companies in which our directly and indirectly held 
shareholdings (as defined in section 16 paras. 2 and 4 of the German stock com-
panies act) add up to 20% or more of the share capital, and large companies (as de -
fined in section 267 para. 3 of the German commercial code) in which our directly 
and indirectly held shareholdings together add up to more than 5% of the voting 
rights.

the figures for equity and the result for the year are taken from the most recent local 
Gaap annual financial statements available, mainly those at 31 December 2009. if 
such financial statements are not available, figures prepared for the consolidated 
financial statements have been used.
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   Result for
 % share Equity the year
Company and registered seat of capital €k €k

american alternative insurance corporation, Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 61,743 11,660
american family home insurance company, Jacksonville, florida 100.0000 140,036 27,573
american modern home insurance company, amelia, ohio 100.0000 252,313 32,461
american modern home service company, amelia, ohio 100.0000 2,153 556
american modern insurance company of florida, inc., Jacksonville, florida 100.0000 6,815 615
american modern insurance Group, inc., amelia, ohio 100.0000 57,585 12,233
american modern life insurance company, amelia, ohio 100.0000 32,968 –498
american modern lloyds insurance company, Dallas, texas 100.0000 2,957 141
american modern select insurance company, amelia, ohio 100.0000 25,382 3,790
american modern surplus lines insurance company, amelia, ohio 100.0000 22,215 1,742
american southern home insurance company, Jacksonville, florida 100.0000 24,979 2,957
american Western home insurance company, oklahoma city, oklahoma 100.0000 44,919 7,007
amicus legal ltd., colchester 100.0000 1,294 105
amicus ltd., colchester 100.0000 1 0
amladeza 7007 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
arkansas life insurance company, phoenix, arizona 100.0000 541 –35
arridabra 130013 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –28 –41
aRtes assekuranzservice Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 135 –890
arztpartner almeda aG, munich 100.0000 1,247 146
associated asset management corporation B.V., hertogenbosch 51,0000 633 96
avanturo Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 10,191 600
B&c international insurance, hamilton, Bermuda 100.0000 2,067 –104
B&D acquisition B.V., amsterdam 80.0000 18 0
B&D Business solutions B.V., utrecht 100.0000 168 –36
Badozoc 1001 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –24 –31
Bank austria creditanstalt Versicherung aG, Vienna 90.0000 105,192 30,640
Baqueda 7007 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –28 –41
Beaufort Dedicated no.1 ltd., london 100.0000 5,523 5,515
Beaufort Dedicated no.2 ltd., london 100.0000 18,435 –123
Beaufort Dedicated no.3 ltd., london 100.0000 695 26
Beaufort Dedicated no.4 ltd., london 100.0000 76 –30
Beaufort Dedicated no.5 ltd., london 100.0000 –874 –587
Beaufort Dedicated no.6 ltd., london 100.0000 –71 –17
Beaufort underwriting agency limited, london 100.0000 6,550 1,764
Beaufort underwriting services limited, london 100.0000 1 0
Becher & carlson south africa ltd., Johannesburg 51,0000 143 24
Bell & clements (Bermuda) ltd., hamilton, Bermuda 100.0000 1,990 208
Bell & clements (london) ltd., london 100.0000 –845 –122
Bell & clements (usa) inc, Reston, Virginia 100.0000 56 0
Bell & clements inc, Reston, Virginia 100.0000 421 129
Bell & clements ltd., london 100.0000 5,366 661
Bell & clements trustees ltd., london 100.0000 1 0
Bell & clements underwriting managers ltd., london 100.0000 6 0
Beteiligung hmm hamburg-mannheimer 
erste Bürogebäude-Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, hamburg 100.0000 29 1
Beteiligung hmm hamburg-mannheimer 
Zweite Bürogebäude-Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, hamburg 100.0000 25 0
Bioenergie elbe-elster Gmbh & co. KG, elsterwerda 100.0000 130 107
Bioenergie Verwaltungs-Gmbh, elsterwerda 100.0000 27 –2
Blitz 01-807 Gmbh, munich 100.0000 25 0
Bobasbe 6006 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –28 –41
Bos incasso B.V., Groningen 90.0240 9,216 3,533
Botedazo 8008 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –28 –41
callopio 5005 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –31 –44
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   Result for
 % share Equity the year
Company and registered seat of capital €k €k

camcichu 9009 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –27 –41
capital plaZa holding Gmbh & co. singapur KG, Düsseldorf 100.0000 55,997 6,028
capital plaZa holding Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 31 0
capital square pte. ltd., singapore 100.0000 154,147 –94,389
capitol life & accident insurance company, Jonesboro, arkansas 100.0000 247 –1
caracuel solar catorce s.l., antequera 100.0000 –16 –54
caracuel solar cinco s.l., antequera 100.0000 –18 –57
caracuel solar cuatro s.l., antequera 100.0000 –17 –55
caracuel solar Dieciocho s.l., antequera 100.0000 –13 –52
caracuel solar Dieciseis s.l., antequera 100.0000 –15 –53
caracuel solar Diecisiete s.l., antequera 100.0000 –14 –53
caracuel solar Diez s.l., antequera 100.0000 –17 –56
caracuel solar Doce s.l., antequera 100.0000 –15 –53
caracuel solar Dos s.l., antequera 100.0000 –16 –54
caracuel solar nueve s.l., antequera 100.0000 –15 –54
caracuel solar ocho s.l., antequera 100.0000 –15 –54
caracuel solar once s.l., antequera 100.0000 –16 –54
caracuel solar Quince s.l., antequera 100.0000 –15 –53
caracuel solar seis s.l., antequera 100.0000 –16 –54
caracuel solar siete s.l., antequera 100.0000 –15 –53
caracuel solar trece s.l., antequera 100.0000 –16 –54
caracuel solar tres s.l., antequera 100.0000 –20 –59
caracuel solar uno s.l., antequera 100.0000 –9 –47
careplus Gesellschaft für Versorgungsmanagement mbh, cologne 100.0000 –22 –41
chobocuga 150015 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
ciborum Gmbh, munich 100.0000 25 0
cJsic “european travel insurance”, moscow 100.0000 1,345 –80
claimWeB s.p.a., milan 100.0000 145 1
climondo Gmbh, cologne 100.0000 51 0
compagnie européenne d’assurances, nanterre 100.0000 5,345 –281
compañía europea de seguros s.a., madrid 100.0000 9,842 144
copper leaf Research, Bingham farms, michigan5 100.0000 0 0
corion pty limited, sydney 100.0000 4,518 296
cotatrillo 100010 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –30 –44
D.a.s. Defensa del automovilista y de siniestros – internacional, s.a. de seguros, Barcelona 100.0000 4,581 –680
D.a.s. Deutscher automobil schutz allgemeine Rechtsschutz-Versicherungs-aktiengesellschaft, 
munich1 100.0000 258,104 0
D.a.s. hellas allgemeine Rechtsschutz-Versicherungs-aG, athens 99.9983 3,338 573
D.a.s. Jogvédelmi Biztosíto Részvénytársaság, Budapest 99.9008 2,951 445
D.a.s. luxemburg allgemeine Rechtsschutz-Versicherung s.a., strassen 99.9500 2,527 153
D.a.s. oigusabikulude Kindlustuse as, tallinn 100.0000 2,449 –245
D.a.s. Österreichische allgemeine Rechtsschutz-Versicherungs-aktiengesellschaft, Vienna 99.9800 51,277 3,081
D.a.s. poist‘ovna právnej ochrany, a.s., Bratislava 100.0000 5,120 66
D.a.s. pojišt‘ovna právní ochrany, a.s., prague 100.0000 4,819 1,005
D.a.s. prozessfinanzierung aG, munich 100.0000 3,003 326
D.a.s. société anonyme belge d‘assurances de protection Juridique, Brussels 99.9800 10,934 2,664
D.a.s. towarzystwo ubezpieczen ochrony prawnej s.a., Warsaw 99.9000 2,780 –218
Das assistance limited, Bristol 100.0000 401 325
Das consultancy & Detachering Rotterdam B.V., Rotterdam 65.0200 416 –134
Das holding n.V., amsterdam 51.0000 110,680 31,146
Das incasso arnhem B.V., arnheim 100.0000 –927 –205
Das incasso Den Bosch B.V., s-hertogenbosch 87.5000 –938 –1,466
Das incasso Rotterdam B.V., Rotterdam 80.0000 3,326 967
Das law limited, Bristol5 100.0000 0 0
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   Result for
 % share Equity the year
Company and registered seat of capital €k €k

Das legal expenses insurance co., ltd., seoul 100.0000 812 –172
Das legal expenses insurance company limited, Bristol 100.0000 49,292 –13,053
Das legal finance B.V., amsterdam 100.0000 29,376 7,036
Das legal protection insurance company ltd., toronto 100.0000 18,755 0
Das legal protection ireland limited, Dublin 100.0000 1 0
Das legal protection limited, christchurch, new Zealand 100.0000 1 0
Das legal protection limited, Vancouver5 100.0000 0 0
Das legal protection pty. ltd., sydney 100.0000 1 0
Das leGal seRVices limiteD, Bristol 100.0000 201 35
Das nederlandse Rechtsbijstand Verzekeringmaatschappij n.V., amsterdam 100.0000 84,334 24,260
Das Rechtsschutz-Versicherungs-aG, lucerne 100.0000 10,054 1,036
Das services limited, Bristol 100.0000 –3,225 1,217
Das support B.V., amsterdam 100.0000 –204 –26
Das uK holdings limited, Bristol 100.0000 20,866 86
De Wit Vissers incasso holding B.V., Breda 95.0000 –57 –86
Diana Vermögensverwaltungs aG, munich 100.0000 68 0
DKV – alpha Vermögensverwaltungs Gmbh, cologne 100.0000 129,232 0
DKV – Beta Vermögensverwaltungs Gmbh, cologne 100.0000 26 0
DKV BelGium s.a., Brussels 100.0000 88,798 18,135
DKV Deutsche Krankenversicherung aktiengesellschaft, cologne1 100.0000 509,015 0
DKV Globality s.a., luxembourg 100.0000 4,108 –5,821
DKV immobilien Gmbh & co. KG, cologne 100.0000 25 0
DKV immobilienverwaltungs Gmbh, cologne 100.0000 25 0
DKV luxembourg s.a., luxembourg 75.0000 21,687 1,026
DKV pflegedienste & Residenzen Gmbh, cologne 100.0000 5,538 88
DKV Residenz am tibusplatz gGmbh, münster 100.0000 1,157 163
DKV seguros y Reaseguros, sociedad anónima española, saragossa 100.0000 122,879 10,855
DKV servicios, s.a., saragossa 100.0000 535 29
DKV-Residenz in der contrescarpe Gmbh, Bremen 100.0000 –1,292 –453
DRa Debt Recovery angency B.V., s-Gravenhage 100.0000 1,699 429
economic Data Research B.V., leidschendam 100.0000 –1,715 –182
economic Data Resources B.V., leidschendam 100.0000 –99 67
eDR acquisition B.V., amsterdam 80.0000 18 0
eDR credit services B.V., s-Gravenhage 100.0000 2,327 –352
eiG, co., Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 108,463 12,613
eRGo achte Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 650,940 969
eRGo alpha Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 25 0
eRGo asia management pte. ltd., singapore 100.0000 456 –6
eRGo asiGuRaRi De Viata sa, Bucharest 100.0000 3,243 –194
eRGo assicurazioni s.p.a., milan 100.0000 66,630 888
eRGo austria international aG, Vienna 100.0000 437,587 7,538
eRGo Bilisim teknolojisi limited sirketi, istanbul 100.0000 52 –57
eRGo Business solutions s.r.l., Bucharest 100.0000 –420 –423
eRGo Daum Direct General insurance co. ltd., seoul 75.0000 27,818 –10,929
eRGo DiReKt Krankenversicherung aG, fürth 100.0000 80,048 17,786
eRGo DiReKt lebensversicherung aG, fürth 100.0000 73,980 12,000
eRGo Direkt lebensversicherung aG, schwechat 100.0000 6,280 260
eRGo DiReKt Versicherung aG, fürth 100.0000 50,499 4,220
eRGo Élétbiztosító Zrt., Budapest 100.0000 3,951 –1,209
eRGo elukindlustuse as, tallinn 100.0000 5,638 345
eRGo emeklilik ve hayat a.s., istanbul 99.9999 10,691 –8,639
eRGo funds as, tallinn 100.0000 4,634 –162
eRGo Generales seguros y Reaseguros, s.a., madrid 100.0000 42,271 9,315
eRGo Gmbh, herisau 100.0000 6,682 962
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eRGo Gourmet Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 49 20
eRGo Grubu holding a.s., istanbul 100.0000 373,331 11,240
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 1. DKV & co. KG, Kreien 100.0000 50 0
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 14.Victoria & co. KG, Kreien 100.0000 92,939 2,750
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 15.Victoria & co. KG, Kreien 100.0000 1 0
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 2. DKV & co. KG, Kreien 100.0000 50 0
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 3. DKV & co. KG, Kreien 100.0000 50 0
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 4. DKV & co. KG, Kreien 100.0000 50 0
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 5. hamburg-mannheimer & co.KG, Kreien 100.0000 179,498 1,924
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 6. hamburg-mannheimer & co. KG, Kreien 100.0000 1 0
eRGo immobilien-Gmbh 7. hamburg-mannheimer & co. KG, Kreien 100.0000 1 0
eRGo immobilien-Verwaltungs-Gmbh, Kreien 100.0000 45 20
eRGo insurance service Gmbh, Vienna 99.6000 651 123
eRGo international aktiengesellschaft, Düsseldorf1 100.0000 2,007,760 0
eRGo international services Gmbh, Düsseldorf1 100.0000 24 0
eRGo invest sia, Riga 100.0000 5,480 404
eRGo italia Business solutions s.c.r.l., milan 100.0000 11,981 2,078
eRGo italia Direct network s.r.l., milan 100.0000 4,928 2,634
eRGo italia s.p.a., milan 100.0000 375,726 48,788
eRGo Kindlustuse as, tallinn 100.0000 55,959 5,577
eRGo latvija lebensversicherung aG (eRGo latvija Dziviba aas), Riga 100.0000 6,820 –467
eRGo latvija Versicherung aG (eRGo latvija apdrosinasanas akciju sabiedriba), Riga 100.0000 12,789 3,704
eRGo lebensversicherung aktiengesellschaft, hamburg1 100.0000 568,706 0
eRGo lietuva draudimo uaDB, Vilnius 100.0000 23,813 3,995
eRGo lietuva gyvybes draudimas, Vilnius 100.0000 10,350 0
eRGo life n.V., Brussels 99.9999 80,409 681
eRGo neunte Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 48 4
eRGo pensionsfonds aktiengesellschaft, Düsseldorf 100.0000 3,811 –229
eRGo poRtfÖy yÖnetimi a.s., istanbul 100.0000 1,071 340
eRGo previdenza s.p.a., milan 100.0000 412,590 40,813
eRGo private capital Gesundheit Gmbh & co. KG, Düsseldorf 100.0000 159,940 –51
eRGo private capital Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 27 2
eRGo private capital leben Gmbh & co. KG, Düsseldorf 100.0000 259,786 –164
eRGo private capital Zweite Gmbh & co. KG, Düsseldorf 100.0000 49,991 –6
eRGo private equity Gesundheit Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 42,577 –13,945
eRGo private equity Komposit Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 29,794 –10,556
eRGo private equity leben Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 75,522 –12,407
eRGo Russ Versicherung aG, st. petersburg 99.9638 9,344 –4,065
eRGo shisn, moscow 100.0000 5,620 –3,846
eRGo siGoRta a.s., istanbul 99.9999 85,430 –20,767
eRGo sigorta ve emeklilik satis aracilik hizmetleri limited sirketi, istanbul 100.0000 –1,362 –2,753
eRGo specialty Gmbh, hamburg 100.0000 118 23
eRGo trust erste Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, munich 100.0000 23 0
eRGo Versicherung aktiengesellschaft, Düsseldorf 100.0000 788,933 0
eRGo Versicherungs- und finanzierungs-Vermittlung Gmbh, hamburg 100.0000 417 159
eRGo Versicherungsgruppe aG, Düsseldorf 100.0000 1,995,411 85,613
eRGo Vida seguros y Reaseguros, sociedad anónima, saragossa 100.0000 32,383 2,062
eRGo Zavarovalnica d. d., ljubljana 100.0000 4,124 –732
eRGo životná poistovna, a. s., Bratislava 100.0000 5,093 –864
eRGo Zweite Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, Düsseldorf 99.9999 861 9,636
eRin sigorta aracilik hizmetleri limited sirketi, istanbul 99.9950 1,722 –3,738
eRV (china) travel service and consulting ltd., Beijing 100.0000 105 99
eRV seyahat sigorta aracilik hizmetleri ve Danismanlik ltd.sti., istanbul 99.0000 –123 –174
esoleme 120012 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
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etics, s.r.o., prague 100.0000 62 8
etoblete 160016 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –30 –44
etogibon 100010 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
etolede 6006 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
euReKa Gmbh, Düsseldorf 99.9999 63 33
euro alarm assistance prague, prague 100.0000 1,034 606
euro-center (cyprus) ltd., larnaca 100.0000 408 292
euro-center (thailand) co. ltd., Bangkok 100.0000 1,089 302
euro-center cape town (pty.) ltd., cape town 100.0000 85 27
euro-center china (hK) co., ltd., Beijing 100.0000 177 170
euro-center holding a/s, copenhagen 83.3330 4,078 1,467
euro-center ltda., Rio de Janeiro 100.0000 145 90
euro-center s.a., malaga 100.0000 276 77
euro-center usa, inc., new york 100.0000 657 326
euro-center yerel yardim, istanbul 100.0000 517 212
euro-center, s.a., palma de mallorca 100.0000 113 0
europaeiske Rejseforsikring a/s, copenhagen 100.0000 33,445 2,794
europäische (uK) ltd., london 100.0000 0 0
euRopÄische Reiseversicherung aktiengesellschaft, munich1 100.0000 62,806 0
european assistance holding Gmbh, munich 100.0000 21 –1
european international holding a/s, copenhagen 100.0000 47,914 418
europeiska försäkringsaktiebolaget, stockholm 100.0000 1,216 –574
evaluación médica tuW, s.l., Barcelona 90.7508 1,518 –478
evropska cestovni pojistovna a.s., prague 90.0000 9,056 1,198
eVV logistik management Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 20 –4
excess Reinsurance, inc, providenciales 100.0000 19 6
exolvo Gmbh, hamburg 100.0000 66 –14
faiRance Gmbh, Düsseldorf1 100.0000 64,880 0
first legal protection limited, st. albans 100.0000 –347 –1
first marine financial services, amelia, ohio 100.0000 0 0
first marine insurance company, amelia, ohio 100.0000 5,678 216
flexitel telefonservice Gmbh, Berlin 100.0000 5,677 1,254
forst ebnath aG, ebnath 96.7315 7,197 1,895
Gamaponti 140014 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –29 –40
Gastronomie service Gesellschaft Überseering 35 Gmbh, hamburg 100.0000 180 130
GBG Vogelsanger straße Gmbh, cologne 94.0000 395 –215
GemeDa Gesellschaft für medizinische Datenerfassung und auswertung 
sowie serviceleistungen für freie Berufe mbh, cologne 100.0000 210 3
Genius ii Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, munich 100.0000 31 0
Gerechtsdeurwaarderskantoor sturm & Van Vuuren B.V., nieuwegein 100.0000 494 105
Gerechtsdeurwaarderskantoor Van der meijde B.V., the hague 100.0000 893 535
Geschlossene aktiengesellschaft europäische Reiseversicherung, Kiev 95.2708 1,067 43
Global standards llc, Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 58,912 9,422
goDentis – Gesellschaft für innovation in der Zahnheilkunde mbh, cologne 100.0000 –173 6
gomedus Gesellschaft für Qualität in der medizin mbh, cologne 100.0000 92 42
gomedus Gmbh & co. KG, cologne 100.0000 7,135 –1,620
Grancan sunline s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 0 –5,310
Great lakes marine insurance agency pty ltd., sydney 100.0000 1 0
Great lakes Re management company (Belgium) s.a., Brussels5 100.0000 0 0
Great lakes Reinsurance (uK) plc., london 100.0000 337,032 17,417
Great lakes services ltd., london 100.0000 1,937 707
Group Risk services limited, london 100.0000 9,727 –3,556
Groves, John & Westrup limited, london 100.0000 21 0
Guanzu 2002 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –27 –40
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hamburger hof management Gmbh, hamburg 100.0000 31 0
hamburg-mannheimer consulting nV, Brussels 100.0000 3,756 114
hamburg-mannheimer forsikringservice a/s, copenhagen 100.0000 90 2
hamburg-mannheimer pensionskasse aG, hamburg 100.0000 30,513 326
hamburg-mannheimer Rechtsschutz schaden-service Gmbh, hamburg 100.0000 51 0
hamburg-mannheimer spol s.r.o., prague 100.0000 665 10
hartford steam Boiler (m) sdn. Bhd, Kuala lumpur 100.0000 459 40
hartford steam Boiler (singapore), pte ltd., singapore 100.0000 298 –3
hartford steam Boiler colombia ltda., Bogota, colombia 100.0000 318 79
hartford steam Boiler international india pyt ltd., Kolkata 100.0000 130 –36
hartford steam Boiler international-Gmbh, Rheine 100.0000 3,378 322
health oÜ, tallinn 100.0000 3 0
hestia advanced Risk solutions sp. z.o.o., sopot 100.0000 42 –5
hestia Kontakt sp. z o.o., sopot 100.0000 846 108
hestia loss control sp. z o.o., sopot 100.0000 113 –14
hmi sp. z o.o., Warsaw 100.0000 1,026 –143
hmV GfKl Beteiligungs Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 23,273 –9,362
horbach Gmbh, Düsseldorf 70.1000 156 58
hsB associates, inc, new york 100.0000 929 22
hsB engineering finance corporations, Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 –13,110 –1
hsB engineering insurance limited, london 100.0000 116,291 22,073
hsB Group, inc., Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 492,160 89,427
hsB haughton engineering insurance services limited, oldham 100.0000 11,793 0
hsB inspection Quality, limited, oldham5 100.0000 0 0
hsB investment corporation, hartford, connecticut 100.0000 40 –3
hsB Japan KK, minato-Ku, tokyo 100.0000 1,614 728
hsB professional loss control, inc., lenoir city, tennessee 100.0000 1,509 103
hsB Reliability technologies llc, Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 1,983 –58
hsB solomon associates llc, Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 7,192 1,105
hsB technical consulting & services (shanghai) company, ltd., shanghai 100.0000 2,671 1,998
hsB Ventures, inc., Wilmington, Delaware5 100.0000 0 0
humanity B.V., s-Gravenhage 100.0000 324 –5
hyneman life corporation, Jonesboro, arkansas 100.0000 86 47
iDeenKapital aG, Düsseldorf 100.0000 16,295 –1,216
ideenkapital client service Gmbh, Düsseldorf1 100.0000 26 0
ideenkapital erste investoren service Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 49 10
iDeenKapital financial engineering aG, Düsseldorf1 100.0000 514 0
iDeenKapital financial service aG, Düsseldorf1 100.0000 562 0
ideenkapital fonds treuhand Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 40 6
ideenkapital media finance aG, Düsseldorf 50.1000 107 126
ideenkapital media treuhand Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 980 1,525
iDeenKapital metropolen europa Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 20 2
iDeenKapital pRoRenDita eins treuhandgesellschaft mbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 63 12
iDeenKapital schiffsfonds treuhand Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 118 5
ideenkapital treuhand Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 23 7
ideenkapital treuhand us Real estate eins Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 75 35
iK einkauf objekt eins gmbh & co. KG, Düsseldorf 100.0000 0 –80
iK einkauf objektmanagement Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 21 –4
iK einkauf objektverwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 18 –7
iK einkaufsmärkte Deutschland Gmbh & co. KG, Düsseldorf 52.0295 1 –1
iK einkaufsmärkte Deutschland Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 23 –2
iK european Real estate Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 15 –18
iK fe fonds management Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 46 –4
iK fe management Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 0 –166
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iK infrastrukturinvest Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 3 –3
iK objekt Bensheim Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 34 4
iK objekt frankfurt theodor-heuss-allee Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 26 7
iK pflegezentrum uelzen Verwaltungs-Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 23 1
iK premium fonds Gmbh & co. KG, Düsseldorf 100.0000 –8,314 –1,028
iK premium fonds zwei Gmbh & co. KG, Düsseldorf 100.0000 839 430
iK premium Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 33 3
iK property eins Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, hamburg 100.0000 36 4
iK property treuhand Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 83 –9
iK us portfolio invest DRei Verwaltungs-Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 32 2
iK us portfolio invest Verwaltungs-Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 113 2
iK us portfolio invest ZWei Verwaltungs-Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 47 2
iKfe properties i aG, Zurich 63.5532 11,162 292
interassistance Gesellschaft für Dienstleistungen mit beschränkter haftung, munich1 100.0000 27 0
iRis capital fund ii German investors Gmbh & co. KG, Düsseldorf 85.7143 26,311 –16
isVicRe siGoRta KiBRis limiteD, istanbul 51.0000 155 17
iteRGo informationstechnologie Gmbh, Düsseldorf1 100.0000 23,990 0
itus Verwaltungs aG, munich 100.0000 521,851 5,746
Joint stock insurance company eRGo, minsk 92.3100 1,368 154
Jordan health cost management services W.l.l., amman 100.0000 628 102
Jupiter Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, munich 100.0000 144 2
Juventus Vermögensverwaltungs aG, hamburg 100.0000 52 2
K & p objekt hamburg hamburger straße Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 30 2
K & p objekt münchen hufelandstraße Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 30 2
K & p pflegezentrum immac uelzen Renditefonds Gmbh & co. KG, uelzen 84.8817 2,043 –20
Ka Köln assekuranz.agentur Gmbh, cologne 100.0000 5,704 –1,460
Kapdom-invest Gmbh, moscow 100.0000 5,426 4
KQV solarpark franken 1 Gmbh & co. KG, fürth 100.0000 601 –21
landelijke associatie van Gerechtsdeurwaarders B.V., Groningen 90.0240 15,975 6,531
larus Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, munich 100.0000 414 14
laVG associatie van Gerechtsdeurwaarders Zuid holding B.V., Breda 80.0000 5,593 1,564
laVG Zuid B.V., Breda 100.0000 2,067 1,637
lawassist limited, Bristol 100.0000 1 0
legal net Gmbh, munich 100.0000 25 0
lifeplans inc., Waltham, massachusetts 100.0000 4,796 408
lifeplans ltc services, inc., ontario, california 100.0000 354 234
lloyds modern corporation, Dallas, texas 100.0000 0 0
longial Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 860 –166
longial Versicherungsmakler Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 24 –2
m:editerran power der welivit solar italia Gmbh & co. KG, Bolzano 100.0000 4 –1
m:editerran poWeR Gmbh & co. KG, nuremberg 100.0000 8 –1
mam munich asset management Gmbh, munich 100.0000 25 0
marbury agency, inc., amelia, ohio5 100.0000 0 0
marina salud s.a., alicante 65.0000 4,677 –4,982
marina sp.z.o.o., sopot 100.0000 10,374 –11
mayfaiR financing Gmbh, munich 100.0000 435 3
mayfaiR holding Gmbh & co. singapur KG, Düsseldorf 71.4285 9,097 –234
mayfaiR holding Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 30 1
meaG cash management Gmbh, munich 100.0000 174 –1,274
meaG hong Kong limited, hong Kong 100.0000 5,244 –795
meaG luxembourg s.à r.l., luxembourg 100.0000 1,114 –30
meaG munich eRGo assetmanagement Gmbh, munich 100.0000 145,415 53,949
meaG munich eRGo Kapitalanlagegesellschaft mbh, munich 100.0000 50,757 0
meaG new york corporation, Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 7,665 154
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meaG property management Gmbh, munich1 100.0000 3,480 0
meaG Real estate erste Beteiligungsgesellschaft, munich 100.0000 32 0
meaG us Real estate management holdings, inc., Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 2,503 –4,315
mechanical & materials engineering, Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 1,055 0
mediastream consulting Gmbh, Grünwald 100.0000 27 1
mediastream Dritte film Gmbh, Grünwald 100.0000 36 4
mediastream film Gmbh, Grünwald 100.0000 34 3
mediastream Vierte medien Gmbh, Grünwald 100.0000 29 2
mediastream Zweite film Gmbh, Grünwald 100.0000 39 3
mednet Bahrain W.l.l., Bahrain 100.0000 963 302
mednet europa Gmbh, munich 100.0000 18 0
mednet Greece s.a., athens 78.1419 781 122
mednet Gulf e.c., manama 100.0000 –1,605 –707
mednet holding Gmbh, munich 100.0000 26,942 4,066
mednet international ltd., nicosia 100.0000 –1,249 –1,336
mednet international offshore sal, Beirut 99.6700 82 –3
mednet saglik hizmetleri yönetim ve Danismanlik anonim sirketi, istanbul 100.0000 539 –85
mednet saudi arabia llc, Riyadh 100.0000 592 4
mednet uae fZ l.l.c., Dubai 100.0000 876 –142
medWell Gesundheits-aG, cologne 100.0000 396 97
mercur GRip Gmbh Gesellschaft für Rehabilitation, integration und prävention, munich 100.0000 14 420
merkur Grundstücks- und Beteiligungs-Gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung, Düsseldorf1 100.0000 5,797 0
micura pflegedienste Berlin Gmbh, Berlin 100.0000 –64 –82
micura pflegedienste Bremen Gmbh, Bremen 100.0000 105 71
micura pflegedienste Dachau Gmbh, Dachau 51.0000 59 14
micura pflegedienste Düsseldorf Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 450 106
micura pflegedienste Gmbh, cologne 100.0000 37 –131
micura pflegedienste hamburg Gmbh, hamburg 90.0000 60 –90
micura pflegedienste Krefeld Gmbh, Krefeld 100.0000 157 44
micura pflegedienste münchen Gmbh, munich 100.0000 –61 –160
micura pflegedienste münchen ost Gmbh, munich 65.0000 –66 –95
micura pflegedienste münster Gmbh, münster 100.0000 300 141
micura pflegedienste nürnberg Gmbh, nuremberg 51.0000 158 102
midland-Guardian co., amelia, ohio 100.0000 26,477 –12
midwest enterprises, inc., miami, florida 100.0000 –749 –554
modern life insurance company of arizona, inc., phoenix, arizona 100.0000 1,241 156
mR Beteiligungen 1. Gmbh, munich1, 3 100.0000 164,452 0
mR Beteiligungen 14. Gmbh, munich1 100.0000 25 0
mR Beteiligungen 15. Gmbh, munich1 100.0000 25 0
mR Beteiligungen 16. Gmbh, munich1 100.0000 25 0
mR Beteiligungen 17. Gmbh, munich 100.0000 25 –1
mR Beteiligungen 18. Gmbh, munich 100.0000 25 0
mR Beteiligungen 19. Gmbh, munich 100.0000 31,830 –908
mR Beteiligungen aG, Grünwald 100.0000 616 73
mR Beteiligungen euR aG & co. KG, Grünwald2 100.0000 3,848,280 240,413
mR Beteiligungen GBp aG & co. KG, Grünwald2 100.0000 2,199,013 71,169
mR Beteiligungen usD aG & co. KG, Grünwald2 100.0000 5,263,875 238,195
mR eRGo Beteiligungen Gmbh, munich 100.0000 46 5
mR parkview holding coporation, Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 1 0
mR Rent-investment Gmbh, munich1 100.0000 40,524 0
mR solar Beneixama Gmbh, nuremberg 100.0000 42 160
mR solar Gmbh & co. KG, nuremberg 100.0000 57,672 143
mR solaR sas DeR WeliVit solaR italia sRl, Bolzano 100.0000 18,896 139
msp underwriting ltd., london 100.0000 20,634 –5
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mtu moje towarzystwo ubezpieczeniowe s. a., sopot 100.0000 26,885 4,334
muenchener hellas Reinsurance services s.a., athens 99.5000 35 –50
multiasistencia europea, s.a., madrid 100.0000 182 –27
münchener consultora internacional s.R.l., santiago de chile 100.0000 531 –59
münchener de argentina servicios técnicos s. R. l., Buenos aires 100.0000 27 14
münchener de colombia s.a. corredores de Reaseguros, santa fé de Bogotá D.c. 100.0000 1,389 9
münchener de mexico s. a., mexico 100.0000 1,805 113
münchener de Venezuela c.a. intermediaria de Reaseguros, caracas 100.0000 34 6
münchener ecoconsult Gmbh, munich 100.0000 59 1
münchener finanzgruppe aG Beteiligungen, munich 100.0000 53 0
münchener Rück do Brasil Resseguradora s.a., são paulo 100.0000 63,395 10,435
münchener Vermögensverwaltung Gmbh, munich 100.0000 27 0
munich american holding corporation, Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 7,892,008 225,794
munich american Reassurance company, atlanta, Georgia 100.0000 1,160,928 –26,201
munich atlanta financial corporation, atlanta, Georgia 100.0000 23,287 15
munich canada systems corporation, toronto 100.0000 1 0
munich columbia square corp., Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 19 3
munich health Daman holding ltd., abu Dhabi 51.0000 1,015 0
munich health holding aG, munich1, 3 100.0000 94,059 0
munich health north america, inc., Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 390,617 66,491
munich holdings ltd., toronto 100.0000 271,993 41,689
munich holdings of australasia pty. ltd., sydney 100.0000 81,017 9,180
munich life management corporation ltd., toronto 100.0000 –4,561 4,823
munich management pte. ltd., singapore 100.0000 1,044 660
munich mauritius Reinsurance co. ltd., port louis 100.0000 30,049 –179
munich Re america Brokers, inc., Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 2,163 89
munich Re america corporation, Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 3,288,634 45,658
munich Re america management ltd., london 100.0000 629 408
munich Re america services inc., Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 –442 –15
munich Re capital limited, london 100.0000 12,880 –1,133
munich Re capital markets Gmbh, munich 100.0000 818 2
munich Re capital markets new york, inc., Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 5,044 11
munich Re General (uK) plc, london 100.0000 59 0
munich Re holding company (uK) ltd., london 100.0000 39,077 1,374
munich Re india services private limited, mumbai 100.0000 272 173
munich Re Japan services K. K., tokyo 100.0000 2,200 128
munich Re life and health (uK) plc., london 100.0000 58 0
munich Re of malta holding limited, floriana 99.9999 941,461 5,269
munich Re of malta p.l.c., floriana 99.9999 202,378 12,976
munich Re polska services sp. Z.o.o., Warsaw 100.0000 153 27
munich Re stop loss, inc., Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 1,172 427
munich Re underwriting agents (Difc) limited, Dubai 100.0000 1 0
munich Re underwriting limited, london 100.0000 1,267 –38
munich Reinsurance america, inc., Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 1,939,122 161,831
munich Reinsurance company life Reinsurance eastern europe/central asia, moscow 100.0000 7,852 –1,541
munich Reinsurance company of africa ltd., Johannesburg 100.0000 152,917 10,338
munich Reinsurance company of australasia ltd., sydney 100.0000 153,416 2,702
munich Reinsurance company of canada, toronto 100.0000 208,491 33,161
munich-american Global services (munich) Gmbh, munich 100.0000 422 –1,409
munich-american Risk partners Gmbh, munich5 100.0000 0 0
munich-canada management corp. ltd., toronto 100.0000 4 0
munichfinancialGroup aG holding, munich 100.0000 53 0
munichfinancialGroup Gmbh, munich 100.0000 37 0
munichfinancialservices aG holding, munich 100.0000 53 0
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munichre General services limited, london 100.0000 2,614 729
munichre life services limited, london 100.0000 77,364 14,560
munichre new Zealand service limited, auckland 100.0000 964 –12
munichre service limited, hong Kong 100.0000 60 37
n.m.u. (holdings) limited, leeds 100.0000 176 0
naretoblera 170017 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –30 –43
neckermann lebensversicherung aG, fürth 100.0000 16,098 2,200
neckermann Versicherung aG, nuremberg 100.0000 15,178 3,647
nerruze 120012 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –26 –40
new Reinsurance company ltd., Zurich 100.0000 1,208,848 293,254
nicamballo 1001 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –226 –22
nightingale legal services ltd., colchester 100.0000 –84 8
nmu Group limited, london 100.0000 2,334 0
northern marine underwriters limited, leeds 100.0000 168 0
ohm services of texas, inc., Bellingham, Washington5 100.0000 0 0
olbodeca 4004 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
olympic health management services inc., Bellingham, Washington 100.0000 110 –115
olympic health management systems, inc., Bellingham, Washington 100.0000 3,896 –476
one state street intermediaries, hartford, connecticut 100.0000 13 0
oracuet 160016 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
oragulno 9009 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
oraunte 130013 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
orrazipo 110011 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –28 –40
otusleme 3003 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
ouachita life insurance company, Jonesboro, arkansas 100.0000 92 1
p.a.n. Gmbh & co. KG, Grünwald2 99.0000 330,328 2,053
p.a.n. Verwaltungs Gmbh, Grünwald 99.0000 49 –1
platinia Verwaltungs-Gmbh, munich 100.0000 32 1
“poRt heDlanD” Gmbh & co. KG, hamburg 99.3284 –1,096 544
“poRt lincoln” Gmbh & co. KG, hamburg 99.3744 –1,291 233
“poRt Williams” Gmbh & co. KG, hamburg 99.3134 –1,023 617 
princeton eagle holding (Bermuda) limited, hamilton, Bermuda 100.0000 409 –69
princeton eagle insurance company limited, hamilton, Bermuda 100.0000 1,291 –33
princeton eagle West (holding) inc., Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 423 –200
princeton eagle West insurance company ltd., hamilton, Bermuda 100.0000 1,458 –29
pRoRenDita DRei Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, hamburg 100.0000 35 5
pRoRenDita eins Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, hamburg 100.0000 36 5
pRoRenDita fünf Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, hamburg 100.0000 37 4
pRoRenDita VieR Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, hamburg 100.0000 36 5
pRoRenDita ZWei Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, hamburg 100.0000 35 5
proVictor immobilien Gmbh, Düsseldorf4 50.0000 1,255 184
proVictor property fund iV management, inc., atlanta 51.0000 1 0
proVictor property fund V management, inc., atlanta 51.0000 1 0
proVictor property fund Vi management, inc., atlanta 51.0000 1 0
proVictor us corporation, atlanta 100.0000 1 0
Queensley holdings limited, singapore 100.0000 9,806 3,614
QVh Beteiligungs Gmbh, nuremberg 100.0000 59,696 20
Ra-hart investment company, Dallas, texas5 100.0000 0 0
Reaseguradora de las américas s. a., havana 100.0000 620 0
Renaissance hotel Realbesitz Gmbh, Vienna 60.0000 493 –1,539
Roanoke international Brokers limited, london 100.0000 18 0
Roanoke international insurance agency inc., schaumburg, illinois 100.0000 0 0
Roanoke Real estate holdings inc., schaumburg, illinois 100.0000 205 14
Roanoke trade insurance inc., schaumburg, illinois5 100.0000 0 0
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Roanoke trade services inc., schaumburg, illinois 100.0000 9,384 399
Roanoke trade services of texas inc., schaumburg, illinois5 100.0000 0 0
Romney holdings limited, Dublin 100.0000 119 36
san marino life impresa sammarinese di assicurazione sulla vita s.p.a., san marino 100.0000 5,100 –900
schloss hohenkammer Gmbh, hohenkammer1 100.0000 3,438 0
schrömbgens & stephan Gmbh, Versicherungsmakler, Düsseldorf 100.0000 918 119
seldac 1. Kommunaler-Rendite-fonds Gmbh & co. KG, Düsseldorf 100.0000 198 139
seldac 1. Verwaltungs-Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 38 4
seminaris hotel- und Kongreßstätten-Betriebsgesellschaft mbh, lüneburg 75.0000 2,269 283
silvanus Vermögensverwaltungsges.mbh, munich1 100.0000 3,542 0
solarfonds Garmisch-partenkirchen 2011 Gmbh & co. KG, nuremberg 99.7500 9 –6
solomon associates limited, london 100.0000 704 –30
sopocki instytut ubezpieczen s.a., sopot 100.0000 1,684 18
sopockie towarzystwo Doradcze sp. z o.o., sopot 100.0000 20 3
sopockie towarzystwo ubezpieczen ergo hestia spolka akcyjna, sopot 100.0000 160,945 12,242
sopockie towarzystwo ubezpieczen na Zycie ergo hestia spolka akcyjna, sopot 100.0000 21,268 3,119
sos international Reise-notfallservice Gmbh, munich1 100.0000 26 0
southern pioneer life insurance company, Jonesboro, arkansas 100.0000 13,026 –897
specialty insurance services corp., amelia, ohio 100.0000 155 8
sterling life insurance company, Bellingham, Washington 100.0000 111,403 22,378
stichting aandelen Beheer D.a.s. holding, amsterdam 100.0000 112 29
sydney euro-center pty. ltd., sydney 100.0000 135 20
synkronos italia sRl, milan 60.1000 930 –1,434
tas assekuranz service Gmbh, frankfurt/main 100.0000 35 1
tas touristik assekuranz service international Gmbh, frankfurt/main1 100.0000 34 0
tas touristik assekuranzmakler und service Gmbh, frankfurt/main1 100.0000 256 0
teginago 2002 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
tela aktiengesellschaft, munich 100.0000 168,203 1,729
temple insurance company, toronto 100.0000 115,616 10,442
tenoslema 110011 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
tGR Biztosítás többesügynöki Zrt., Budapest 100.0000 –12 84
the atlas insurance agency, inc., amelia, ohio 100.0000 711 10
the Boiler inspection and insurance company of canada, toronto 100.0000 58,547 15,940
the hartford steam Boiler inspection and insurance company of connecticut, hartford, connecticut 100.0000 47,147 7,355
the hartford steam Boiler inspection and insurance company, hartford, connecticut 100.0000 675,848 124,705
the midland company, cincinnati, ohio 100.0000 65,472 11,120
the national senior membership Group, Bellingham, Washington5 100.0000 0 0
the polytechnic club, inc., hartford5 100.0000 1 0
the princeton excess and surplus lines insurance company, Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 24,018 8,507
the Roanoke companies inc., schaumburg, illinois 100.0000 11,060 114
three lions underwriting ltd., london 100.0000 1,253 8
tillobesta 180018 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –28 –40
tis holdings inc., schaumburg, illinois5 100.0000 0 0
titus aG, Düsseldorf 100.0000 150 95
trade insurance services inc, schaumburg, illinois5 100.0000 0 0
trusted Documents Gmbh, nuremberg 100.0000 170 –246
union Beteiligungsholding Gmbh, Vienna 100.0000 205 –2,697
union life insurance company, Jonesboro, arkansas 100.0000 88 1
unión médica la fuencisla, s.a., compañía de seguros, saragossa 100.0000 8,426 601
us pRopeRties Va Verwaltungs-Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 66 14
Van arkel Gerechtsdeurwaarders B.V., leiden 79.9000 7,694 464
Venus Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, munich 100.0000 154,977 1,685
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt VictoRia” Gmbh, hamburg 100.0000 185 –10
VfG Vorsorge-finanzierungsconsulting Gmbh, Vienna 100.0000 984 –393
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VhDK Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 33,030 –14,956
VictoRia asien immobilienbeteiligungs Gmbh & co. KG, munich 100.0000 31,682 –3
VictoRia asien Verwaltungs Gmbh, munich 100.0000 24 1
VictoRia erste Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 400 375
VictoRia General insurance company s.a., athens 99.9999 31,095 4,577
VictoRia Grundstücksverwaltungs-Gesellschaft GbR, Düsseldorf 100.0000 223,094 1,795
VictoRia immobilien management Gmbh, munich 100.0000 632 58
VictoRia immobilien-fonds Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 90 –34
VictoRia internacional de portugal sGps s.a., lisbon 100.0000 58,375 2,744
VictoRia investment properties two l.p., atlanta 100.0000 3,407 4,805
VictoRia italy property Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 50 3,189
VictoRia lebensversicherung aktiengesellschaft, Düsseldorf1 100.0000 722,945 0
VictoRia life insurance company s.a., thessaloniki 100.0000 5,600 12
Victoria osiguranje d.d, Zagreb 74.9000 4,165 –306
VictoRia pensionskasse aG, Düsseldorf1 100.0000 49,904 1,400
VictoRia us Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, munich 100.0000 21 –1
Victoria us holdings, inc., Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 62,956 –5,197
VictoRia us property investment Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 67,018 –10,309
VictoRia us property Zwei Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 2,289 –82,543
VictoRia Vierte Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 1,407 13
Victoria Vierter Bauabschnitt Gmbh & co. KG, Düsseldorf 100.0000 91,288 –195
Victoria Vierter Bauabschnitt management Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 22 –5
Victoria Vip ii, inc., Wilmington, Delaware 100.0000 8 0
Victoria Zivotno osiguranje d.d, Zagreb 74.9000 5,135 –269
VictoRia-seguros de Vida, s.a., lisbon 100.0000 31,786 812
VictoRia-seguros s.a., lisbon 100.0000 19,570 –3,316
VictoRia-VolKsBanKen eletbiztosító Zrt., Budapest 74.8000 4,087 179
VictoRia-VolKsBanKen poist´ovna, a.s., Bratislava 74.8000 10,547 36
VictoRia-VolKsBanKen Biztosító Zrt., Budapest 74.8000 2,877 142
VictoRia-VolKsBanKen pojišt´ovna, a.s., prague 74.5373 13,248 1,040
VictoRia-VolKsBanKen Versicherungsaktiengesellschaft, Vienna 74.6269 63,423 5,084
Viwis Gmbh, munich1 100.0000 2,000 0
Vorsorge lebensversicherung aktiengesellschaft, Düsseldorf1 100.0000 27,746 0
Vorsorge luxemburg lebensversicherung s.a., munsbach 100.0000 17,540 2,746
Vorsorge service Gmbh, Düsseldorf 100.0000 347 –298
VV-consulting Gesellschaft für Risikoanalyse, Vorsorgeberatung und 
Versicherungsvermittlung Gmbh, Vienna 100.0000 207 27
VV-immobilien Gesellschaft für haus- und Grundbesitzverwaltung Gmbh, Vienna 100.0000 219 25
Watkins syndicate hong Kong limited, hong Kong 67.0000 121 0
Watkins syndicate middle east limited, Dubai 100.0000 343 60
Watkins syndicate singapore pte. limited, singapore 100.0000 166 0
welivit aG, nuremberg 100.0000 3,244 331
welivit new energy Gmbh, fürth 100.0000 506 –220
welivit solar españa Gmbh, nuremberg 100.0000 33 3
Welivit solar italia s.r.l., Bolzano 100.0000 324 105
WfB stockholm management aB, stockholm 50.0000 132,637 –8,094
Wisma atRia holding Gmbh & co. singapur KG, Düsseldorf 65.0000 7,361 342
Wne solarfonds süddeutschland 2 Gmbh & co. KG, nuremberg 100.0000 304 –1,333
Wohnungsgesellschaft Brela mbh, hamburg1 100.0000 102 0
wse solarpark spanien 1 Gmbh & co. KG, fürth 75.1243 14,164 320
Zacobu 110011 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –97 –54
Zacuba 6006 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –97 –53
Zacubacon 150015 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –97 –54
Zafacesbe 120012 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –97 –54
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Zagacobl 180018 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
Zapaceba 170017 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –174 –16
Zapacubi 8008 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –97 –54
Zarzucolumbu 100010 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –97 –54
Zetaza 4004 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –31 –41
Zicobucar 140014 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –97 –54
Zucaelo 130013 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –97 –54
Zucampobi 3003 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –98 –54
Zucarrobiso 2002 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –98 –54
Zucobaco 7007 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –97 –54
Zulazor 3003 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –26 –40
Zumbicobi 5005 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –97 –54
Zumcasba 1001 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –95 –51
Zuncabu 4004 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –97 –54
Zuncolubomcasa 9009 s.l., playa del inglés 100.0000 –97 –54
   
Associates   
  
13th & f associates limited partnership, Washington D.c. 80.0000 87,546 10,700
acm-compagnie mercur aG, Bremen 50.0000 68 1
agricultural management services s.r.l., Verona 33.3333 97 –2
apollo munich health insurance co. ltd., hyderabad 25.0600 46,679 –14,795
assistance partner Gmbh & co. KG, munich 22.8000 1,260 347
Bf.direkt aG, stuttgart 27.2000 226 1,134
Bhs tabletop aG, selb 28.9134 34,182 1,726
Bloemers holding B. V., Rotterdam 22.7273 53,880 17,557
carexpert Kfz-sachverständigen Gmbh, Walluf 25.0000 2,817 –2,461
central point insurance it-solutions Gmbh, Vienna 20.0000 111 0
consortia Versicherungs-Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, nuremberg 33.7027 56,575 5,956
D.a.s. Difesa automobilistica sinistri, s.p.a. di assicurazione, Verona 49.9920 17,801 6,025
Daman – national health insurance company, abu Dhabi 20.0000 104,292 44,580
DKV salute s.p.a., milan 100.0000 –7,954 –18,175
Dovull spV Gmbh & co. KG, frankfurt a.m. 20.0597 71,823 –3,402
europai utazasi Biztosito Rt., Budapest 26.0000 6,444 1,154
europäische Reiseversicherungs-aktiengesellschaft, Vienna 25.0100 8,304 1,858
fernkälte Geschäftsstadt nord Gesellschaft bürgerlichen Rechts, hamburg 35.8700 1,653 0
finsure investments (private) limited, harare 24.5000 3,394 157
General partner Victoria limited, london 33.3333 20 –1
Global aerospace underwriting managers ltd., london 40.0000 26,287 4,862
hannover finanz-umwelt Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, hillerse 20.0000 –3,889 885
hartford Research llc, Wilmington, Delaware 41.7500 1 0
hDfc eRGo General insurance company ltd., mumbai 26.0000 41,324 –15,554
hightech Beteiligungen Gmbh und co. KG, Düsseldorf 23.1000 21,142 –22,748
iffoXX aG, Rosenheim 28.0020 1,827 17
iK objektgesellschaft frankfurt theodor-heuss-allee Gmbh & co. KG, Düsseldorf 47.4000 305 –83
Janus Vermögensverwaltungsgesellschaft mbh, munich 50.0000 35 –1
K & p objekt hamburg hamburger straße immobilienfonds Gmbh & co.KG, Düsseldorf 36.6889 6,577 308
KarstadtQuelle finanz service Gmbh, Düsseldorf 50.0000 1,362 101,201
lcm logistic center management Gmbh, hamburg 50.0000 202 109
mcaf management Gmbh, Düsseldorf 50.0000 33 1
mcaf Verwaltungs-Gmbh & co.KG, Düsseldorf 50.0000 110,000 92
mDp Ventures i l.l.c., new york 50.0000 7,517 –3,097
meaG pacific star holdings ltd., hong Kong 50.0000 –253 –2,744
meDiclin aktiengesellschaft, offenburg 35.0042 192,472 4,585
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meGa 4 GbR, Berlin 34.2569 78,456 –1,172
millennium entertainment partners ii l.p., new york 42.2992 47,459 –28,485
millennium entertainment partners l.p., new york 27.5400 8,065 –3,076
millennium partners llc, new york 25.3387 63,308 –94,007
msmR parkview llc, Dover, Delaware 38.4600 1 0
newmed s.p.a., milan 100.0000 1 –297
pool sp. z o.o., Warsaw 33.7500 1 0
“poRt elisaBeth” Gmbh & co. KG, hamburg 31.9658 5,915 –449
“poRt louis” Gmbh & co. KG, hamburg 26.4129 –4,934 –496
property finance france s.a., luxembourg 45.4605 6,027 –715
Rehacare Gmbh, munich 25.1000 1,393 121
Reisegarant, Vermittler von insolvenzversicherungen mbh, hamburg 24.0000 205 22
Rendite partner Gesellschaft für Vermögensverwaltung mbh, frankfurt a.m. 33.3333 181 –42
Rm 2264 Vermögensverwaltungs Gmbh, munich 25.0000 23 0
Rp Vilbeler fondsgesellschaft mbh, frankfurt a.m. 40.0000 252,284 2,694
Rumba Gmbh & co. KG, munich 25.0000 –726 –76
Rural affinity insurance agency pty limited, sydney 50.0000 197 12
sana Kliniken aG, munich 21.7025 177,958 19,459
saudi national insurance company B.s.c.(c), manama 22.5000 31,756 7,725
seaflower health Ventures iii l.p., Waltham 28.8434 6,422 898
seBa Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbh, nuremberg 48.9931 156,572 4,160
star Growth Gmbh & co. Beteiligungs KG, munich 48.2800 7,682 1
storebrand helseforsikring as, oslo 50.0000 11,666 113
teGG corporation, Dover, Delaware5 33.3400 0 0
teko – technisches Kontor für Versicherungen Gesellschaft mit beschränkter haftung, Düsseldorf 30.0000 48 22
teRtianum Besitzgesellschaft Berlin passauer strasse 5–7 mbh, munich 25.0000 25,351 –357
teRtianum Besitzgesellschaft Konstanz marktstätte 2–6 und sigismundstrasse 5–9 mbh, munich 25.0000 34,938 832
teRtianum Besitzgesellschaft münchen Jahnstrasse 45 mbh, munich 33.3333 44,032 1,357
teRtianum seniorenresidenz Betriebsgesellschaft münchen mbh, munich 33.3333 1,017 –59
teRtianum seniorenresidenzen Betriebsgesellschaft mbh, constance 25.0000 714 –356
trend capital Gmbh & co. solarfonds 2 KG, mainz 34.4234 900 –584
triple ip B.V., amsterdam 50.0000 –540 –199
u.s. property fund iV Gmbh & co. KG, munich 21.7286 55,863 –621
u.s. property management ii l.p., atlanta 33.3333 627 –1
u.s. property management iii l.p., atlanta 20.0000 368 2,317
uelzener lebensversicherungs-aG, uelzen 23.9750 2,822 90
us pRopeRties Va Gmbh & co. KG, Düsseldorf 41.1185 9,524 –36,765
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt elisaBeth” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 36 4
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “port hedland” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 20 –12
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt KelanG” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 33 4
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “port lincoln” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 20 –12
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt louis” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 34 4
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt mauBeRt” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 34 4
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt melBouRne” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 34 4
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt menieR” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 34 4
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt mooDy” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 34 4
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt moResBy” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 33 4
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt mouton” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 34 4
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt nelson” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 34 4
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt Russel” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 34 4
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt saiD” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 34 4
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt stanley” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 34 4
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt steWaRt” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 34 4
Verwaltungsgesellschaft “poRt union” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 34 4
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Verwaltungsgesellschaft “port Williams” mbh, hamburg 50.0000 20 –12
VictoRia-VolKsBanKen pensionskassen aktiengesellschaft, Vienna 47.5028 15,082 1,187
VictoRia-VolKsBanKen Vorsorgekasse aG, Vienna 50.0000 3,522 126
Viseq Gmbh, Grünwald 34.0000 100 0
Volksbanken-Versicherungsdienst Gmbh, Vienna 25.2319 2,974 483
VV immobilien Gmbh & co. GB KG, Düsseldorf 40.9241 623 61
VV immobilien Gmbh & co. united states KG, munich 28.9514 30,233 –3,826
VV immobilien Gmbh & co. us city KG, munich 23.0999 90,276 –18,147
VV immobilien Verwaltungs Gmbh & co. Zentraleuropa KG, munich 20.4082 35,066 –850
VV immobilien Verwaltungs Gmbh, munich 30.0000 707 195
VV immobilien Verwaltungs und Beteiligungs Gmbh, munich 30.0000 1,263 –90
VV-consulting többesügynöki Kft., Budapest 50.0000 65 4
Wisma atRia holding Gmbh, Düsseldorf 50.0000 31 1
   
Other shareholdings of 20% or more   
   
aRies, Wilmington, Delaware 21.6000 3,219 –180
capital Dynamics champion Ventures Vi, l.p., Woodside 27.3354 26,496 –1,181
fia timber partners ii l.p., Wilmington 23.0000 349 –228
hRJ capital Global Buy-out iii (u.s.), l.p., Woodside 44.8071 51,930 8,019
   
Other shareholdings exceeding 5% of the voting rights in large companies as defined 
in the German Commercial Code  
   
admiral Group plc, cardiff 10.1756 351,053 182,839
credit Guarantee insurance corporation, Johannesburg 7.1000 28,416 1,482
extremus Versicherungs-aktiengesellschaft, cologne 16.0000 64,690 2,700
Jordan insurance co. p.l.c., amman 10.0000 50,672 3,200
middlesea insurance p.l.c, floriana 19.9000 48,664 –29,125
new national assurance company ltd., Durban, south africa 16.0000 11,735 1,560
picc health insurance company limited, Beijing 6.3333 201,240 3,571
protektor lebensversicherungs-aG, Berlin 10.7597 70,020 0
suramericana s.a., medellín 18.8669 460,134 84,997
swaziland Royal insurance corporation, mbabane 16.0000 39,071 9,666 

1 there are profit-transfer agreements with these companies.
2  this fully consolidated German subsidiary with the legal form of a partnership, as defined in section 264a of the German commercial code, intends to fulfil the condi-

tions required in section 264b of the German commercial code and, in the financial year 2010, to avail itself of the relevant provision exempting it from preparing annual 
financial statements.

3  this fully consolidated German subsidiary intends to fulfil the conditions required in section 264 para. 3 of the German commercial code and, in the financial year 2010, 
to avail itself of the relevant provision exempting it from preparing annual financial statements.

4  control owing to majority of voting power.
5  no active business operations.

Drawn up and released for publication, munich, 1 march 2011.

the Board of management
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Auditor’s report

the following is a translation of the auditor’s opinion in respect of the original German consolidated 
financial statements and Group management report:

We have audited the financial statements prepared by the Münchener Rückversicherungs-Gesell-
schaft aktiengesellschaft in München, Munich, comprising the balance sheet, the income state-
ment, and the notes to the financial statements, together with the bookkeeping system and  
management report for the business year from 1 January to 31 December 2010. the maintenance  
of the books and records and the preparation of the annual financial statements and management 
report in accordance with German commercial law and supplementary provisions in the articles of 
association are the responsibility of the company’s Board of Management. our responsibility is to 
express an opinion on the annual financial statements, together with the bookkeeping system, and 
the management report based on our audit.

We conducted our audit of the annual financial statements in accordance with section 317 of the 
German commercial code and German generally accepted standards for the audit of financial 
statements promulgated by the German institute of certified accountants (iDW). those standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit such that misstatements materially affecting the presen-
tation of the net assets, financial position and results of operations in the annual financial state-
ments in accordance with the principles of proper accounting and in the management report are 
detected with reasonable assurance. Knowledge of the business activities and the economic and 
legal environment of the company and expectations as to possible misstatements are taken into 
account in the determination of audit procedures. the effectiveness of the accounting-related inter-
nal control system and the evidence supporting the disclosures in the books and records, the annual 
financial statements and the management report are examined primarily on a test basis within the 
framework of the audit. the audit includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant 
estimates made by the Board of Management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the 
annual financial statements and management report. We believe that our audit provides a reason-
able basis for our opinion.

our audit has not led to any reservations.

in our opinion, the annual financial statements give a true and fair view of the net assets, financial 
position and results of operations of Münchener Rückversicherungs-Gesellschaft aktiengesell-
schaft in München in accordance with principles of proper accounting. the management report is 
consistent with the annual financial statements and as a whole provides a suitable view of the 
 company’s position and suitably presents the opportunities and risks of future development. 

Munich, 2 March 2011

KPMG Bayerische  Treuhandgesellschaft Aktiengesellschaft
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
steuerberatungsgesellschaft
 
Klaus Becker  Martin Berger
Wirtschaftsprüfer   Wirtschaftsprüfer
(certified public accountant)  (certified public accountant)
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Declaration of the Board of Management

“to the best of our knowledge, and in accordance with the applicable reporting principles, the con-
solidated fi nancial statements give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, fi nancial position 
and profi t or loss of the company, and the company management report includes a fair review of 
the development and performance of the business and the position of the company, together with a 
description of the principal opportunities and risks associated with the expected development of 
the company.”

Munich, 9 March 2011
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